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Abstract 
 
 
 
  
  i 
 
Non-destructive Evaluation and Condition Monitoring of Tool Wear 
Author: Nopparat  Seemuang 
As tool wear is unavoidable, a tool condition monitoring system is an essential 
system to prevent machine tool downtime due to unnecessary tool replacement, tool 
breakage caused by using worn tools, and to reduce part rejections. Currently, 
multiple indirect sensing signals are commonly fused and used to detect tool wear to 
enhance the system reliability and generalisation. Many of the recently developed 
systems uses expensive sensing methods which are seemingly not suitable for real 
machining. Almost all of these monitoring systems were also developed in a 
laboratory control environment, resulting in lower performance if they are utilised 
in real machining operations.  
This thesis takes these discrepancies as motivation to investigate and develop low-
cost based tool condition monitoring systems. The cost effective tool monitoring 
systems were developed from a non-destructive evaluation (NDE) method and a 
multiple sensor fusion approach in order to monitor tool wear of common machining 
processes (turning, drilling, and gear hobbing). First, Barkhausen noise technique, 
an off-line NDT method commonly used in the hardened case-depth evaluation, was 
used to evaluate the coating thickness of TiN and CrN layers on HSS cutting tools. 
The results confirm that this proposed measurement system can be successfully 
used to indicate between different coating thicknesses.  
Secondly, an on-line tool condition monitoring system based on multiple sensor 
fusion using a combination of inexpensive sensors (AE, microphone, and power 
monitoring system) was developed. Sensory features extracted from those sensors 
were trained by neural networks to obtain the tool wear prediction and tool wear 
state classification models. The system was successfully used to predict flank wear 
width and classify the tool wear states during a turning operation.  
Furthermore, a novel sensing feature extracted from cutting sound, named ‘spindle 
noise’, was first introduced in this study as this feature can successfully detect the 
excessive tool wear in turning and drilling or any other machining process which 
has a rotary spindle. 
The cost-effective systems proposed in this study can be utilised in small and 
medium sized manufacturing companies and will improve productivity and add 
more value to the manufacturing processes. 
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1.1 Motivation for the Development of Tool Condition Monitoring  
The machining process is one of the important manufacturing processes that are 
normally used to produce semi-finished and final products by changing the geometry of 
bulk materials. Cutting tools are normally used to remove material in the form of 
chips. Although recent developments in cutting tool materials and control technology of 
machine tools have allowed longer tool life, the tools still wear out when used over 
periods of time.  
Inevitably, tool wear has a direct influence on surface finish and part accuracy of 
finished workpiece leading to rejections. Also, tool replacement and unplanned 
stoppages due to using worn tools can cause machine downtime and part non-
conformance leading to economic loss. Therefore, it is essential to prevent downtime 
during production from unplanned incidents which have a direct impact on 
productivity. To avoid this, tool condition monitoring systems have been developed for 
almost two decades and this monitoring system is included as a basic necessity of 
recent machine tools.   
As mass production has been recently established in developing countries, developed 
economies such as USA and UK have to maintain the manufacturing contribution to 
their GDP by adding value to manufactured goods in terms of manufacturing 
technology improvement. As a major part of production, the value of machining 
processes is increased by, for example, optimum tool preparation, shorter machining 
time, micro/nano machining, extended tool life and reduction of tool change time. In 
terms of tool wear, not only can such a tool failure be avoided by tool condition 
monitoring system but also maximum use should be obtained from the tools.  
Tool condition monitoring (tool wear monitoring) can be achieved by direct and indirect 
methods. As for direct methods, the actual tool wear in terms of material loss is 
directly measured and observed by using optical sensor, radioactivity and lasers which 
are considered as a high accuracy and reliability method. However, these methods are 
still very expensive, impractical to apply in the shop-floor, and they can only be used 
for off-line or in-cycle measurement, leading to machine downtime. In contrast, indirect 
methods based on inferring condition from the outputs of indirect sensors are more 
favourable to use as they are more cost effective, robust, easy to use, and can still be 
used for on-line monitoring although they provide less accuracy.  
Coated tools are commonly used in machining processes (e.g. TiN coated HSS for gear 
hob cutters) as they offer longer tool life and good machinability compared with 
uncoated tools. During production operations assessment of the remaining coating 
depth of coated tools could be helpful information for the machine operator to avoid 
using the worn tool. Destructive methods such as micro-hardness profiling and 
metallography are used to evaluate the thickness of coating layer; however, they are 
also expensive, time-consuming, and inconvenient use.  
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Thus, non-destructive methods, evaluating the properties of materials, parts, products 
without causing any damage, are more often used as they are very fast in evaluation. 
The most frequently used to evaluate tool wear are visual testing, acoustic emission 
testing, ultrasonic testing, thermal/infrared testing, magnetic/electromagnetic 
techniques, and radioactivity. Also, the cost and characteristics of each technique 
should be considered in order to ensure the best fit for a given monitoring purpose and 
application. 
Many magnetic methods have been attempted to evaluate hardness and case depth 
such as Barkhausen effect, magnetic hysteresis properties, and magneto-acoustic 
emission. The “Barkhausen noise (BHN)” can be used successfully in several 
applications such as hardening depth evaluation, residual stresses and fatigue 
monitoring, and surface integrity evaluation. However, this technique has not been 
well studied for monitoring coated layer in coated high speed cutting tool. It would be 
worth to apply this non-destructive technique as in a similar fashion to the use of 
magnetic methods to measure case hardening. 
Automated machining processes are increasingly used in manufacturing systems 
which consequently need the development of more reliable and robust monitoring 
systems. Accordingly, the demand of tool condition monitoring systems has been 
increased as companies have attempted to minimise the consequence of failures, to 
increase product quality, safety and reliability. To achieve robust prediction and 
evaluation of tool wear in machining processes, the use of more than one sensing 
technique to monitor the tool wear has been developed, known as multiple “sensor 
fusion”. Due to varying machining conditions, it is more useful to use several sensor 
signals instead of only single sensor signal in order to increase the reliability of the 
sensor and monitoring system. Consequently, the data acquisition systems consisting 
of multiple sensors are required to acquire sensor signals from machining processes, 
and this needs high performance computers to interface these sensors, data collection, 
perform data processing, and machine control. This can be achieved as the computer 
system and software have also been developed to meet the requirements of large data 
storage, faster, more effective data analysis.  
Nevertheless, the majority of tool condition monitoring system found in currently-
published research has used expensive sensing systems not suitable for production, 
such as force dynamometers. Even with expensive data acquisition hardware, 
obtaining high quality data to train the system is difficult and time-consuming because 
of the complexity of the signals that can be recorded from an operating machine.  
With this in mind, it is clear that there is a research opportunity to investigate, and 
develop, low-cost based tool condition monitoring system that take advantage of these 
recent developments. 
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1.2 Statement of Purpose and Scope of Thesis 
The development of cost effective tool monitoring systems is defined as the core 
purpose of this study. The wear on cutting tools was variously monitored by non-
destructive evaluation techniques and a multiple sensor fusion approach in order to 
help prevent unnecessary tool replacement, tool breakages, and part rejections caused 
by using worn tools. Both off-line and on-line measurement approaches were developed 
in order to monitor tool wear of common machining processes such as turning, drilling 
and hobbing.  
At its core, this thesis consists of two main studies:  
Coating-depth evaluation using the Barkhausen noise (BHN) technique: this off-line 
measurement technique was studied for evaluating the thickness of the coating layer 
in coated HSS, which is the cutting tool normally used in the gear manufacturing 
process. A cost effective BHN system has been developed and the effective working 
setup of the system was identified that can distinguish between different coating 
thicknesses.  
and; 
Tool condition monitoring based on sensor fusion: this on-line monitoring method, 
based on sensor fusion, has been developed by using multiple sensors (AE sensor, 
microphone, power consumption of spindle motor) and an artificial neural network. 
This system was first used to monitor the tool wear and the tool condition in turning 
process and includes an image processing technique used to monitor the wear. 
 
1.3 Formal Statement of Aim and Practical Objectives 
1.3.1 Aim 
The aim of this work was to design, test and evaluate the off-line and on-line 
measurement methods in order to have a potential of the tool condition monitoring 
system in common machining processes.  
1.3.2 Objectives 
To achieve the aim, the following objectives are defined: 
1. To review past work and the current state of the art in tool condition monitoring, in 
particular, sensor fusion for tool condition monitoring and magnetic Barkhausen noise 
technique. 
2. To establish the measurement requirements of the chosen processes for use in 
sensing, pre-processing and analysing signals generated from the machining process.  
3. To propose a cost-effective off-line measuring the coating thickness of CrN/TiN 
coated HSS tools.   
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4. To propose a systematic approach to design a multi-sensor monitoring system based 
on the concept of data fusion. 
5. To implement suitable data processing technique (Neural network) on multi-sensory 
signals obtained from cutting processes and to validate the performance effectiveness 
of the monitoring system. 
The aim and objectives of this thesis can be illustrated in the block diagram shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1 Diagram showing the main tasks of the research programme 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
This thesis is organised as follows.   
Chapter 1 introduces the motivation for the development of tool condition monitoring 
system. General purposes, scope of study, aim and practical objectives, have been 
stated.  
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Chapter 2 details general manufacturing processes, focusing on machining processes. 
The fundamental knowledge in machining science is introduced, such as cutting tool 
geometry, chip formation, and process parameters. Tool wear and wear determination 
in the machining process are also described. 
Chapter 3 describes condition monitoring, especially of a machining process. The 
sensor fusion approach, including sensors, signal processing, artificial intelligences 
normally used in tool condition monitoring is also discussed.  
The general methodology presented in Chapter 4, consists of general background and 
development of the both the off-line and on-line monitoring systems in this thesis. 
Firstly, the characteristics and principles of BHN are introduced and the development 
of the BHN-based measuring off-line system is then described. Secondly, the 
development of the on-line tool condition monitoring system is explained including the 
machining experimental setups and the feature extraction and selection methods. 
Finally, the artificial neural networks for tool condition monitoring and validation 
method used in this study are introduced. 
Chapter 5 begins with a short review of previous attempts to use the BHN technique in 
condition monitoring.  The bulk of this chapter gives details of the experimental setup 
and presents the results. A procedure for the use of the BHN system for tool condition 
monitoring is proposed and its success discussed. 
Similarly, Chapter 6 begins with a short review of on-line tool condition monitoring 
and then the specific experimental setup, materials and methods are described. The 
results, particularly of the sensing of tool wear, are presented and the effect of cutting 
parameters on the sensing signals is discussed in this chapter. These are combined in 
order to compare the sensing features with flank wear progression. 
Chapter 7 builds on the results of Chapter 6, by beginning with feature extraction and 
selection of the sensing signals. Feature selection based on correlation coefficient and 
correlation based feature selection (CFS) was used to select the best features for neural 
network training. Then, tool wear prediction and tool wear state classification models 
were trained and validated by several network configurations. After that, the method 
of remaining useful life estimation was proposed. 
Chapter 8 introduces the concept of ‘spindle noise’ which is a novel feature identified 
and extracted from the cutting sound signal discussed in Chapter 6. The power 
spectrum magnitude of spindle noise frequency and its cumulative value correlates 
remarkably well with tool wear at the variations of cutting speed and feed. 
Additionally, this feature was utilised in a drilling process to monitor the drill bit wear.  
Chapter 9 presents the key findings and conclusions from the studies and gives 
recommendations that could be considered to build on this work. The publications and 
contributions of this thesis are listed and stated. 
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This chapter describes the fundamentals of cutting processes which are common in 
manufacturing. The general background of machining such as tool geometry, chip 
formation, type of chips, cutting tool materials and cutting fluids, process parameters, 
and machinability are introduced. After that, tool wear in machining is described, 
including wear mechanisms, wear parameters, a typical tool wear curve, and the tool 
life equation. 
 
2.1 High Value Manufacturing (HVM)  
Recently, mass production has migrated to the economically developing regions. The 
manufacturing plants of many companies have moved, or been established, in lower 
cost-base countries such as China, India and Thailand. This causes unemployment 
problems in high-cost base countries e.g. the USA, the UK and other developed 
economies.  
As a result, China and India have a growth of their GDP about 10% yearly. Both 
countries have developed their technological potential and have big advantages in 
manufacturing costs due to low wages and working conditions. They are fast adopters 
in technological competitiveness and productivity by implementation and imitation of 
knowledge. Those countries also have lower investment costs in terms of land, water, 
and electricity. They also open (deregulated in) the labour market and have good global 
logistics and communication services. For example, Japanese and South Korean 
manufacturers of electronic components, who are the leaders of the world market 
manufacture their products in countries such as Thailand and Vietnam. These are the 
main reasons of moving the production to such countries. However, there are also 
negatives such as political and economic stability, customer desire to purchase 
‘homegrown’ products and issues with communication that make development of new 
products and maintenance of existing quality challenging.  
Developed economies, such as the USA and UK aim to maintain or preferably grow the 
contribution of manufacturing to their GDP by enhancing and ‘adding value’, to 
manufacturing technology and the production system. This is called “High Value 
Manufacturing” or HVM. For example, as the UK will not be able to produce goods on 
high volume due to the high cost of productive resources so a practical strategy that 
can be implemented is adding value to the manufactured goods in terms of either 
component or processes. 
In general, manufacturing processes, particularly machining processes are a major 
part of production. Most of the researches and technological breakthroughs centre on 
enhancing machining processes in several aspects for adding the value. The main 
objectives of HVM in machining processes include optimal tool preparation, reduction 
of tool change time, shorter machining time, higher material removal rate and 
extended tool life. 
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Therefore, this thesis aims to adopt the HVM concept to obtain the added-value to 
machining process by developing the in-line tool performance monitoring system to 
prevent the production losses caused by using the worn cutting tools.    
 
2.2 Manufacturing Processes 
The manufacturing process is the group of operations used to transform workpiece 
materials into final products by changing the geometry and properties of the raw 
material. The manufacturing processes can be broadly classified as: casting, forming, 
machining, joining, and surface treatment (finishing and heat treatment). 
Casting or moulding processes are widely used to primarily produce parts which quite 
often need other following processes, such as machining to finish the product. A mould 
cavity is filled with molten metal and the metal retains the desired shape as the mould 
cavity after solidification. Casting is the term used for metallic material, while 
moulding is the common term used for plastic materials.  
Forming or deformation processes are used to modify or change the size and shape of 
the material. In general, the materials generally pass through the series of forming 
operations, which are done in both hot and cold conditions. The workpiece material is 
often heated to the temperature below the melting point. The forming process can be 
divided into bulk metal forming process (rolling, forging and extrusion) and sheet 
metal forming process (blanking, coining, stamping, bending, and spinning).  
Machining or Cutting, a group of metal removal processes, is a process of removing 
unwanted material from original workpiece in the form of chips to obtain a desired 
shape or finish. The seven traditional machining processes are turning, drilling, 
shaping, milling, sawing, broaching, and abrasive machining (grinding). Other metal 
removal processes are known as non-traditional processes because they use other 
media such as lasers, water jet, electron beams, chemical erosion, electric discharge 
and electrochemical energy to remove material instead of using cutting or grinding 
tool.  
Joining is the process used to combine or assemble the machined parts or semi-finished 
parts to be the final product, including mechanical fastening, soldering, welding, press 
or snap fittings, adhesive bonding, and assembly processes.  
Finishing processes or surface processing operations are performed for cleaning 
(chemical and mechanical), removing burrs (deburring), or providing protective 
surfaces on the workpiece (painting, coating, plating, buffing, galvanizing, and 
anodizing). These are done to prevent corrosion and enhance the component geometry 
before joining to other components.  
Heat treatment is the process used to improve the metallurgical and mechanical 
properties of the metal for the specific purpose without changing its shape. This is 
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about heating and cooling of the metal to obtain the desired properties such as 
hardness, toughness, brittleness. 
In recent years, a family of emerging additive manufacturing processes have been 
developed. These processes produce the first or prototype components quickly by using 
specialised machines controlled by computer-aided design that usually build up 
components layer by layer. The resulting components often still need further post-
processing that uses the traditional manufacturing processes. 
Machining is a major manufacturing process because: 
(1) various materials can be machined by machining processes,  
(2) various part shapes and geometric features can be made,  
(3) machining processes can produce the components to close tolerances,  
(4) machining is able to create very smooth surface finishes,  
(5) the chips from machining operation can be usually recycled.  
Although machining operations can be time-consuming, they are normally used to 
produce the final geometry, dimensions, and surface finish.  
In Figure 2.1, there are several sorts of machining operations (turning, milling, 
drilling, boring, planning, shaping, broaching, sawing, grinding, polishing), each of 
which can generate certain part geometry. The most common types of machining 
process mentioned in this thesis consist of turning, milling, and drilling.  
 
Figure 2.1 Basic machining process (adapted from [1]) 
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In turning, a single cutting edge tool is used to remove material from a rotating 
workpiece in order to generate cylindrical shape. The spindle motor and gear set are 
used to speed the rotating workpiece, and cutting tool moves slowly in parallel 
direction to the rotating axis. Drilling process is used to produce a round hole with two 
cutting edges of a drill bit rotating around the rotating axis. The drill bit is fed in the 
parallel direction of the axis of rotation into the workpiece to crate the round hole. In 
milling, rotating tool which has multiple cutting edges is moved slowly to the 
workpiece to generate the plane or surface. The feed direction is perpendicular to the 
axis of rotation. Face milling and peripheral milling are the two basic forms of the 
milling process. The fundamental knowledge of machining process will be elaborated in 
following sections. 
 
2.3 Fundamental of Machining Processes 
2.3.1 Tool Geometry 
The cutting tools used in machining processes can be separated into two main groups: 
single-cutting-point and multiple–cutting-point tools.  
Single-cutting-point tools have only one effective cutting edge and are usually used for 
turning process, such as cylindrical turning in Figure 2.2 below. When the cutting edge 
is perpendicular to the feed direction, it is called orthogonal cutting. Oblique cutting is 
defined when the cutting edge is inclined to the direction of the feed. Multiple cutting 
point tools or multi-point tools are defined as the tool has more than one cutting edge 
such as twist drill, milling cutters, broaching tools, as well as abrasive wheels. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Orthogonal cutting and oblique cutting (adapted from [2]) 
All cutting tools have common shape features: clearance angle (), wedge angle or 
cutting angle (), and rake angle () as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3 General cutting tool geometry (adapted from [1]) 
 Clearance angle ( or relief angle is measured on the flank side which provide a 
clearance in order to avoid the contact between the machined surface and the flank of 
cutting tool which would increase friction and the likelihood of damage to the just-
machined surface. 
 Wedge angle () or lead angle is the cutting angle of the tool. Wedge is made up 
of two faces: a rake face and flank face. The greater wedge angle can make the tool 
stronger and to prevent tool overheat in order to prolong the tool life. It however, needs 
more cutting force to make the tool penetrate to the workpiece.  
 Rake angle () is the angle between a rake face and a plane which is 
perpendicular to workpiece surface. The rake face is where the chip runs off. The tool-
chip contact area where the chip is raked has lot of friction and high temperature due 
to rubbing between removing chip and tool surface. 
2.3.2 Chip Formation  
To understand the mechanics of machining, orthogonal cutting (two-force system) 
simplified cutting tool geometries from oblique model (three-force system), is used to 
describe the chip formation. 
 
Figure 2.4 Chip formation (adapted from [3]) 
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Figure 2.4 shows the idealised model of chip formation process by two-dimensional 
cutting model.  A cutting tool with wedge angle () moves to the left into the workpiece 
at a constant velocity, and cutting depth (h). A chip with thickness (hch) is produced 
ahead of the tool by plastically deforming and shearing the material continuously along 
the shear plane in primary shear zone. The chip begins to flow and removes the tool via 
the rake face. During chip removal on rake face, the shear force due to tool-chip 
interface friction reacts in the secondary shear zone to against the moving chip, 
resulting in the tool-chip side of the chip being shiny surface while other side is rough. 
2.3.3 Type of Chips  
Chip formation is an important aspect of the machining process. According to [4], the 
chip formation can be categorised into four main types: continuous, discontinuous, 
serrated as shown in Figure 2.5, and built up edge (BUE) in Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.5 Chip morphology: (a) continuous, (b) discontinuous, and (c) serrated or segmented 
(reproduced from [3]) 
 
Figure 2.6 Built up edge on the rake surface 
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Continuous chips:    
These take the form of long ribbon-like chips. They can be found when ductile 
materials (i.e. low-carbon steel, copper, and aluminium) are machined or in machining 
with high cutting speed or high positive rake angles. Although continuous chips 
generally produce a good surface finish, they are problematic for CNC machines 
because the chips may entangle with tool holder or jig and fixture or bring about 
stopping process to remove them if the chips are continuous and too long. This can be 
mitigated by using chip breakers (a design feature of the tool) or changing cutting 
parameters and using cutting fluids to reduce the resistance in tool-chip contact area. 
Discontinuous chips: 
This type is characterised by a continuous breaking of the removed material into 
uneven length chips. They may be randomly long or short. They are normally found 
when machining brittle materials, when the workpiece material has impurities or hard 
inclusions, or the use of very high or low cutting speeds, a large cutting depth, or low 
rake angle.  The formation of these chips leads to variation of cutting forces that has an 
effect on surface finish and contributes to the onset of self-excited vibrations (chatter). 
It can also promote premature tool wear and adversely affects the dimensional 
accuracy of the machined part. 
Serrated chips:   
Serrated chips, or segmented chips, resemble a sawtooth which can be formed during 
the machining of low thermal conductivity metals and those with strength that 
decreases rapidly with temperature. Serrated chips consist of chip segments that are 
initially separated in the shear plane and then fuse together. They are often found 
during cutting of brittle materials like cast iron and can be formed at very low cutting 
speeds (Vc = 1-3 m/min).  
Built-up edge: 
Built up edge (BUE) stems from gradually growing of particles of metal from the chips 
attaching to the cutting tool tip because of high friction force between the chip and the 
rake face. This leads to increased friction force and heat at the cutting edge. BUE also 
changes the geometry of the cutting tools and has a direct effect on the surface finish. 
It can cause a rough surface on the workpiece if the particles of built-up material flake 
away weld themselves to the workpiece surface. It can also be considered as a 
protective surface, therefore it can reduce tool wear on the rake face if stable and thin. 
BUE formation can be reduced by increasing the cutting speeds and the rake angle, 
decreasing the cutting depth, and using effective cutting fluids. 
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2.3.4 Cutting Tool Materials and Cutting Fluids 
Appropriate selection of tool materials is a major concern in defining a machining 
process. The important properties needed in a tool material include; high toughness 
(strength and ductility) to resist flank wear, high hardness at hot temperature to resist 
deformation of cutting edge, and wear resistance. Furthermore, the cutting tool 
material should be chemically stable to avoid oxidation and diffusion, resist to sudden 
thermal changes and be non-reactive with the workpiece material.  
There are various tool materials used in machining processes such as carbon steels, 
alloy steels, high speed steels (HSS), cemented carbides, coated carbides, ceramics, and 
synthetic diamond each with different characteristics and uses. The cutting tool 
material must be matched to the workpiece material being cut and the cutting 
conditions selected. The general characteristics of tool materials are as follows.  
High carbon steels with carbon content about 0.87-1.2 percent are mainly used for hand 
tools because the hardness is rapidly reduced when the temperature of the material 
significantly increases as often occurs in machine tools. Consequently, various alloy 
tool steels have been developed to improve the cutting ability of carbon tool steels. 
High-speed steel (HSS) is widely used for tool material in several cutting applications 
such as drills, reamers, milling cutters, turning tools, planning and shaping tools. 
Tungsten (W) and cobalt (Co) are used as a main alloying content in order to retain the 
hardness of the tools under working in high temperature. The strength and toughness 
of the tool steel, so that it can be used to resist the cutting force in cutting of high-
strength alloy materials, can also be improved in this way. 
Cemented carbide and ceramic tools can be used in higher temperature than high speed 
steel. They are much more resistant to abrasion. However, such materials are 
relatively weak in tension and also more brittle. Ceramic tools are harder and more 
brittle than carbide but brittle. Therefore, they are normally used in high-speed 
finishing cuts with fine feed when the high surface finish is required. 
Cutting tool materials are frequently coated with a layer of hard material such as 
titanium nitride (TiN) and titanium carbide (TiC) in order to enhance their efficiency 
and wear behaviour. Coated tools often provide a lower friction coefficient resulting in 
no BUE on the rake surface and reducing of cutting temperature, and promoting a 
longer tool life when compared with uncoated tools.  
Industrial diamonds are mainly used for finish machining, such as grinding, which 
requires good surface finish and dimensional accuracy. Diamond tools are suited to 
cutting light, heavy and precious metals, hard and soft rubber, glass, plastic and stone. 
Due to limitation of cutting edge dimensions, it is difficult to use the diamond in large 
depths of cut and feeds. They can be used only with very fine feeds to minimise cutting 
force on them although they are very hard. 
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At the cutting point  (Figure 2.7), the total energy input to the in the primary cutting 
zone is converted into heat, which is about 98% on tool-chip interface area and on the 
chips and workpiece surface about 2% [1]. This high temperature can reduce the tool 
life, and cause the accuracy problems with the workpiece due to the thermal expansion 
effect. To address these problems, cutting fluids are normally applied to the machining 
operation to cool down the temperature (coolants) and lubricate the chips removing 
pass through the cutting tools (lubricants). Using cutting fluids can reduce frictions 
(tool-chip and tool-work interfaces), total heat (shear zone and friction zone), cutting 
forces, and power consumption, and prolonging tool life.  
  
Figure 2.7 Temperature distribution in cutting point (adapted from [1]) 
There are several types of cutting fluids: petroleum oils, semi-synthetic, full synthetic, 
each with different characteristics. The machine operator should choose the proper 
type with right amount, directed in the right direction. The cutting fluids can be 
directed by hand in manual machine and by flooding or a high pressure jet over the 
cutting zone adjusted by programmed nozzle in a CNC machine. One important 
concern is disposal the old fluids which is costly and can cause pollution. Cutting fluids 
become contaminated with various substances such as chips, tramp oil, mould, fungi, 
and bacteria when they are used over time. This leads to odours and health hazards. 
Management of using the proper filtering system and frequently changing the fluid is a 
major concern to prolong the lifetime of the cutting fluids. 
2.3.5 Process Parameters in Machining Processes 
In machining processes the three important cutting parameters, used as dependent 
variables, are cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut.  
Cutting speed (Vc) (also called surface speed) is the relative speed at which the tool 
passes through and removes the workpiece material or the distance of the workpiece 
which is cut in one minute. It is expressed in meters per minute (m/min). 
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Figure 2.8 Process parameter in turning process (adapted from [3]) 
Feed (f) is the distance of cutting tool moves in the feed direction (perpendicular to 
cutting speed vector) through the workpiece material per a spindle revolution (mm/rev, 
in turning). Feed rate (Vf), distance of cutting tool moves through the material per 
minute (mm/min), is normally used when the workpiece does not rotate (e.g. in 
milling). 
Depth of cut (ap) is the distance at which the tool digs into the workpiece and expressed 
in millimetre (mm). 
These three parameters have a direct influence on cutting forces, cutting power, 
temperature, types of chip, surface finish, tool life and cutting time. For example, an 
increase of feed and/or depth of cut increase the chip thickness, which then needs more 
cutting force/power.  Using higher cutting speed reduces cutting time as increase the 
volume of workpiece removed in a period of time (Material Removal Rate, MRR) and 
this leads to having a shorter useful lifetime of the tools. 
2.3.6 Cutting Force and Power Consumption 
To simplify the cutting force, oblique cutting (three-force system) is selected to easily 
understand the forces in turning process. In Figure 2.9, feed force (Fr) acts in the 
direction of tool feed parallel to the axis of rotating workpiece in turning, also called 
axial force. Passive force (Fp) or radial force would gradually push the tool off the 
workpiece. It acts in a direction normal to the cutting speed. Cutting force (Fc) or 
sometime called tangential force which is major cutting force. Fc acts in the direction of 
the cutting speed (Vc). These three forces produce the resultant force or machining force 
(F). In general, the relationship between cutting forces and cutting parameters is 
shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 Forces acting on a cutting tool in turning (reproduced from [3]) 
Cutting power at the cutting point can be calculated by the product of cutting force and 
velocity (P =Fc·V). This power is dissipated in both primary shear zone (shearing the 
workpiece) and secondary shear zone (tool-chip friction). In metal cutting machine, 
cutting force and power is necessary information to design the machine. Adequate 
power should be available to drive the spindle and feed movement to remove the 
material from the workpiece. 
In tool wear monitoring, cutting forces are typically monitored by a dynamometer or 
load cells mounted on the cutting tool holder (in turning) and on workpiece table (in 
milling and drilling), while power consumption of main spindle motor is monitored by 
power monitoring system or wattmeter. These measurements allow the inference of 
tool wear as the force and power required to maintain cutting increase as the tool 
wears.  Besides, current sensor is also applied to measure the power consumption of 
cutting process. Sensing techniques of cutting forces will be mentioned in Chapter 3. 
2.3.7 Machinability 
The machinability of a material is a method of characterising the difficulties a given 
material poses to cutting operations. It depends on a material’s composition, 
mechanical properties, and microstructure. In general, four criteria are used to 
describe good machining properties: longer tool life, good surface quality, low 
machining force and power consumption, and having good chip control. In practice, 
machinability is normally represented by tool life and surface roughness of machined 
parts. 
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2.4 Tool Wear in Machining Processes 
As tool wear is inevitable, it is important to maximum usage through the use of tool 
wear compensation and wear rate control techniques. As tool wear can cause an out of 
tolerance workpiece dimension, the tool position must be automatically compensated. 
To obtain longer tool life, cutting parameters (e.g. feed, speed, depth-of-cut) have to be 
controlled by adjusting feeds and speeds to suppress chatter, or increase the depth-of-
cut to compensate. The following sections focus on the tool wear in the turning 
machining process. 
2.4.1 Wear Mechanism in Turning Processes 
In turning process, three major wear mechanisms are abrasion between the cutting 
tool and workpiece which is the main cause of wear, adhesion of chips to cutting tool, 
which can remove the cutting tool material, and diffusion of cutting tool atoms to the 
chips or workpiece. These mechanisms typically occur together and manifest 
themselves in the following characteristic ways: 
Crater wear: this wear stems from abrasive wear mechanism between chip flowing out 
from the cutting zone and rake face. Crater wear occurs on the tool face that directly 
contacts the chips. Consequently, the contact area on the rake face wears out as shown 
in Figure 2.10. Crater wear can increase the rake angle, resulting in lower cutting 
force, but it will be consequently weaken cutting edge strength as wedge angle is 
reduced. 
 Flank wear: flank wear originates from the abrasive mechanism of the main cutting 
edge against the machined surface on flank face (Figure 2.10).  This wear has a direct 
effect on the accuracy of the workpiece dimension and the quality of the surface finish. 
Therefore, the monitoring of this type of wear is required to prepare for tool changing, 
avoid production scrap and also adapt the cutting parameters to control tool life.  
Notch wear: this is the combination of flank wear and crater wear. It normally occurs 
at the main cutting edge where contacts to the workpiece surface or both the rake and 
flank faces at the depth of cut line (Figure 2.10). This wear predominately affects the 
surface finish of the workpiece.  
  
Figure 2.10 Wears on major cutting edge (adapted from [5]) 
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Thermal cracking:  this failure can be developed by temperature variation during 
machining when the temperature at the cutting edge changes rapidly from hot to cold 
or through inconsistent use of cooling liquids. The thermal cracks may appear 
perpendicular to the cutting edge (Figure 2.11). Thermal effects can also be a result of 
thermal fatigue of the cutting tool. The tool materials on the cutting edge will be 
pulled-out or broken when the crack propagates to a critical size. 
Chipping (breakage):  chipping at the cutting edges generally originates from discrete 
or intermittent cutting operations and it also can occur when the cutting edge first 
engages or disengages the workpiece. The breakage is the result of using too high feed 
and depth of cut, built-up edge, vibration or excessive wear on the cutting insert. 
    
Figure 2.11 Thermal cracking and chipped cutting edge 
Plastic deformation: This can found in the cutting edge when the tool material is 
softened by excessive temperature in cutting zone due to lack of coolant supply. This 
changes the geometry of the tool and thus its performance. 
2.4.2 Determination of Wear in Cutting Tool (Wear Parameters) 
The general practice of the standard for tool wear is defined in ISO 3685-1977, which 
considers reference workpiece/tool materials, tool geometries, cutting fluids, cutting 
conditions, tool life criteria, and tool wear measurement. The most common wear 
mechanisms monitored in cutting tool wear are crater wear and flank wear. The 
diagram of wear parameters is shown in Figure 2.12. 
Crater wear: occurs at tool-chip interface area on the rake surface. Due to ISO-3685, 
crater depth (KT) and the location (KM) are normally used as a wear parameter in tool 
wear research or crater ratio K = KT / KM is sometimes used.  
Flank wear (Vb):  is the width of wear land of the flank face which gradually forms. The 
wear land (Figure 2.12) is divided into three regions: C, B, and N. Zone C is the curved 
part of cutting edge corner, while the width of zone N is a quarter of a worn cutting 
edge length b farthest side of the corner. Notch wear, represented by (VBn) usually 
occurs in zone N. The remaining length of cutting edge between zone C and N is used 
to represent flank wear. 
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Figure 2.12  Wear determination (ISO-3685) 
The flank wear limit in zone B is recommended at the average flank wear land 
VBB=0.3 mm, in case of regular worn, and the maximum flank wear width VBmax = 0.6 
mm, if the flank wear land is not considered to be regularly worn. Furthermore, other 
standards such as ISO 3685, ISO 8688, ISO 883, ISO 3364, ISO 6987 and ISO 9361, 
also provide guidance on tool wear evaluation and suggest the wear limits as reference 
values for replacing the new tool [6].  
The quantities mentioned above are measured at different cutting times from the 
beginning until the cutting tool worn or catastrophic failure by optical microscope or 
other optical methods directly. Direct methods are generally more reliable but they are 
inconvenient for in-process use. Therefore, indirect measuring methods are normally 
used to correlate the tool wear. The details will be mentioned in Chapter 4. 
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2.4.3 Tool Wear Curve  
Although recent developments in cutting tool materials and optimisation of machining 
process parameters have allowed longer tool life, the tools still wear out when used 
over extended periods of time. The typical relationship of tool wear versus cutting time 
is illustrated in Figure 2.13. 
 
Figure 2.13 Tool wear curve and tool life (adapted from [5]) 
 
Three states of tool wear can be obviously separated. Zone A is break-in period as the 
initial flank wear is rapidly established. It will take a couple minutes from start 
cutting with the new tool. Zone B is then where wear develops steadily rate and zone C 
is where the wear occurs at a significant increasing rate (failure region). Machining 
beyond this region will cause tool failure or tool breakage. The tool life or tool lifespan 
could be defined as the time from the beginning of its use to it becoming worn out or 
blunt. According to ISO-3685, the cutting tools should be replaced when the flank wear 
on the main cutting edge exceeds 0.3 mm (wear limit) during normal use.  
The slope in steady-wear region is also known as wear rate which is affected by 
workpiece material and cutting conditions. Hard workpiece material can encourage 
tool wear quickly, consequently, wear rate in steady region increases significantly. 
Increasing cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut has a similar consequence. Several 
wear curves with different cutting speeds is compared in Figure 2.14. It is generally 
observed that wear rate increases as cutting speed is increased. Higher cutting speed 
can reach the limit point in less time.  
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Figure 2.14 Flank wear curve of different cutting speeds (adapted from [1]) 
2.4.4 Tool Life Equation 
Tool life (T), is one of the significant parameters used in characterising the 
machinability of workpiece materials. Tool life is the time in minute in which a cutting 
tool performs cutting operation from the first cut to the point which it becomes 
unserviceable or failed (0.3 mm due to ISO 3685). Long–run machining tests conducted 
on machine tools are generally performed to determine tool life values under various 
cutting conditions. There are several criteria used in considering tool life, such as 
measurable tool wear (flank wear, crater wear), all measurable workpiece data (change 
of roughness) and all measurable parameters of the cutting process (change of cutting 
power, chip temperature and form). 
If the tool life values for the four wear curves in Figure 2.14 are plotted on a log-log 
scale of cutting speed and tool life, as a result, the outcome relationship is a straight 
line as shown in Figure 2.15. This linear relationship of tool wear is used to develop the 
tool life equation.  
 
 
Figure 2.15 Relationship of cutting speed and tool life (log-log plot) (adapted from [1]) 
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The tool life can be estimated by using tool wear equation [1, 5], developed by F.W. 
Taylor, and known as Taylor’s tool wear equation as shown in Equation 2.1. This basic 
equation is capable of estimating over wide range of cutting conditions. 
 𝑉𝑇𝑛 =  𝐶 (2.1) 
 
T is the tool lifetime, V is cutting speed, C and n are determined constants which 
related to feed and depth-of-cut and need more tests to determine these extra 
coefficients. C depends on cutting tool, workpiece materials and cutting condition, 
while n relies on a given tool material.  
C and n can be obtained from the log-log graph in Figure 2.15. The intercept on the 
speed axis represents C value, while n is the slope of the straight line. In practice, C 
and n can be looked up on the standard table (examples are found in [1, 5]).   
From previous mention, cutting speed and feed are important variables associated with 
tool life. Therefore, from basic Equation 2.1, expanded version of the tool life equation, 
including feed, and cutting depth is determined by Equation 2.2. 
 𝑉𝑇𝑛𝑑𝑥𝑓𝑦 =  𝐶 (2.2) 
 
Where d is the depth of cut and f is the feed in mm/rev. The exponents x and y can be 
obtained from the experiment for each cutting condition. 
In conclusion, it is generally viewed that increasing the cutting speed and feed reduces 
the process time and cutting costs. However, this also increases the rate of tool wear or 
reduces tool life which need more frequent times to replace the new tool. This leads to a 
loss in productivity. To obtain the minimum production costs, the operating conditions 
in machining need to be optimised in order to balance these influences. 
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This chapter is organised as follows: general methodology of an intelligent monitoring 
development is first mentioned. Then, currently-used sensors in the recent monitoring 
systems are summarised, with their outstanding characteristics, advantages and 
drawbacks. Next, the most effective signal processing techniques are concluded and 
frequent sensory features applied in the machining modelling process are discussed. 
Later, the sensory feature extraction methods for the relevant information are 
described. After that, commonly-used AI techniques are introduced. Last, the Design of 
Experiment (DOE) for modelling the machining operation and system verification are 
summarised. 
 
3.1 Condition Monitoring  
3.1.1 The Concept of Condition Monitoring 
The condition monitoring system is an important aspect of several applications which 
seeks to prevent unplanned stops or failures that might lead to economic losses and 
safety issues. The consequences of failure may be inconvenience, the expense of repair, 
or a possible accident due to total failure. For example, shaft and turbine blades are 
used to convert hydropower to electricity in water power plants and a defective shaft 
may cause the system to break down leading to expensive ramifications in terms of 
both the cost and time required to effect repairs. Furthermore, shaft failure will not 
only have direct effects, but may also cause other parts to fail. In some applications, it 
is very important to be able to identify faults in systems, such as crack monitoring in 
aircraft structures. Since such cracks can cause catastrophic failures, they must be 
detected as early as possible. 
Condition monitoring is based on the recording of measurements to predict the 
condition of the equipment. In general, condition monitoring system procedures can be 
separated into five stages as shown in Figure 3.1. Data or information is acquired from 
the systems by sensors or measuring devices. The acquired data is then analysed to 
extract the information sets as extracted features. Then, a selection process is used to 
find the best set of features from all candidate features which are good indicators of 
faults in the structure. Finally, the selected features are interpreted in a decision-
making step to identify any faults in the system [7].  
The objective of a condition monitoring system is to evaluate the condition of a 
structure or machine from measured data. Fault estimation can be achieved through 
the five stages shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1 General procedure of condition monitoring (adapted from [7]) 
 
Figure 3.2  The stages of condition monitoring (adapted from [7]) 
The first stage of monitoring is the detection of the presence or absence of faults. Any 
abnormalities can be detected by the monitoring system, which normally provides 
binary results, such as good or not good, normal or abnormal. For example, in tool wear 
monitoring, a worn tool can be detected by an abrupt change in the root-mean-square 
(RMS) value of acoustic emission (AE) signals. The system can then detect a worn tool 
when the RMS values exceed a threshold value.   
After detecting something unusual, the monitoring system can classify the faults, thus 
providing more detail about the nature of the problem. For instance, spectrum in the 
frequency domain from sensors can be used to classify the types or characteristics of 
the unusual or the states of anomaly occurred. 
The next stage in the monitoring process is to determine the location of the faults. For 
example, in recent car monitoring systems, various sensors have been attached to 
monitor different locations in the engine. If an abnormality occurs somewhere, the 
sensor can initiate an alert, locating where the fault is. 
Next, faults need to be evaluated to know their magnitude (severity). For example, the 
signal amplitude from an accelerometer attached to the machine structure can display 
the vibration levels of the machine structure.  
In the last stage, an estimation of the remaining life of the component is necessary in 
order to know when the parts should be replaced because unplanned part change or 
part breakdown should be avoided. 
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3.1.2 Condition Monitoring in the Machining Process 
Condition monitoring in machining processes can be applied in many ways, such as 
monitoring of cutting tools, quality of machined parts and machine-working conditions. 
Sensor-based monitoring systems are currently used to monitor machining processes, 
predominately by measuring power consumption of a running machine. The main 
concept of a condition monitoring system in the machining process is illustrated in 
Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.3 Condition monitoring in the machining process 
Sensors such as for acoustic emission, force, vibration and temperature are also widely 
used to collect sensor signals from the machining process and transmit it to a computer 
via a Data Acquisition system (DAQ). These sensors transform a physical property into 
electrical signals. After that, some signal conditioning processes such as amplification 
and filtering may be required to improve the signal quality so as to be suitable for 
subsequent processes. Several sensory features of such signals are extracted both in 
time and frequency domains. To obtain robust and reliable models for monitoring, it is 
vital to use the features that describe the machining process in the most meaningful 
way. Then, the most sensitive features are selected by algorithms for use in the 
interference or pattern recognition processes. Several artificial intelligence techniques, 
such as neural networks and fuzzy logic, may be used to train the models with selected 
features and targets in order to obtain a prediction model through a supervised 
training scheme. In a tool wear monitoring system, artificial models can be used for 
tool wear state classification and tool wear value estimation. Finally, the machine 
control systems use the wear state or wear value automatically to adapt the cutting 
parameters such as feed and speed so as to maximise the tool life, or change the cutting 
tool before its failure.  
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3.1.3 Tool Condition Monitoring 
Using worn cutting tools has a direct effect on the surface finish of a workpiece, part 
accuracy, and machine condition. Furthermore, using worn or broken tools 
significantly decreases productivity through un-planned stops for tool changes, produce 
scrap parts, and may injure the operators. Also, a tool breakage detection system is 
necessary for fully automated machining and must detect failure instantly so as to 
prevent workpiece damage. Furthermore, such a system needs to be reliable in order to 
avoid downtime due to false alarms. The competitiveness of the machining processes 
can be increased by increasing the utilised tool life and decreasing instances of part 
damage from excessive tool wear or tool breakage. Tool Condition Monitoring (TCM) is, 
therefore, a key component in many condition monitoring systems in machining 
processes, as has been reviewed in [8-10].  
There are two different methods for monitoring the machining process. Direct methods 
are based on direct measurement, and are concerned with measuring the actual tool 
wear by using optical sensors, radioactivity and lasers. These techniques are used to 
measure flank wear in terms of material loss from the tool or by observing the worn 
surface using optical methods. These methods have the advantage of high accuracy and 
reliability, but cannot be used for online measurement since they are difficult to apply 
in the real machining process environment. They are also still very expensive. For 
example, InfiniteFocus Real3D (Alicona) measures tool geometries and cutting edges of 
every perspective. That costs many hundred thousands of pounds. Measurement of 
steep‐sided flanks by Infinite Focus SL 3D Surface (Alicona) may cost more than 
£65,000. 
In contrast, indirect methods are based on sensor technology, and although these 
provide less accuracy, they are more suitable for practical applications, and are more 
economical. Presently, sensor technology is being continuously developed to be more 
accurate, precise, and easy to calibrate or compensate the sensing signals. As a result, 
indirect methods are robust, cheap, easy to use, and can be used for online monitoring 
[9, 10]. 
TCM manipulates the sensor measurements in order to determine the tool states and 
to detect process anomalies. This could be gradual tool wear, tool breakage, or 
excessive chatter or vibration. Generally, four sensors are used in tool condition 
monitoring: dynamometers, accelerometers, AE sensors and electric current sensors 
[10]. The reliability, cost, and characteristics of each sensor should be considered in 
order to ensure the best fit for a given monitoring purpose, as is explored further in the 
following section. 
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3.2 Tool Wear Sensing Signals 
TCM has been extensively developed over a period of time. Concurrently, it has 
parallel developments in electronic instruments, transducers, computer and software. 
This increases the development of TCM by using sensing features extracted from 
multiple sensors. As mentioned previously, TCM can be performed by direct and 
indirect measurement. Several sensors commonly used for indirect method (Figure 3.4) 
are mentioned in this section.  
3.2.1 Dynamometer 
In machining, cutting forces measured by a dynamometer are one of the best sensing 
methods in the machining process. It is commonly used for tool wear monitoring 
because friction forces increase if the cutting tool edge is dull or loses cutting ability. 
The cutting forces generally increase with flank wear because of an increasing in the 
contact area between wear land on cutting tool and workpiece. However, an increase of 
cutting force can be caused by other reasons such as types of wear, cutting condition, 
cutting tool and workpiece materials. Cutting forces can be related to surface 
roughness due to chip formation and built-up edge (BUE) which might be dependent on 
cutting force, and in the case of BUE may be desirable. Furthermore, excessive cutting 
forces can reduce the part accuracy as they cause the deflection of the actual tool path 
away from the intended path. Chatter frequency is often higher than cutting-force 
frequency, therefore, dynamometers can also be utilised for chatter detection if their 
bandwidth covers the chatter frequencies. However, the cost of multi-axis 
dynamometers are relatively expensive (~£10,000 up to £100,000) and impractical to 
apply in the industry because they need overload protection and are limited by their 
frequency response [11]. 
 
Figure 3.4 The percentage of sensors used in condition monitoring (reproduced from [10])  
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3.2.2 Accelerometer 
The vibration signal measured by an accelerometer is mainly utilised for prediction of 
surface roughness since vibration generates an undesired displacement of the cutting 
tool. It has been used to monitor cutting tool wear because vibration amplitude has 
significant change during machining due to the progressive flank wear. The most 
commonly used method to analyse the vibration signal is using the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) because unusual changes in vibration frequencies possible due to the 
tool wear. When a new tool is started to use, line contact between tool and workpiece 
offers a small resistance to oscillate the tool and workpiece and causes less vibration. 
In contrast to worn tool, the frictional damping is increased because of larger contact 
area between tool and workpiece leading to an increase of tool vibration. The vibration 
analysis has been applied to tool breakage detection by setting a threshold value [11]. 
Compared to other methods, such as AE sensor and dynamometers, this vibration 
system is easy to set up, low-cost, and more reliable. However, it is limited to non-
vibrated machine parts and the location of vibration sensor has a direct effect on the 
signal amplitude.   
3.2.3 Acoustic Emission 
In this context, AE results from the strain energy released from chip formation, 
fracture, friction, tool breakage, thermal reaction, etc. The AE signals in cutting 
process consist of continuous and transient signals depending on the sources of signals. 
Continuous signals are generated by shearing in the primary shear zone and wear on 
the tool flank face, while transient or burst AE signals result from tool fracture or chip 
breakage [12]. AE is considered as the one of the most effective methods for sensing 
tool wear because the frequency bandwidth of AE (10 kHz-10 MHz) is higher than 
machine vibration and environmental noises (<1 Hz-10 kHz) [10]. AE signals have 
been applied to diagnose the wear of cutting tool and detect the tool breakage. For 
example, the amplitude of the continuous-type AE signal can be used for tool wear 
monitoring. Additionally, other AE parameters such as peak count, RMS voltage, and 
rise time can be used to evaluate tool wear. AE sensors are inexpensive and easy to 
install, but they have to be carefully calibrated. However, sensor location affects AE 
signal quality and parameters of AE signals have to be adjusted according to 
machining condition being used at any one time. 
3.2.4 Microphone 
Machining sound sometimes can be heard by humans in some circumstances. An 
experienced machine tool operator can easily detect a dull tool by simply listening to 
the sound generated during the machining process. The vibrations being excited in the 
cutting zone during machining often is in the range at which they can be heard by the 
operator, and therefore be recorded by a standard audio microphone. Several studies 
have used microphones to monitor the machining processes because microphones, 
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being a non-contact sensor, are very easy and flexible to install in the machine and 
there are a wide variety of inexpensive models with different performance 
characteristics [13]. Microphones have also been used extensively for chatter detection, 
and have been used on occasion to monitor tool wear in machining processes by 
analysing the audio signature of the cutting process to extract features which are 
sensitive to tool wear.   
3.2.5 Current and Power Consumption 
Motor current is also used to monitor the tool condition. Motor current used to generate 
torque in DC motors is proportional to the cutting forces, in turn. Therefore, to 
measure the motor current can be used for sensing the machining force indirectly. 
However, the current sensor behaves nonlinear characteristic which requires proper 
compensation and calibration [14]. This sensor can also be used in the low-frequency 
components of cutting force. It is suitable only for detecting slow spindle speed, such as 
in drilling and milling processes. 
Alternatively, power consumption of the spindle motor which indirectly represent 
current consumption is measured by power sensors or power monitoring systems. The 
use of power sensors has the same limitations as in current sensors and also is 
dependent on the relative magnitudes of the power consumption of the machine and of 
the process. Threshold values are normally used to set the maximum current/power 
consumption values. Consequently, the thresholds will vary as the cutting condition 
changes. Although power sensors are not as accurate as other, more precise sensors, 
they are economical and easy to install and normally used for detecting tool breakage 
and diagnosing tool wear.  
3.2.6 Other Sensing Signals 
Temperature sensors, optical sensors, and ultrasonic sensors are also variously used to 
monitor machining process.  
Temperature sensors such as thermocouples, thermal resistant elements usually 
measure the temperature in cutting tools. They can be a good indicator of the cutting 
process because the cutting temperature varies as the tool wears due to its ability to 
cut and changes in tool geometry [14]. Cutting temperature also has an effect on 
surface roughness and the acceleration of tool wear, which increases diffusion and 
weakens the tool. To reduce extremely high variation of cutting tool temperature, 
coolants are normally applied to extend cutting tool life as mentioned in Chapter 2. 
However, the accuracy of cutting temperature measured by the sensors can be 
variable, therefore, average temperature around the cutting tool is usually monitored 
for tool condition monitoring.  
Optical sensors are based on a beam of light that is reflected from the machined 
surface and whose intensity can be correlated with the surface quality [15]. In a 
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machine vision system, the light source illuminates the machined surface and acquires 
an image by a digital camera. It is also used to evaluate the surface roughness in 
machining processes. The optical technique is normally faster than traditional 
profilometer method in surface roughness measurement. However, this technique has 
some limitations in the monitoring in-process implementation because the system can 
be affected by machining environment such as the presence of cutting fluids and chip 
removal.  Also, the optical sensors must use in the harsh machining environment and 
they are sensitive to different light sources with various light configurations. They also 
are sensitive to steep angles between surfaces (i.e. near perpendicular adjacent 
surfaces) in geometry. 
3.2.7 Comments on Tool Wear Sensing Techniques 
A major challenge in TCM is the lack of robustness of sensors. For example, sensors 
can be mounted at a specific location, and when they change to another location far 
away from previous place, they do not provide sensing information. Another difficulty 
is using one sensor to cover a wide range of cutting conditions. As different sensor 
signals have different correlation efficiency and their effective, only a robust sensor 
may not be able to make a reliable result for all the cutting conditions. Thus, the use of 
multiple sensing signals permits the combining of sensory features from different 
sensors (sensor fusion) so that the resulting prediction is more compete, more accurate 
and reliable than the sensing signals are used separately. 
Due to very high cost and mounting problem, the robust sensor such as dynamometer 
is inappropriate to use in the shop floor. Therefore, this study attempts to develop a 
low-cost tool wear monitoring system which is acceptable to the industry. The use of 
less robust sensors (i.e. cheaper ones) in a fusion sensing setup both allows for 
redundancy of sensors and potentially using sensors as a consumable (i.e. it does not 
matter if they get damaged). 
 
3.3 Signal Processing  
Due to  the fact that the interference of mechanical, electrical, and environmental 
noises makes the signal inappreciable to process, this needs a proper signal processing 
to improve the signal quality before extracting sensory features. In general, the signal 
processing scheme for TCM can be divided into five steps as shown in Figure 3.5 [10].  
Step 1: Analogue filtering and signal sampling are important parts of the scheme, 
particularly to obtain the proper signals within the frequency response of sensors 
(without aliasing) so as to prevent signal distortion during signal acquisition. The 
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem states that the sampling rate (fs) should be more 
than the frequency response of the selected sensor by at least twice (fs > 2Sb where Sb 
is signal bandwidth). To prevent or reduce aliasing, the rate of sampling can be 
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increased and anti-aliasing filter is used to restrict the bandwidth of the signal. 
However, the use of a very high sampling rate leads to some limitation as it may cause 
memory problems during acquiring the sensor data and needs more space of data 
storage. 
 
Figure 3.5 General signal processing scheme (reproduced from [10]) 
Step 2: Digital filtering is used to maintain the sensor information correlation to the 
process variables. In general, the acquired signal is filtered in order to prevent 
unwanted signal frequencies such as high frequency from interfering noises and low 
frequency from the oscillation of transient mechanical events. Several filter types (e.g. 
high-pass, low-pass, band-pass, and band-stop) can be applied to remove unwanted 
frequency of the main signals. The level of acquired signals is extremely low in some 
applications such as AE signal. Also, very long connecting cable might cause signal 
attenuation. Thus, signal amplifications are practically used to gain more signal level 
before the subsequent processing steps. 
Step 3: Signal segmentation, an optional step, may be performed to select only the 
specific part of the whole signal to extract the information. In the context of machining, 
the raw sensor signals are typically collected from the entire cutting cycle, including 
time before and after cutting. The raw signal will be selected only in the region 
containing the information of the tool wear condition and surface roughness 
generation, for example, the part of the signal when the cutting tool is removing metal 
steadily (stable cutting).  
Step 4: Feature extraction comprises a generator module transforming the digital 
signal into various sensory information known as features. There are several methods 
applied for feature extraction in the time, frequency and wavelet domains. For 
example, average and RMS values are normally used as a descriptor of the most 
signals such as cutting forces, vibrations, and AE signals. Other statistical values such 
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as standard deviation, skew, peak, and kurtosis are also used as the process features in 
the time and frequency domain analysis. These features will be variously discussed in 
Sections 3.4.1. 
Step 5: Feature selection is required to select the most effective features from the total 
features extracted in the Step 4, leading to accurate prediction model and most reliable 
monitoring system. It could be not to use all features for monitoring system since it has 
some limitation of process characteristics and monitoring system. This leads to 
elimination of insignificant features in certain particular conditions and usage of the 
suitable features in the monitoring system. Section 3.4 briefly describes the feature 
extraction and selection.  
 
3.4 Feature Extraction / Selection 
3.4.1 Feature Extraction 
Several sensory features are extracted by the signal processing techniques (Section 3.3) 
in order to be used as inputs of the prediction models. Those features can then be 
roughly divided into four categories: features in time domain, features in frequency 
domain, features in time-frequency domain, and features in statistical domain [16]. 
Time domain features are firstly used as raw data acquired by DAQ systems are 
measured in the time domain. The most commonly used features in the time domain 
are average values (the magnitude) or effective values (RMS) in specific time intervals, 
the change in signal level (increments, or decrements, also differential values), and 
ratio value (e.g. crest factors, the ratio of the peak value to the RMS value).  
In frequency domain, the spectral features are often computed by means of a Fourier 
transform. Some regions in the spectrum are sensitive to tool wear in which the shift of 
relevant spectral bands can represent the tool wear evolution. The frequency of the 
highest peak in the spectrum (peak frequency), power spectrum density (PSD) is 
example, features extracted from the frequency domain of the signals. 
Frequency domain data transformed by FFT only illustrates the frequency components 
of stationary signals. However, some types of fault have a non-stationary 
characteristic. Therefore, time-frequency domains such as Short-Time Fourier 
Transform (STFT) and Wavelet Transform (WT) have been used when the time 
localisation of the spectral components is needed. STFT is used to calculate the FFT 
within a small time window. The time window is shifted to a new time position and 
then Fourier transform is recalculated. As a result, a time-frequency spectrum is 
obtained. The limitation of using STSF is the frequency resolution depending on the 
length of the window, while WT is based on small wavelet with limited duration and it 
was developed to overcome the resolution problems of STFT. 
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Sensor signals in time and frequency domains are also computed as statistical features 
as they are assumed to have a probabilistic distribution and to be stationary during the 
short time interval. It is often found that the changes of tool wear can be indicated by 
the changes of statistic features [7]. Mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness, 
kurtosis are normally used to describe the probability distribution of the random 
process (stochastic). These features used in the current study will be detailed in 
Chapter 4.  
3.4.2 Feature Selection 
Feature selection is used to select the most significant of all the features in order to 
reduce the dimensionality of the feature space, and therefore increase algorithm speed. 
It also removes the redundant, irrelevant or noisy data, resulting in the improved data 
quality which, in turn, increasing the accuracy of prediction results or minimising the 
prediction error [16]. 
Feature selection can be performed by using a ranking technique and a subset selection 
technique [10]. In feature ranking, a matrix is used to rank the features and eliminate 
the features that do not meet the qualified score. This method is very practical and 
easily scaled or weighted. In contrast, in subset selection method, feature extraction is 
used to search the set of possible features for optimum subset. The common subset 
selection techniques are forward selection, backward elimination and genetic 
algorithms. The forward method starts with no variables and adds them one by one. 
The backward one starts with all variables and removes them one by one. The criteria 
of these methods are error changes in each step. Search algorithms such as Genetic 
Algorithms (GA) have been used as a searching procedure to obtain the best feature 
subset before pattern recognition process. 
 
3.5 Sensor Fusion    
Sensor fusion is defined as the use of more than one sensor signal in a complementary 
manner to provide more robust prediction and evaluation. It is more useful to use 
several sensor signals instead of only single sensor signal in order to increase the 
reliability of the sensor under varying machining conditions [17]. The implementing 
fusion strategies are broadly comprised of two approaches (Figure 3.6). In centralised 
fusion approach, the information of each sensor was extracted at a central feature 
extraction, while pattern-level fusion approach the feature extraction is performed for 
each sensor independently. 
Sensor fusion systems need algorithms to combine and fuse the sensor information at 
the pattern recognition stage. The algorithms commonly used to fuse the information 
can be classified into two major approaches: statistical and artificial intelligence (AI) 
approaches.  
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The statistical model is obtained from multi-variable regression of machining process 
variables, while AI uses complex non-linear model such as neural networks and 
Bayesian networks to find relation between sensor data and machining process 
variables. The final stage is decision making which may be performed under computer 
control or interactive action of human. In machining, existing literature (reviewed in 
Chapter 4) pays attention to a sensor fusion system based on AI approaches in 
different purposes, such as tool wear diagnosis, tool breakage detection, surface 
roughness evaluation, and prediction of dimensional part accuracy.  
 
Figure 3.6 Sensor fusion strategies: (a) centralised fusion and (b) pattern-level fusion  
(reproduced from [17]) 
 
3.6 Artificial Intelligence in Tool condition Monitoring 
In the survey of Abellan-Nebot and et al [10], very often, artificial neural networks 
(ANNs), fuzzy logic, a hybrid combination of both are used to develop tool condition 
monitoring systems. Generally, they are used to model the non-linear dependencies 
between tool conditions and extracted features of measured signals in various cutting 
conditions. Other AI techniques such as hidden Markov model [18-20] , Bayesian 
network (BN) [21-23], support vector machine (SVM)[24, 25] have been less applied. 
3.6.1 Artificial Neural Networks 
The artificial neural networks (ANNs) imitate a form of biological neurons and their 
interactions, which pass information through the network connections. This 
information is transformed by algorithms and mathematical models. ANNs can be 
broadly classified as: supervised networks, unsupervised networks, radial-basis 
function (RBF) networks, competitive or self-organising networks, and recurrent 
networks which are extensively reviewed in [16, 17, 26]. 
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ANNs are used in several problems such as function approximation, classification, 
unsupervised clustering, forecasting, and control systems because they are able to 
generalise information, learn data collection, recognition patterns, classifying data, 
prediction and estimation functions, and filtering signals. To generalise information, 
the neural networks need to be trained in order to find the weights of each neuron. The 
training procedure aims to minimise the error between the prediction outputs of the 
target values [26]. Feed-forward neural networks (Figure 3.7) trained by 
backpropagation training algorithm are commonly used to develop tool condition 
monitoring system for machining processes. Many studies have used them to model 
nonlinear relationship between machining process parameters (feed, cutting speed, 
cutting depth) and tool wear (Vb) [8, 9, 16, 27] and will be highlighted reviewed in 
following chapters.  
However, data training is time-consuming process depending on the amount of training 
data and network structure. If the process condition changes, the network requires 
retraining. The use of ANNs provides the capability for developing the model without 
requiring physical process knowledge [28]. It is defined as a black box which is unable 
to offer any physical meaning [29]. This means they are impractical to extract 
information or knowledge from the created model. 
 
Figure 3.7 Generic architecture of feed forward neural network 
3.6.2 Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy logic is based on natural language leads to an easily understood model. Fuzzy 
logic is used to map an input space to the output space. The formulating process of the 
mapping from the given input to an output using fuzzy logic is defined as fuzzy 
inference. The fuzzy inference comprises of membership function, fuzzy logic operators, 
and IF-THEN rules [30]. Membership functions (triangular, trapezoidal, bell-shaped, 
etc.) are a curve that defines how each point in the input space is mapped to a 
membership value between 0 and 1 as shown in Figure 3.8. Then, the decision can be 
made by considering the mapping output. However, there are no standard methods to 
transform human knowledge into fuzzy model. It needs the experience of the experts to 
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set the rules and has some limitation of the number of input parameters fed into the 
model. 
 
Figure 3.8 An example of IF-THEN rules of fuzzy logic  
used trapezoidal membership function 
3.6.3 Neuro-fuzzy inference system 
Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS) from a group of hybrid technique 
that takes advantage of both neural network and fuzzy logic, achieving the simplicity 
of modelling (neural networks), while providing knowledge expressed in a set of 
conditional rules [29]. Neural networks with good learning capabilities can be used to 
learn the decision rules of the fuzzy system, while the fuzzy system provides expert 
knowledge to be used by the neural network [28]. Although the neural network can 
learn from data and feedback, understanding the knowledge or pattern learned from it 
has been difficult. On the other hand, fuzzy logic models are easy to understand 
because they use linguistic terms in the form of IF-THEN rules [31]. Therefore, some 
level of skill and expert knowledge is necessary to develop the fuzzy rules. Figure 3.9 
shows the generic architecture of ANFIS where the network has a feed forward 
structure with all signals propagate from left to right. The operation of ANFIS was 
summarised in [17]. 
  
Figure 3.9 Architecture of Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System  
(Reproduced from [17]) 
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3.7 Experimental Design and System Validation 
3.7.1 Design of Experiment 
Since machining experiments are costly and time-consuming, it is essential to perform 
an effective experiment with as few runs as possible in order that the most relevant 
factors of machining variable could be found quickly. Previously, several methods have 
been used to quantify the influence of cutting parameters (cutting speed, feed, and 
cutting depth, etc.) and process variables such as tool wear, vibration, temperatures, 
etc (for example in [32-35]).  
One of the preferred methods is Design of Experiment (DoE) of factors being studied. 
This full factorial design of two-levels require 2k factorial runs or test cases for 
performing the experiment. However, the number of runs required also increases 
rapidly when the number of factors increases. It is often unfeasible to run all cases 
because it is time-consuming and use lots of experimental resources.  
Therefore, fractional factorial designs where the subset of the run is tested are used. 
The fractional factorial designs collect data from a specific subset and it only requires 
2k-q runs, where q is selected according to the desired design resolution. Fractional 
factorial designs are capable of determining which factors and their combinations have 
significant effects on the response variable [36].  
Similarly, Taguchi’s orthogonal arrays apply new concepts to parameter design and 
tolerance design. The factors are divided into two groups: control and error factors. The 
levels of control factors may be controlled in both laboratory and in actual production, 
while error factor levels may be controlled in the laboratory only. This method is able 
to determine which levels of the control factors have a little effect on the performance 
variable [35, 37, 38].  
The response surface design is used to examine how important factors affect the 
response of an experiment. This leads to the development of polynomial models (1st and 
2nd order) that include both the parameters under consideration and their statistical 
significance [36]. 
3.7.2 System Verification 
As machining operations may change at any time, a tool condition monitoring system 
should be periodically verified in order to detect the change in the machining system. 
The model trained by AI techniques may need re-training to fit the new machining 
conditions and maintain accuracy. The preferred indicators to verify the change are 
two statistical tests: the equal variance test and the two-sample t-test.  
The equal variance test checks the different variance value between the present 
prediction error (σ2) and the error after monitoring system was implemented (σ1). The 
null and alternative hypotheses are defined as Equation 3.1 and 3.2. 
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 𝐻0 = 𝜎1
2 = 𝜎2
2 
 
(3.1) 
 𝐻𝑎 = 𝜎1
2 ≠ 𝜎2
2 
 
(3.2) 
   The equal variance test statistic is:                                 
 
𝐹0 =
𝑠1
2
𝑠2
2 
 
(3.3) 
F distribution is used with degree of freedom (DOF) n1-1 and n2-1, where n1 and n2 are 
the sample size. The variable 𝑠1
2and 𝑠2
2 are the variances of each sample. The null 
hypothesis is rejected if: 
 𝐹0 < 𝑓(1−𝛼2,𝑛1−1,𝑛2−1)
    𝑜𝑟    𝐹0 > 𝑓(1−𝛼2,𝑛1−1,𝑛2−1)
 (3.4) 
 
    where 𝑓
(1−
𝛼
2
,𝑛1−1,𝑛2−1)
   is the value of the F distribution at a significant level of α. 
The two sample t-test is used to check whether the mean of the present prediction error 
(µ1) is statistically equal to that obtained after monitoring process was set up (µ2). The 
null and alternative hypotheses for two sample t test are defined as Equation 3.5 and 
3.6: 
 𝐻0 = 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 (3.5) 
 
 𝐻0 = 𝜇1 ≠ 𝜇2 (3.6) 
  The two-sample t test statistic is: 
 
𝑇 =
𝑌1̅ − 𝑌2̅
√
𝑠1
2
𝑛1
+
𝑠1
2
𝑛2
 
 
(3.7) 
 
       where 𝑌1̅ and 𝑌2̅ are the sample means. The null hypothesis is rejected if : 
 𝑇 < −𝑡
(
𝛼
2,ʋ)
      𝑜𝑟      𝑇 > −𝑡
(
𝛼
2,ʋ)
    (3.8) 
 
       where 𝑡
(
𝛼
2
,ʋ)
 is the value of the t distribution at a significant level of 𝛼 
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2/𝑛1)2
(𝑛1 − 1)
+
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2/𝑛2)2
(𝑛2 − 1)
 
 
 
(3.9) 
 
The results of both tests can indicate whether there is any change in the machining 
process. As a result, a decision can be made whether to continue using this monitoring 
system or to re-train process to reduce prediction error of the modelling. 
In summary, this introductory chapter provides a brief overview of the condition 
monitoring system for monitoring tool wear in machining processes. It begins by the 
concept of an intelligent monitoring development. Then, several sensors normally used 
in the tool condition monitoring system are summarised and signal processing 
techniques are concluded. Later, the sensory feature extraction/selection methods for 
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the relevant information are described. After that, commonly-used AI techniques are 
introduced and the experiment design and system verification are summarised. 
The following chapter includes the general methodology used for developing the 
proposed monitoring systems to monitor tool wear on the cutting tools. The general 
background of magnetisation and Barkhausen noise are summarised. Also tools and 
equipment used in this study are described. Previous attempts of tool condition 
monitoring system are then reviewed. More importantly, the design of multisensor 
fusion-based tool wear monitoring system in turning and required component involved 
in the system are elaborated. The measuring system and data acquisition used in the 
experiments are also introduced. The data processing by artificial neural network used 
for modelling tool wear prediction and tool wear stat classifications are described. 
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This chapter begins providing the background and development of a Barkhausen noise 
system. In-house equipment such as preamplifier and power amplifier was built. The 
experimental setup and test cases were explained. As for tool wear monitoring, some 
currently-published studies have been reviewed and the sensor fusion concept was 
applied in this case study. Tools, workpiece, equipment and experimental setup were 
stated. Finally, the background of data processing used are detailed. 
 
4.1 Background and Development of Barkhausen Noise System 
Traditional destructive methods such as micro-hardness profiling and metallography 
are normally used to evaluate the depth of hardened layer and/or coated layer in 
cutting tools; however, they are considered destructive, expensive, time consuming, 
and not suitable for real-time process control. Therefore, several non-destructive 
methods for measuring the depth of hardened layer have been developed. Several 
methods exploiting the magnetic properties of materials have been attempted to 
evaluate hardness and case depth such as magnetic hysteresis properties, Barkhausen 
noise effect, and magnetoacoustic emission (MAE).  
4.1.1 Characteristics of Ferromagnetic Materials 
Any ferromagnetic material consists of magnetic domains in which all atomic magnetic 
moment vectors are aligned in parallel and the adjacent magnetic domains are 
separated by 180° or 90° domain walls. Normally, all the domains are randomly 
oriented when the material is in demagnetised state. When this material is subjected 
to an external varying magnetic field, the magnetisation of the material increases in 
the direction of applied magnetic field. The cyclic magnetisation process is comprised of 
domain nucleation, domain wall movement and domain rotation. The irreversible 
movement of magnetic domain walls makes the major contribution to the 
magnetisation process, which is influenced by microstructural features, such as grain 
boundaries, dislocations, phase precipitates, and stresses. 
Ferromagnetic materials have particular magnetic characteristics. Magnetic moments 
are uniformly oriented in areas at the temperature lower than the Curie-temperature 
and no external magnetic field. These areas are called magnetic domains or Weiss 
domains as shown in Figure 4.1(a). The moment’s arrangement is caused by the 
interaction between interconnection force and the disoriented heat motion. Figure 
4.1(b) shows connection of two domains, which are separated by a tiny wall, called 
Bloch wall, which rotates the magnetic vector of the domains. The rotation is from one 
area to another and it is performed orthogonally on the plane of the wall. 
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(a)                                                                                  (b) 
Figure 4.1  Magnetic domain and Bloch wall (reprinted from [39]) 
One of the important properties is the magnetic hysteresis loop or a B-H curve. This 
curve illustrates the relationship between the magnetic field strength (H) and the 
magnetic flux density (B), as shown in Figure 4.2. An external magnetic field initiates 
the orientation of the Weiss domains in the line of least resistance, where unfavourable 
magnetic orientation increases over the areas with an unfavourable orientation. The 
increase occurs by the movement of the Bloch walls and the increase is stepwise. The 
course is discontinuous like stairs, resulting from the irregular changes of the 
magnetisation in the elementary movement and the discontinuous jumps can be made 
audible. The discrete changes in magnetisation induce electric voltage pulses in a pick-
up coil placed near the surface of ferromagnetic material. These noise-like voltage 
pulses were first observed by Barkhausen [40] and the phenomenon is known as 
magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN).  Most of MBN applications have been focused on 
magnetisation characteristics and hysteresis loop (B-H curve) as seen in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Hysteresis loop characteristics (modified from [39]) 
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Figure 4.3 Typical of B-H loop for ferromagnetic material (modified from [39]) 
The B-H loop is created by measuring of magnetic flux density (B) during the change of 
magnetic field strength (H). Flux density of completely-demagnetised ferromagnetic 
material will increase, following the dashed line, as H is increased from zero to a 
positive direction. At point "a", all of the magnetic domains are aligned. Consequently, 
an increase in H produces a slight increase in B. At this stage, the material has almost 
reached magnetic saturation, called saturation point. When H is reduced to zero, the 
curve reaches point "b". Some magnetic flux remains in the material even though H is 
zero. This is known as the state of remanence denoted as BR. This is caused by domain 
walls being pinned by impurities. The point "c" will be arrived after H is reversed, 
which is known as the coercive point, HC, where the flux has been reduced to zero.  The 
saturated state, point "d", will be reached in the negative direction. Reducing H to zero 
brings the curve to point "e" which will have a level of remanence equal to that 
achieved in the other direction. Increasing H along the positive direction will return B 
to zero. From point "f", the curve will back to the saturation point where the loop will 
be completed. The Enclosed Area of the loop is directly proportional to the energy loss 
in the material per unit volume per magnetisation cycle. This is often referred to as 
hysteresis loss. 
General magnetic properties of a material can be determined from the hysteresis loop. 
Remanence is the magnetic flux density that remains in a material when the magnetic 
field is zero. It is the value of B at point "b" in Figure 4.3 and represented by BR. 
Coercivity is the amount of reverse magnetic field applied to a magnetic material to 
make the magnetic flux density to return to zero. It is the value of H at point "c" in 
Figure 4.3. It is also known as the coercive field and is denoted as HC. Permeability is 
the ease at which magnetic flux is established in a material defines the permeability of 
that material. Permeability (μ) is used to define the relationship between B and H as 
Equation 4.1. 
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 𝐵 =  µ𝐻 (4.1) 
Magnetic hysteresis curve and its parameters are affected by changing microstructure 
of steel parts. For example, in hard material, the B-H curves become wider, providing 
higher HC and hysteresis loss, and lower BR values. On the contrary, the curve of soft 
materials is steeper, providing lower HC and hysteresis loss, higher BR values as can be 
seen in Figure 4.2.  
4.1.2 Principle of Barkhausen Noise Technique 
The magnetic Barkhausen emission (MBE) is a non-destructive testing (NDT) method 
used for microstructure and stress evaluation in ferromagnetic steels. Barkhausen 
noise (BHN) signal results from the discontinuous movement of magnetic domain walls 
within materials when it is excited from the external varying magnetic field as 
previously described in Section 4.1.1. In Figure 4.4, when a ferromagnetic material is 
subjected to magnetic excitation, the magnetisation is obtained in the form of discrete 
jumps due to domain walls interacting and overcoming barriers in their path. Train of 
pulses induced in the primary coil changes magnetisation in the workpiece material via 
a yoke. BHN receiver consisting of air coil with or without ferrite core measures the 
remnant magnetic fields. Sudden changes in magnetisation yield electromagnetic and 
acoustic signals and these can be detected by a pick-up coil or an AE sensor [41]. The 
typical BHN signal is shown in Figure 4.5 which can be read out by oscilloscope or data 
acquisition.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Principle of Barkhausen noise  
(reprinted from [39]) 
Figure 4.5 Typical pulse-train of 
Barkhausen noise 
The MBE technique is broadly used for assessing the characteristics of ferromagnetic 
steels due to no need of surface preparation, portability of equipment, faster 
measurement, and capability to measure complex component like gears. One limitation 
of this technique is skin-depth (depth below the surface it can reach) which depends on 
the frequency used and material properties.  
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The penetration depth of the magnetic field in a material is limited by the skin effect. 
The skin depth (δ) is defined as the distance in which the wave amplitude decreased by 
a factor of e-1 (about 37%). The skin depth can be calculated by Equation 4.2, where f is 
the frequency of electromagnetic wave (Hz), μ is magnetic permeability (H/mm) and σ 
is electrical conductivity (%IACS).  
 
𝛿 =
1
√𝑓𝜋𝜇𝜎
 
(4.2) 
 
From Equation 4.2, the skin depth reduces as the frequency of applied wave increases. 
As a result, the high frequency excitation means the magnetic field occurs at the near 
surface and low frequency offers a greater depth but decrease in sensitivity. A study 
suggests that MBE propagates through the material with the maximum measurement 
depth about 1 mm [42]. 
An alternative method used electromagnetic for stimulation the structure in order to 
produce AE signal for analysis is well-known as Electromagnetic Acoustic Emission or 
Magnetoacoustic Emission (MAE). The measurement depth of MAE is much greater 
than MBE. For instance, the maximum measurement depth of ferritic stainless steel 
was about 7-8 mm for MAE, and only 0.1 mm for MBE. 
The BHN signal is directly influenced by the variations of material properties, 
especially residual stress and material hardness. For example, when the mechanical 
stresses are applied to the material in the elastic region, the BHN signal amplitude is 
high under the tensile stress and low in case it is under compressive stress as shown in 
Figure 4.6 [43].  
 
Figure 4.6 Effect of residual stresses and material hardness on BHN signal  
(reprinted from [39]) 
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With regards the material hardness, the BHN signal amplitude increases when the 
material structure is low hardness (soft material) due to low carbon content, while the 
amplitude decreases when the material structure is high hardness (hard material). 
4.1.3 Previous Attempts of Barkhausen Noise in Manufacturing 
Typically, Barkhausen noise is used for various applications such as hardening depth 
evaluation, residual stresses and fatigue monitoring, wear and surface integrity 
evaluation, phase transformation and precipitation. 
4.1.3.1 Case-Depth Evaluation 
The case-depth evaluation with BHN measurement is based on the hardness difference 
of the harden case and the soft core. The measurement is usually achieved by using low 
magnetising frequencies to enable deeper penetration of the magnetic field into the 
ferromagnetic sample. Dubois et al [41] used BHN to evaluate case-depth of carburised 
steels (AISI 8620 and 9310) and nitride tool steels (AISI P20, D2, and H13). The 
results showed good correlation between BHN and harden depth values on the order of 
100 and 1000 µm for carburised steels and 25 and 200 µm for nitride steels. This 
technique, however, was limited by the surface permeability which reduces the skin 
depth value.  
Zhu et al [44] examined BHN measurement in case-hardened steels. Two case 
hardened carburised steel disks were used as test specimens. To vary case depth, 
grinding was used to remove the harden layer on the specimens. Barkhausen 
measurements were repeated to detect any changes stemming from the material 
removal. They summarised that the level of BHN signal increases as material was 
removed and the remaining case depth decreased.  
According to Lo [45], hysteresis measurement can be used for quantitative evaluation 
of case-depth in surface hardened steel component. A series of induction hardened steel 
rods with various case-depths were tested by magnetic hysteresis properties and 
Barkhausen techniques. The depth profiles of magnetic properties such as coecivity 
and RMS value of BHN signals were found to be very close to the hardness profiles 
which measured from the strip samples cut from the rods. Hysteresis loop was used to 
characterise the case-depth between two regions (case, core) in the rods due to different 
magnetic properties of soft and hard materials. These estimated depths by hysteresis 
measurement were in good agreement with the nominal case depths. These authors all 
agreed that it is possible to measure subsurface hardness using BHN which suggests 
that relative measurements taken during the use of a tool could be used to infer the 
rate of tool wear or to infer the remaining thickness of coating layer in coated tools.  
BHN technique was used to evaluate hardenability of SAE 4140 and SAE 6150 steels 
after Jominy test as found in the study of Franco et al [46]. Several BHN features were 
compared with hardness measurement and microstructure analysis. It was found that 
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BHN features follow the cooling gradient have linear correlation with hardness 
measurements. 
Wilson et al applied Magneto-Acoustic Emission (MAE) and BHN to measure case 
depth in EN36 gear steels [42]. The correlation between BHN and MAE profile 
features and domain activity within soft core and case hardened layer have been 
drawn. The outcomes of their study showed that the overall amplitudes of both BHN 
and MAE have a good correlation with case-depth.  
Suvi Santa-aho et al [47] investigated the Barkhausen noise magnetising sweeps 
technique to measure the case-depth in hardened steels. The results from magnetising 
voltage sweeps (MVS) were analysed and compared to the case-depths from 
conventional method. Induction and carburising hardened samples were determined by 
MVS and the residual stress state of the sample surface was also studied by X-ray 
diffraction.  
4.1.3.2 Residual Stresses and Fatigue Monitoring  
The applications of BHN technique for residual stress measurement and fatigue 
monitoring have been shown to be successful as reported by many authors. Lindgren et 
al [48] applied BHN to continuously monitor fatigue failure of mild steel and high 
strength steel specimens when the specimen were under tensile and bending test. It 
was found that in comparison with AE signals, the changes in BHN signals could be 
used to indicate crack initiation and growth for both specimens. Stewart et al [49] used 
the characteristic values of the BHN signal (peak high, peak width, peak position, 
skew) to characterise the difference between tension and compression stresses on steel 
(AS1548-7-460R) at different levels. They also measured the stress concentration 
caused by welding and found the correlation between stress concentrations and the 
distances from the edge of the weld. 
The use of high and low frequency BHN technique to evaluate residual stress 
alteration in case-carburized EN36 steel was demonstrated by Moorthy et al [50, 51]. 
They found that the results obtained from high and low frequencies are correlated to 
residual stress-depth profiles measured by x-ray diffraction. For the samples subjected 
to varying grinding damage levels, the high frequency BHN is more suitable to 
evaluate the residual stresses on a surface whereas the low frequency BHN is more 
useful to evaluate the residual stress at much larger depth 
4.1.3.3 Wear and Surface Integrity  
The bulk of what work has been carried out attempting to use BHN as a wear detection 
method has been in monitoring grinding processes. This process may cause damage to 
the workpiece surface due to high cutting temperature and cause the workpiece to 
become softer or harder, and induce micro cracking. Several studies have reported that 
BHN can be used in detecting these grinding ‘burn’. 
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Moorthy et al [50, 51] used BHN to detect grinding burn by low and high frequency 
measurement. They found that a single peaked BHN profile can be found in high 
frequency measurement, while a double-peaked profile can be observed in low 
frequency measurement. They concluded that the stress changes due to grinding burns 
correlated with the height of BHN profile in the high frequency measurements. 
Karpuschewski et al attempted to find possibility to use BHN technique for quality 
inspection of gear manufacturing process [39]. Due of heat-effected zone from grinding 
process, the mechanical properties of gears such as reduced hardness, residual stress, 
is changed leading to easily develop of surface fatigue and gear breakdown. They 
measured the change in residual stresses and material structure by using BHN 
analysis. The results showed that this technique can detect thermal damages on 
workpiece surface effectively. Some studies used laser to make artificial grinding burns 
[52]. Santa-aho et al [53, 54] produced calibration blocks for grinding burn detection by 
using laser processing to produces artificial grinding burns and BHN were used to 
evaluate them. They concluded that the change in BHN features can indicate the 
changes in the material properties of calibration blocks due to the laser processing. 
Moreover, surface integrity of grinded gear was studied by BHN technique. 
Vrkoslavová et al [55] used Rollscan300 by varying magnetising frequency sweep 
(MFS) and magnetising voltage sweep (MVS) to measure the depth profile of grinded 
gears. Magnetoelastic parameter (MP) obtained by software Viewscan was used as 
evaluator and to find the correlations between conditions of grinding, residual stress, 
and MP. 
However, there are some downsides that the sensitivity of BHN method is varied by 
changing heat treatment, material used and manufacturing processes as the BHN 
signal has been found to be very sensitive to material properties. Therefore, the proper 
calibration of the BHN measurement system is necessarily required for each particular 
material.  
4.1.4 Barkhausen Noise System and Equipment  
Many studies used a commercial BHN system produced by Stresstech Company [39, 
55-60] since it was comfortable to use and not always easy to develop the BHN system. 
Rollscan 300 (or series 300) in Figure 4.7 is the favourite analyser which is designed 
for surface quality control and testing of near-surface defects such as grinding burns, 
heat treatment defects, as well as changes in stress and microstructure. Others have 
attempted to develop their own BHN systems by design of a measuring probe and 
signal processing in order to use in their experiment [41, 42, 44, 46, 61-64]. These 
systems are based on the BHN theory presented in section 4.1.2 (Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.7 The system commonly used in Barkhausen noise studies  
In a real application, BHN technique, however, requires attaching the sensor close to 
the workpiece surface to prevent air gaps which could make some errors in measured 
value. Variation in material properties and heat treatment can cause the change in 
BHN signal. Furthermore, cracks, remnant magnetisation of the workpiece, and the 
external electromagnetic field also have an effect on the signal, therefore accurate 
calibration is required. 
4.1.5 Development of BHN Equipment  
The BHN system used in the present work is shown in Figure 4.8 and has similar 
features to those used in most studies mentioned in Section 4.1.2.  
Figure 4.8 The Barkhausen noise system used in the experiment 
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The current signal used for magnetising the specimen was generated by analogue 
output module of National Instruments NI-USB 6212 and low frequency at 1-3 Hz of 
sinusoidal signal was supplied. This signal is then magnified by a power amplifier to 
provide current signal about 1 A to the exciting coil made from copper wire wound 
around the ferrite core. This magnetising current was monitored by a current probe. 
The magnetic flux from the exciting coil flows through the specimen and magnetic flux 
density on the surface of the specimen is measured by a linear hall sensor (A1302). A 
search coil or pick-up coil picks up the BHN signal from the specimen. The very low 
level of BHN signal was gained by signal amplifier to be proper level for signal 
processing. All signals are gained and filtered before processing the signals via a 
computer which are interfaced by National Instruments NI-9223 put in a USB chassis 
cDAQ-9171. 
To keep within the concept of low cost monitoring systems as the commercial 
laboratory equipment used is relatively expensive such as bipolar power amplifier and 
signal amplifier. Therefore, some dedicated equipment used to perform the 
experiments in this work has been developed with the support of a colleague from 
KMUTNB, Thailand.  
4.1.5.1 Bipolar Power Amplifier 
The function of this (Figure 4.9) is to drive the exciting coil in order to generate 
electromagnetic flux into the specimen. The current required in this study is 
approximately 1-2 A. A sine wave (about 1-2 Hz) generated by analogue output  is 
magnified to the exciting coils by high power monolithic operational amplifier giving 
gains to input signals from low to high ampere up to 10 A peak.  
Power amplifier was tested by amplifying sine signal from waveform generator to 
obtain high current output up to 5 A. In this experiment, only 1-2 A current output will 
be used to stimulate exciting coils in the experiment. Therefore, this amplifier was 
continuously tested by amplifying sine wave at 1 Hz and current output of 2 A for 10 
minutes as shown in Figure 4.10. The test result shows the amplifier can work 
effectively and ready to use in the BHN experiment.  
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Figure 4.9 In-house bipolar power supply and equivalent circuit of OPA541 
 
Figure 4.10  The test result of power amplifier used to generate 2 A at 1 Hz 
4.1.5.2 Signal Amplifier 
A 2-channel signal amplifier was built and used to gain the signal from pick-up coil to 
have a desired signal level before signal processing (Figure 4.11). This amplifier 
comprises of a low power instrumentation amplifier offering excellent accuracy and a 
further amplifier used to increase the output signal from the first amplifier. To gain 
BHN signal, amplifying gain needed to acquire the signal is about 60-70 dB.  
The two channel signal amplifier was tested by an input sine wave with varying 
frequencies at low amplitude, 4.82 mV. The gain resistor (RG=50 Ω) was used for the 
instrumentation amplifiers (INA-128) to magnify 1000 times of the input signal and 
operational amplifiers (LM-218) were set as a voltage follower circuit at gain output 
equal 1. Figure 4.12 illustrates the comparison between input and output signal which 
can amplify sine wave with amplitude 4.82 mV to 4.07 V.  
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Figure 4.11 Two-channel signal 
amplifier 
 
Figure 4.12 Input and output signal from in-house  
signal amplifier 
4.1.5.3 Preliminary Tests of Barkhausen Noise system 
In Figure 4.13, sine wave was generated at 1 Hz by a function generator then amplified 
to obtain a 1 A output to exciting coil. The C-shape laminate core (Figure 4.14) wound 
by copper with 200 turns was attached on the ferromagnetic material workpiece. The 
output voltage of a hall sensor attached at centre of magnetic yoke was recorded to 
observe the voltage changed before and after inducing the current to the coil. A pickup 
coil (Figure 4.14), copper wire wound onto a ferrite core, was used to receive the BHN 
signal from the magnetisation area.  
 
Apparatus: 
1. Dual Power Supply  
(GW model GPC-3030)  
2. Waveform Generator  
(TTI model TG310)  
3. Oscilloscope and 
Current Probe  
(Agilent Tech: model MSO-
X3024A)  
4. Digital Multi-meter  
(Agilent Tech model 34401A)  
5. Bipolar Power Supply  
(In-house power amplifier)  
6. Exciting Coil, Pickup 
Coil  
  and Hall sensor IC 
#A1302 
7. Signal Amplifier  
(in-house amplifier) 
Figure 4.13 Experimental setup for preliminary test of BHN 
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Figure 4.14 Exciting coil and pick-up coil used in the BHN measuring system 
The resulting Barkhausen noise received from the pick-up coil can be seen in Figure 
4.15. 
  
Figure 4.15 Barkhausen noise (RMS) from pick-up coil with two different magnetic fields 
The pulse trains of noises which have different amplitude due to the different magnetic 
field intensities are compared in Figure 4.15. The significant parameters such as RMS, 
peak amplitude or number of peaks in one complete cycle are used to calculate to show 
the effect of different magnetisation in ferromagnetic materials.  
These preliminary results show that this equipment is cost-effective and has potential 
to be used for BHN experiments. In Chapter 5 of this thesis the equipment developed 
here was used to generate low frequency signal to the magnetising coil and to acquire 
the noise signal from the pickup coil in order to extract the sensory features for 
evaluating coating-depth layer of coated HSS specimen.  
4.1.6 Magnetising Coils and Pick-up Coils 
The BHN measuring probe comprises of an electromagnetic yoke for excitation (also 
known as the magnetising or driving coil) and a pick-up coil for sensing the BHN 
signal. There are several concerns for making a measuring probe.  
BHN measurement can be divided into two categories: low or high exciting frequency 
[65]. Measurement using the low frequency is usually performed at magnetising 
frequency f < 10 Hz and the BHN signal is analysed in the range of 0.5-100 kHz, while 
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the high frequency uses the higher excitation frequency f > 10 Hz and the pick-up noise 
signal is analysed in 2-1000 kHz.  
The low frequency measuring system requires higher applied magnetic field strengths, 
leading to a larger electromagnetic yoke (typically covering an area of about 50 mm x 
25 mm with the pole gap of 20 mm). The spatial resolution of measurements for low 
frequency excitation can be considered to the ferrite core diameter of the pick-up coil. 
On the contrary, the high frequency measurement involves lower applied magnetic 
field strength and the measuring probe can be smaller and easily pick the BHN signal 
from complex geometry such as gear teeth.  
4.1.6.1 Exciting Coils 
The number of turns of copper wire wound around the U-core and exciting current 
have an influence on the maximum magnetic field strength (H). According to Equation 
4.3, a larger number of turns (N) and higher exciting current (I) will give a higher 
applied magnetic field strength. Deeper field penetration (skin depth) and higher 
magnetic field strengths can be attained at lower excitation frequencies due to skin 
depth calculated by Equation 4.2. As it delivers a high current (>1.5 A) relative to the 
typical diameter of wire used, the heating of magnetic yoke and copper wire will limit 
its use for long-term continuous measurement. The current delivered and number of 
turns should be optimised so that the BHN probe will have an optimum size, life and it 
is suitable for the application. 
 
𝐻 =
𝑁𝐼
𝐿
 
(4.3) 
To produce the exciting coil used here, copper wire (AWG19, Ø 0.870mm) with 300 
turns was wound around the laminated U-shaped core made of Fe-Si electrical steel. 
This lamination steel has a low hysteresis loss and high permeability in order to 
enhance the magnetic flux generated. The stripes of laminations were cut by wire EDM 
and spot welded together. The pole face of U core should be smooth and has a good 
contact with the surface of the specimen to minimise the air gap effect. This is the 
cause of demagnetisation and accordingly minimising this is important to maximise 
the magnetic field penetration. This electro-magnetic yoke generates an applied 
magnetic field with a maximum strength of 4-5 kA/m. Before winding the coils, 
polyester film also called mylar was used to prevent contact contacting between the U-
core frame and coils. The dimension and semi-finished core are shown in Figure 4.16 
and Figure 4.17 shows the finished exciting coil used in this study. 
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Figure 4.16 Dimension of Fe-Si laminated core for the exciting coil 
 
Figure 4.17  The finished exciting coil 
4.1.6.2 Pick-up Coils 
The number of turns of the pick-up coil has an influence on the sensitivity and 
frequency response of the BHN signal. Signal sensitivity increases (higher BHN peak 
amplitude) if the number of turns in the pick-up coils increases [65]. With a high 
exciting frequency, the higher induced voltage level can be acquired in the coils as the 
higher rate of change of magnetisation and the frequency response of the BHN signal 
will be high in direct proportion to the exciting frequency. This results in it being easy 
to detect the signal by pick-up coil with a smaller number of turns.  
In the case of a low magnetising frequency, the rate of magnetisation is lower and the 
induced voltage level in the coil is low as well. The majority of the BHN signal will be 
in the low frequency range (< 50 kHz) and it is necessary to wind more turns of copper 
wire around ferrite rod for detecting enough BHN signal and receiving the signal 
generated from the deeper subsurface. In consequence, the pick-up coil for low 
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frequency measurement will normally bigger than that for high frequency 
measurement. In order to achieve high sensitivity with smaller size of the pick-up coil, 
it is possible to wind the thin copper wire around the ferrite rod. 
The copper wire (AWG-43, Ø 0.063 mm) was used for making the pick-up coils which 
wound around ferrite rods (material grade 4B1) as shown in Figure 4.18. The 
dimension of ferrite rods and the number of turns were detailed in Table 4.1. The 
number of turns was chosen randomly relevant to other studies. 
 
Figure 4.18 Pick-up coils made by copper wire wound round a ferrite rod 
    Table 4.1 Information of pick-up coils used in this study 
Probe No. Rod dimension Number of turns 
P-01 Ø 5 x 16 mm 2,000 
P-02 Ø 5 x 16 mm 3,000 
P-03 Ø 5 x 16 mm 4,000 
The pick-up coil is normally placed on the surface of the test pieces between the poles 
of electromagnetic yoke in order to receive the BHN signal (Figure 4.19). The acquired 
signal is then magnified by the signal amplifier (Section 4.1.5.2) in order to a gain of 
approximately 60 - 70 dB. According to Moorthy, the signal is usually filtered by a 1 
kHz high-pass filter [65]. Chapter 5 will describe the experimental setup, the signal 
features used, and results of the BHN measurement system found in this study.  
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Figure 4.19 Magnetic Barkhausen noise probe in the enclosure box 
4.2 Background & Development of Fusion Sensing Tests 
A review of the previous tool wear monitoring system based on sensor fusion 
techniques and proposed monitoring system in this study are presented. As the indirect 
measurement is favourite methods normally used in automated machining system, the 
literature surveys in following sections centre on using multiple sensors to obtain the 
process signals of machining operation indirectly and modelling the selected sensory 
features to predict the tool wear value or the state of wear.  
4.2.1 Machining Process Monitoring Methods  
Tool wear monitoring systems aim to classify the tool wear state and current wear 
values in order to estimate the remaining tool life and as a result it can reduce or avoid 
the production waste. As discussed in Chapter 3, current sensing techniques can be 
categorised into two basic types: direct and indirect methods. The direct method is the 
most accurate measure for determining tool wear, however, the production have to be 
stopped due to off-line measurement. On the contrary, indirect method can be used 
continuously while machining operation.  
Direct method 
Direct method or direct measurement is concerned with measuring tool wear by using 
optical sensors, radioactivity and lasers. These methods directly measure tool wear in 
terms of material loss from the cutting tool or sometime observing the worn surface 
optically.  
Machine vision is widely applied to measure the worn tool. Digital image processing 
(DIP) is used to assess the tool condition. This imaging technique is typically used to 
assess the tool wear by two methods. Cutting wear images are analysed by DIP to 
calculate the wear parameters such as flank wear width (Vb), crater wear, and nose 
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wear [66-68]. Alternatively, the surface finished of machined workpiece can refer to the 
condition of the tool [69, 70]. These methods can be used independently or 
complementary to each other. 
Kurada et al summarised the computer vision techniques used for applying to tool 
condition monitoring [15]. They also attempted to use a CCD camera and digital image 
processing techniques to assess tool wear images based on image grey level [71]. This 
computer vision technique can be used to quickly obtain the wear profiles but it is 
sensitive to ambient light variations and vibration of the machine structure. Similar to 
the study of Kurada, a vision system was used by Kerr et al to measure tool wear using 
a CCD camera [66]. The wear image was analysed by image processing technique in 
order to assess the wear states and remaining useful life.  Jurkovic et al [67] developed 
a vision system for tool wear measurement using CCD camera and LED. They 
recommended that this vision method is capable of measuring 3D images of relief 
surface and is possible to measure many tool wear parameters by image technique 
without any other device. Compared to the result of other works, this study applied the 
similar vision system to measure 2D profile, and the crater depth of the surface was 
also obtained by the light scattering measurement using a laser diode. However, to 
measure many wear parameters as they claimed, it is necessary to do the 
measurement at least two sides (flank face and relief face), and it is not practical to 
arrange the camera and light scattering system normally fixed at a specific location on 
the machine to do all measurements. 
Shahabi et al studied several issues that they used an image processing technique to 
make an evaluation of tool wear especially in turning process. They assessed the flank 
wear and nose radius wear from a workpiece roughness profile in turning operation 
[68]. The wear profiles were measured using the machine vision method. The 
subtraction method between the unworn and worn tool image profile were used to 
calculate the amount of worn nose. The two binary images before and after machining 
were subtracted pixel-by-pixel. They also attempted to apply this technique to calculate 
build-up edge from 2D image [72]. They suggested the proposed image processing 
methods succeeded in determining the tool wear. However, this optical sensing method 
can be used only between cutting cycles which are not on-line measurement.  
Flank wear can be monitored by radioactive techniques. For example, the remaining of 
radioactivity on the cutting tool or chips is traced. Some studies such as [73] used this 
technique to develop tool wear monitoring system as can be found in a review paper of 
Cook [74]. They all suggested that this radioactive methods are very accurate, but 
time-consuming, mostly used offline, and not safe for practical use. In almost last three 
decades, there is no cited use of this technique in tool condition monitoring. 
Although direct methods provide high accuracy and reliability, they cannot be used for 
online monitoring and they are not suitable for practical application and inconvenient 
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to apply in machining process environment. It seems that optical methods are suitable 
to use, image distortion, light variation, formation of built up edge, and chip and 
coolant are the major challenges of this optical technique. 
Indirect method 
Online monitoring systems are commonly applied by indirect method. Several signals 
deriving from physical phenomena such as cutting force, acoustic emission, and 
vibration are indirectly correlated with the evolution of tool wear and widely used in 
tool condition monitoring. Besides, the temperature in cutting zone varies as the 
progression of tool wears due to changes in the tool geometry and its cutting ability as 
found in several studies [80-83]. They all suggested that the tool wear progression was 
associated with an increase in the tool temperature measured by thermocouples, 
thermal elements and infrared thermovision. However, it is difficult to access the 
cutting zone to measure the exact temperature. The average temperature around the 
cutting tool is commonly used for tool condition monitoring. 
The general characteristic of each signal were discussed in Section 2.3 (Chapter 2) and 
in this chapter, previous attempts of using several sensing techniques in tool condition 
monitoring are summarised as follows.  
4.2.1.1 Dynamometer 
A dynamometer is used to measure the cutting forces and torque which are 
significantly correlated with the tool wear. It is generally viewed that the cutting forces 
used to remove the materials increase as the tool gradually wears due to the increasing 
friction between tool and workpiece. Cutting force measurement is considered as the 
reliable and accurate method for tool wear monitoring [75] and is the most common 
method to obtain the information about tool wear [76]. 
Several studies applied cutting force measurement methods to use in tool wear 
monitoring. Various force measurement methods were reviewed by Dan et al [77], 
Dimla [78] and Sick [16], but it is difficult to draw conclusions across these studies due 
to the complex relationship between cutting forces and mechanisms causing tool wear 
and because forces also related to cutting conditions. Teti et al [79], in  reviewing 
current sensor technology, signal processing, and decision making strategy for tool 
condition monitoring system, and Sikdar et al [80] in measuring cutting forces and 
flank wear surface from three areas concluded that the greater flank wear value bring 
about large contact area at the flank. Consequently, the interface area between the 
flank and workpiece increases, and then the friction between them increases 
significantly, resulting in high cutting force. It is suggested by Cakir et al [81] that the 
force measurement techniques were most sensitive and suitable for detecting the chip 
formation and breakage than using vibration and motor current based signals. 
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The table dynamometer, such as those made by Kistler, are widely used [82], however, 
the cost of multi-axis dynamometers are relatively expensive (multiples of £10k) and 
impractical to apply in industry. Scheffer et al [83] concluded that most systems 
developed and presented in the literature were only used in the laboratories but not 
suitable to use on the shop floor. 
4.2.1.2 Accelerometer 
Accelerometers are commonly used to measure the vibrations in machine structures 
and are relatively inexpensive (up to several £100) and easy to use. Vibrations 
generated by a machining process can provide information about the state of cutting 
tools. The use of vibration measurement techniques for monitoring tool wear has been 
discussed by Dan et al [77], Sick [16], Teti et al [79] and it can be concluded that 
vibration amplitude has significant change during machining due to the progressive 
flank wear. The most basic analysis transforms the time domain signal to the 
frequency domain using the FFT to detect unusual changes in vibration frequency. 
Several vibration techniques were applied to monitor flank wear such as by Lu et al 
[84] and Alonso et al [85]. Dimla [86] analysed vibration signal both in time and 
frequency domains to monitor the tool wear and found that the features in the time 
domain were more sensitive to cutting conditions, while frequency features correlated 
with tool wear. Salgado et al [87] used vibration signals to successfully predict the 
surface roughness from a turning process using a support vector machine (SVM). 
Where cutting conditions, tool geometry, and features extracted from the vibration 
signals were used as inputs. Ding et al [88] developed a prediction model between tool 
wear states and cutting tool vibration signals, AE signals, current signal of the spindle 
motor. The proposed model appears to be able to estimate tool reliability assessment 
effectively. 
4.2.1.3 Acoustic Emission 
Several AE techniques have been proposed to monitor tool wear [9, 79] and more 
generally, AE has been used in process monitoring and quality control in several 
applications such as the crack of storage and pressure vessels [89]. 
Li [12] suggested that AE can be used for sensing tool wear effectively as the frequency 
respond of AE sensor is in the range of 10 kHz - 10 MHz. This bandwidth is much 
higher than environment noises and machine vibrations. Generally, AE signals from 
metal turning consist of continuous and burst types (or transient). Continuous AE 
signals are generated from shearing in the primary shear zone and wear on tool face 
and flank. Burst type signals result from either chip breakage or tool fracture.  
AE methods are able to detect most of the phenomena during machining such as tool 
wear, tool breakage and chipping, and chip formation detection due to wide sensor 
dynamic range [82, 90]. For example, peak to peak amplitude is able to detect the tool 
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breakage [91]. Chip formation effect on tool state using AE in turning was studied by 
Bhuiyan et al [92]. Several works reported that the amplitude of the continuous-type 
AE signal could be utilised to monitor the wear of cutting tool. Many AE parameters 
such as peak count, RMS voltage, and rise time can be used to characterise of tool wear 
state [12]. Rangwala et al [93] used AE with other signals for tool condition monitoring. 
The mean RMS of AE signal can be used to evaluate flank wear in cutting tool during 
machining operation as it is sensitive to flank wear. Some studies (such as Chungchoo 
et al) attempt to develop models for flank wear and crater wear prediction by using AE 
parameters. The average accuracy of developed models for flank wear and crater wear 
estimation is reported to be fairly accurate [94]. 
AE signals have been combined with other sensing signals. Sharma et al [95] and 
Gajate et al [96] used AE, vibration, and force signals to monitor the tool wear in 
turning process. It also was observed that peak count or ring down count of AE signals 
showed a significant increase with the tool wear. Jemielniak [97] extracted several 
features from cutting force, AE, vibration sensors to estimate the tool condition in 
turning process. 
AE has some limitations because of signal attenuation and multi-path distortion is 
heavily dependent on the mounting location of AE sensor [98]. Kulandaivelu et al [91]  
suggested that the best locations of AE sensor to detect flank wear and crater wear are 
the side and the top surface of tool holder, respectively since flank wear emits surface 
wave which travel along the side of the tool holder and crater wear emits the wave 
along the top surface of the tool holder.  
Effective data acquisition and signal processing is required to collect and process data 
as the sampling rate of data acquisition is relatively high and needs large data storage 
space for saving data. This makes AE technique costly and unpractical to use in the 
shop floor compared to other methods.  
4.2.1.4 Microphone 
Although microphones are inexpensive and flexible to set up, very few studies have 
used them to record the machining sound  due to issues with robustness [27]. Teti et al 
[79], reported that various sound measuring techniques were used successfully to 
measure flank wear in turning [84, 99], milling [13, 100, 101] and drilling [102], but 
almost all studies performed the machining experiment in dry cutting condition.  
Kopac and Sali [103] used a microphone to monitor the cutting sound from turning 
lathe machine and the sound signal was analysed in frequency domain to build a model 
for tool wear monitoring. They concluded that an increase of sound signal amplitude 
correlates with an increase of tool wear. Similar to [104], Raja et al monitored the 
sound signal which has different tool wear states: fresh, slightly worn and severely 
worn tools. The results suggested that the sound pressure amplitude measured from 
cutting operation increases with an increase of with flank wear.  
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Tekiner et al [105], attempted to determine the best cutting condition for turning 
stainless steel (AISI 304) by using the sound signal recorded by a microphone and 
concluded that the best cutting parameters could be determined depending on the 
cutting sound. Lu et al [84] used a microphone to develop a tool wear monitoring model 
which used the sound emitted from a turning process to model the main effect of tool 
wear on system dynamics during stable cutting.  
4.2.1.5 Current and Power Consumption 
As a worn tool requires more cutting force to maintain a particular cutting condition 
than a sharp tool, the machine tools have to increase the power used for motor 
rotation. Thus, cutting forces can be measured indirectly in terms of current and power 
consumption of spindle motor for detecting the tool wear and tool breakage [14, 106, 
107].  
Bhattacharyya et al [106] estimated the tool wear by using spindle motor current and 
input power. Also, Szecsi [107] monitored the cutting tool condition by using  current 
and speed sensors. The system was trained by a genetic algorithm based fuzzy rule set. 
They summarised that the current of the main motor can be used to classify the tool 
condition during turning. Siva et al [108] used spindle current signals along with 
vibration, force and sound signal to develop a tool wear monitoring system. They 
concluded that spindle current exhibited a strong correlation with flank wear. Several 
studies [10, 79], used current signals to monitor tool wear. Power consumption, 
indirectly representing current consumption, is also used to monitor the tool wear. 
Renones et al [109] diagnosed the tool breakage of multitooth tools by using electrical 
power analysis. As complexity of cutting tool, power consumption of the tool drives 
represents the best signal among noise, vibration, temperature. It can be used to 
perform online detection of tool breakage.  
There are several aspects to consider when the current and power consumption sensors 
are used in tool condition monitoring. As spindle motors normally increase and 
decrease rotational speed before and after cutting, they need higher power used to 
accelerate and to stop the rotation of spindle than that used for stable cutting. 
Therefore, to represent tool wear, spindle current and power consumption signals 
should be considered under stable cutting without acceleration and deceleration of the 
spindle [107]. Furthermore, as it behaves a nonlinear characteristic, the current sensor 
requires proper compensation and calibration [14].  
It appears from the literature that because power sensing techniques are not as 
accurate as others (e.g. AE and dynamometer), they are commonly used for detecting 
tool breakage and tracking tool wear in a general sense. A basic review of the market 
also suggests that these sensors are commonly installed as standard in many designs 
of machine tool. 
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4.2.2 Combing These Sensors Together (‘Fusion Sensing’)  
As discussed in Chapter 3, different sensing signals have different characteristics and 
their own limitations (e.g. robustness, cost). Consequently, it is proposed that using 
multiple sensors to obtain the signals from different sources is used to provide more 
information for the monitoring or control tasks and improve accuracy in the 
classification of tool wear states. Sensory features extracted from multiple sensor 
signals are combined together and this known as fusion sensing. 
The major advantages of fusion sensing over other methods are: potential for higher 
statistical confidence, reducing ambiguity and obtaining a robust tool condition 
monitoring system, and improved precision. Additionally, using a sensor such as 
dynamometer to monitor tool wear can be inappropriate to use on the shop floor due to 
a very high cost and difficulties with location.  A low cost tool wear monitoring system, 
using less robust and inexpensive sensors could be a better solution for industry.  
4.2.3 Previous Attempts at Fusion Sensing 
Attempts have been made to consider various sensory features extracted from multiple 
sensors fused by several methods such as pattern recognition, neural networks and 
fuzzy classifications, in order to make a decision for tool condition monitoring system.  
The most commonly used sensors are dynamometer, AE, and vibration [9, 79]. The 
algorithms commonly used to fuse the information can be classified into two major 
approaches: statistical and artificial intelligence (AI) approaches. The AI method 
widely used in tool condition monitoring consist of artificial neural network (ANN), 
fuzzy logic, a hybrid combination of both (neuro-fuzzy) [10]. 
Silva et al [108] used multiple sensors including spindle current, force, vibration, and 
sound) to develop tool wear monitoring system. Statistical features based on frequency 
spectra of these sensors were extracted to classify the tool wear state and fused by 
neural networks and expert system. Lo et al [110] considered using temperature, load 
current, vibration, acoustic emission and cutting force. However, it was only the last 
two of these that showed useful information in terms of tool-failure condition. 
Consequently, only these two signals were used as input parameters in the Adaptive 
Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) model in order to evaluate the tool wear 
states. It was concluded that tool wear state from ANFIS was successful in classifying 
the tool condition. 
Sharma et al [111] selected acoustic emission (ring down count), vibration, cutting 
force, and time usage as input parameters into ANFIS in off-line training when 
considering turning operations on EN24 with an uncoated tool for various cutting 
conditions. This model can estimate the wear rate of cutting tool and provide actual 
and predicted tool wear values. Cuneyt et al [102], measured force, vibration and 
machine AE signals in turning and several sensory features were used to develop a 
fuzzy-logic-base sensor fusion method for estimating the cutting tool wear. In this 
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study, the tool wear condition was determined according to the decision by the two-
stage fuzzy logic system which can classify the state of tool into three regions: sharp, 
workable, and dull.  
Malekian et al [112] determined the factors affecting tool wear and a tool wear 
monitoring method. Various signals, from accelerometers, force, and AE sensors were 
fed through the neuro-fuzzy method (ANFIS) in order to determine if the tool is worn. 
The outputs of selected sensors, across several cutting conditions, were applied to a 
fuzzy logic model to advise the operator which of the three states: good, average, and 
bad, the tool was in.   
Tangjitsitcharoen et al [113] applied sensor fusion for tool wear and cutting state 
monitoring using cutting forces, sound, vibration, and AE. These signals were fused via 
the back propagation neural network and integrated via the pattern recognition 
technique in order to monitor tool wear and detect the change of cutting states. 
Formation of continuous chips, broken chips and the onset of chatter can be classified 
by proposed signal features with the high accuracy and reliability. 
Segreto et al [114] used cutting force, AE, and vibration signals for tool wear state 
classification during turning of Inconel 718. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was 
used to reduce dimension of sensory data and extract significant feature for neural 
network to classify tool wear state. Jemielniak et al [97] used various sensory features 
extracted from cutting forces, AE, and vibration in order to monitor tool wear in rough 
turning of Inconel 625. Numerous features were extracted from time, frequency domain 
signals and wavelet coefficients (time-frequency domain). The best features 
combination was determined by efficient method and the selected feature set were used 
for tool wear estimation. Zhang et al [115] adopted multiple sensor fusion to monitor 
tool wear in turning by using AE and cutting sound signals. Sensory features of two 
sensors to train the classification and regression models based on support vector 
machine (SVM). They concluded that combined decision of two sensory results is better 
than using individually. 
This recent literature suggests that ANFIS would be the best methods for fusion 
sensing as it takes advantage of easy learning ability from neural network can be used 
to learn the fuzzy decision rules very well. Also, it is suggested that ANFIS can provide 
very high accuracy results in tool condition monitoring. Nevertheless, one limitation is 
the number of inputs used for training data. The number of decision rules immensely 
increases as the number of feature inputs increases. Similar limitations have been 
found in fuzzy logic method.   
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4.2.4 Development of Tool Wear Monitoring System Based on Sensor Fusion 
This machining experiment was supported by the Advanced Manufacturing Research 
Centre (AMRC). They provided facilities for conducting the experiment including; CNC 
machine, tool inserts, EN24 workpiece, sensors and DAQ system. These are described 
as follows.  
4.2.4.1 Machine Tool and Cutting Inserts 
MORI SEIKI (NT4300 DCG), the multi-axis mill turn centre used for milling and 
turning was used for machining EN24 with DNMG 150608-PM (DNMG 442-PM) 
coated cutting tool.  
4.2.4.2 The Sensors and Data Acquisition Used in the Experiment 
The tool wear monitoring system in this study used three sensors: AE sensor, 
microphone, and power sensor to obtain the motoring signals from the machining 
process as several studies in the literature suggest that AE sensor responds to wide 
dynamic range and can detect of most of the activities in machining [9]. Also, the size 
of AE sensor is small and it mount easily near the source of AE signal compared to 
other sensors. Besides, using microphone and power monitoring system is relatively 
low cost method. These three sensors used in this study could be a good combination 
for developing a cost-effective monitoring system.  
The installation of the wide band AE sensor (Kistler 8152B111) is shown in Figure 
4.20, and was used for measuring AE signals above 50 kHz to 400 kHz. The AE signals 
from the sensor were first filtered and magnified by Kistler coupler 5125B used as a 
pre-amplifier and band pass filter (50 kHz and 1 MHz).  
 
Figure 4.20 AE sensor mounted by M6 x 25mm on the tool holder  
AE sensor was connected to a National Instruments NI-9223 data acquisition system. 
The scan rate must be chosen carefully because the down-sampled analogue signals are 
imprecise, while over-sampling for a long duration time, the size of data files becomes 
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relatively large. As the frequency response of AE signals in cutting process is about 
100-300 kHz. According to Nyquist’s theorem, sample rate should be 600 kS/s for this 
study.  
A PCB Piezotronics 130E21 microphone with built-in preamplifier was used to record 
the sound during turning process as shown in Figure 4.21. The frequency response of 
this microphone is 100 to 4000 Hz at ±1 dB and 20 Hz to 20 kHz at -2 to +5 dB. It can 
be also used to identify noise near field of AE signal. The microphone signal was 
acquired by a National Instruments NI-9234 at a sample rate of 50 kS/s.  
As the power consumption of the spindle motor is related to the tool condition, a Load 
Controls Portable Power Cell PPC-3 power monitoring system was used to measure the 
power consumption of the spindle motor. The system was connected to a National 
Instruments NI-9201 DAQ and the output signal from this system was sampled at 50 
kS/s.   
 
Figure 4.21  PCB130E21 microphone for measuring sound pressure 
4.2.4.3 Signal Acquisition and Processing 
All sensors connected to different analogue input modules mentioned previously. They 
were combined by National Instruments NI-cDAQ 9174 chassis which has the ability to 
simultaneously convert analogue to digital signals with different sampling rate (600 
kS/s for AE, and 50 kS/s for microphone and power consumption signals). National 
Instruments LabVIEW software was used to develop the acquisition program to 
acquire the sensor data and perform post-signal processing. The acquisition program 
concurrently receives three sensor signals, post-signal processing was performed to 
extract several features both in time and frequency domains. 
4.2.4.4 Tool Wear Measurement and Validation 
During the machining, a portable microscope was used to acquire images after each 
cutting cycle to observe any flank wear developed on the cutting edge. As machining 
was in a wet cutting condition, it was necessary to protect the camera system from the 
spreading coolant that might cause damage to the camera and lighting system. A 
waterproof camera box and LED light source were held by a flexible magnetic stand 
and fixed on auxiliary spindle located at the machine tailstock (Figure 4.22). 
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Figure 4.22 USB microscope attached to the machine by a flexible-magnetic stand 
 
To calibrate USB microscope, the width of flank wear was periodically removed from 
the tool holder and measured by a high resolution bench-top optical microscope and 
used as reference values for training the neural networks. The neural network training 
and image processing were performed by MATLAB. 
 
4.3 Background & Development of signal processing 
4.3.1 General Background of Signal Processing for Machining Data 
As described in Section 3.4.1, significant sensory features which correlate with tool 
wear were extracted by signal processing techniques in order to be used as inputs of 
the prediction models. These features can be roughly divided into four categories: 
features in the time domain, features in the frequency domain, features in the time-
frequency domain, and features in the statistical domain. According to Siddhpura [9], 
the most widely used features are extracted from time domain, frequency domain, and 
statistical domain, while few works succeeded in using time-frequency domain.  
4.3.1.1 Time Domain 
In Sharma et al [111], AE (ring down count), vibration (acceleration), cutting forces 
along with time, and time usage were selected to be input parameters into ANFIS in 
off-line training. Lo [110] selected only two signals (AE, cutting forces) to extract five 
significant features in time domain (average AE RMS, maximum AE amplitude, 
average AE amplitude, mean main force, and ratio of feed force and main force). Those 
features then were trained by the ANFIS for tool wear state classification in turning. 
The classification model produced successful classification (100% of correct rate) for 
tool state with respect to only two classes (normal or failure). 
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 Also, Malekian et al [112], the RMS value of cutting  force, and acoustic emission 
signals were used to train the ANFIS for monitoring tool wear. Regarding to Segreto et 
al [114], RMS of cutting forces, AE, and vibration were extracted and Principle 
Component Analysis (PCA) was used to select significant features for neural network 
training in order to classify the tool wear states. Dimla [86] used time and frequency 
domain features of vibration signal during turning of EN24 to correlate with tool wear 
and suggested that the vibration features were effective for use in cutting tool wear 
monitoring and wear qualification. Therefore, the favourable time domain features 
such as RMS value, maximum amplitude will be used to extract the sensory features 
for tool condition monitoring system proposed in this study. 
4.3.1.2 Frequency Domain 
Fang et al [116] used cutting forces and vibration signals to sense tool wear during 
finish turning of Inconel 718. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) were used to process the vibration signals and it was found that 
DWT is more effective for indicating the variation of cutting vibrations across wide 
range of frequency bands. It appears that the increase of vibration amplitude due to 
tool edge wear progression can be indicated by the change of DWT. Tangjitsitcharoen et 
al [113] used power spectral density (PSD) of sound, and AE signal to estimate the tool 
wear via the neural network. They used standard deviation of AE signal and PSD of 
both sound and vibration signal to identify the broken chip. The energy spectral 
density (ESD) of the three sensors used was proposed to estimate the tool wear, 
identify the cutting states of chip formation and chatter. In this study, only the FFT 
will be used to transform the sensor signals from time domain to frequency domain and 
several time domain features used in this study are mentioned in Section 4.3.2.  
4.3.1.3 Statistical Domain 
Cuneyt et al [102] used statistical features such as RMS, standard deviation, mean and 
maximum values derived from experimentally measured force, vibration and AE 
signals  to estimate the tool wear based on fuzzy inference system. However, the 
estimation model was not satisfactory and they suggested using more sensors could 
increase the tool wear estimation accuracy. Silva et al [108] used statistical features 
(Mean, absolute deviation, kurtosis and skewness) and frequency domain features 
(FFT) of spindle current, force, vibration, and sound signals to train the neural 
network and expert system for developing tool wear monitoring system. They found 
that the statistical features did not correlate with the tool wear progression as it may 
because of unexpected variations in their machining experiment. However, some 
statistical domain features (mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness) will still be 
used in this study and will be described in Section 4.3.2. 
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4.3.1.4 Time-Frequency Domain 
Zhang et al [115] adopted multiple sensor fusion by using AE and cutting sound to 
monitor tool wear in turning. They used time-frequency features of two sensors to train 
the classification and regression models based on support vector machine (SVM). They 
concluded that combined decision of two sensory results is better than using 
individually. 
The combination of feature domains can be adopted as found in Jemielniak et al [97]. 
They used various sensory features extracted from cutting forces, AE, and vibration in 
order to monitor tool wear in rough turning of Inconel 625. The features were extracted 
from time, frequency domain signals and wavelet coefficients (time-frequency domain). 
The best features combination was determined by efficient method and the selected 
feature set were used for tool wear estimation. 
4.3.2 Feature Extraction 
This section describes the statistical features used in this study. Sensing features were 
extracted both in time and in frequency domains these will be further discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7. The general feature definition and calculation are given in short 
here.   
4.3.2.1 Root Mean Square (RMS)  
RMS as described by Equation 4.4 is used, unless otherwise stated, to calculate the 
average value of overall discrete signals in time domain.  
 
𝑅𝑀𝑆(𝑥) =  √
∑ 𝑥𝑖
2
𝑁
 
 
(4.4) 
 
   where N is the number of data points and xi represents the signal from each 
data point. 
4.3.2.2 Mean  
This feature is the standard statistical mean value of the signal. In contrast to RMS, 
the mean is reported only for rectified signals because in raw time signals, this value 
remains zero. 
 
𝑥 =  
∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑁
 (4.5) 
4.3.2.3 Maximum or Peak value  
This feature is simply the maximum value of signal amplitude. 
 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 =  max (𝑥𝑖) (4.6) 
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4.3.2.4 Peak-to-Peak (Range)  
Peak-to-peak value or range is the difference between maximum and minimum signal 
amplitude. 
 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑡𝑜 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 =  𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = max(𝑥𝑖) − min (𝑥𝑖) (4.7) 
4.3.2.5 Kurtosis and Skewness  
Kurtosis is a measure of ‘peakedness’ and is a normalized form of the fourth-order 
moment about the mean. Kurtosis is defined in Equation 4.8 and is the ratio of the 
fourth moment to the square of the second moment (or variance). 
 
𝐾𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠 =
(𝑁 − 1) ∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)
4𝑁
𝑖=1
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2
𝑁
𝑖=1
 (4.8) 
 
Skewness is a measure of symmetry and is a normalized form of the third-order 
moment about the mean. Skewness is defined in Equation 4.9.  
 
𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  
1
𝑁 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)
3
𝑁
𝑖=1
 
 
(4.9) 
 
where 𝑥 is the mean value. 
Kurtosis and skewness are extracted from two statistical moments used to describe the 
shape of the distribution curve of signal data.  
4.3.2.6 Standard Deviation (SD) 
 
𝑆𝐷 =  √
1
𝑁
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2
𝑁
𝑖=1
 
 
 
(4.10) 
 
4.3.2.7 Frequency Domain Features  
To extract sensing features in frequency domain, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is 
normally used to obtain the frequency spectrum of time domain signal.  The FFT of x(t) 
can be calculated by Equation 4.11 and the inversion of Fourier transform of X(f) can 
be calculated by Equation 4.12, where t stands for time, f stand for frequency, x denotes 
signal in time domain, X denotes the signal in frequency domain. 
 
𝑋(𝑓) =  ∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑒−2𝑗𝜋𝑓𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝑡 
 
(4.11) 
 
 
𝑥(𝑡) =  ∫ 𝑋(𝑓)𝑒2𝑗𝜋𝑓𝑡
∞
−∞
𝑑𝑓 
(4.12) 
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In this study, some statistical features used in feature extraction were summarised as 
follows: 
-Mean Frequency is defined as the average frequency content in the discrete time. 
-Maximum Frequency (magnitude) is the frequency content having the maximum 
magnitude or peak magnitude or the highest point of the spectrum. 
-Peak Magnitude is the highest magnitude or the magnitude of maximum frequency. 
-Maximum per Mean Magnitude Ratio is the ratio between maximum and average 
magnitude in the discrete time. 
4.3.3 Feature Selection 
Based on the literature it appeared that the techniques mostly likely to be suitable to 
evaluate the best feature set to be used for training the neural network were as follows 
4.3.3.1 Feature Selection Based on Correlation Coefficient 
Using correlation coefficient (R), sometimes known as cross-correlation, is a simple way 
used to select the features. This value represents the linear relationship between two 
variables; inputs and targets. The R value lies on from – 1 to + 1. Generally, a 
correlation which is greater than 0.8 is defined as strong, while a correlation less than 
0.5 is generally described as a weak or non-linear relationship. The plus sign refers to 
positive correlation, i.e. y increase while x increases, and negative correlation means 
that y decrease while x increases. 
To evaluate the relationship between extracted features and flank wear width, their 
correlation coefficients are calculated and ranked in descending order. The features 
having low correlation level with the flank wear should not be used as feature input of 
network training as they have no linear relationship or weak relationship between 
features and the flank wear. This correlation coefficient was used to select a feature set 
for tool wear classification and regression which is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 
Typically, the correlation coefficient between a selected feature x and a tool wear value 
y can be expressed in Equation 4.13. 
 
𝑅 =  
𝑛 ∑ 𝑥𝑦 − (∑ 𝑥)(∑ 𝑦)
√𝑛(∑ 𝑥2) − (∑ 𝑥)2 √𝑛(∑ 𝑦2) − (∑ 𝑦)2
 
 
(4.13) 
 
A previous study used the correlation coefficient in feature selection to find the 
features that can best characterise tool wear conditions [117]. The result showed that 
the network trained by the features having high correlation coefficient had rate of 
success in tool wear detection about 96%. Therefore, this coefficient will be used in this 
study in order to select the best correlated feature set for training the neural networks 
in Chapter 7.  
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4.3.3.2 Correlation Based Feature Selection (CFS) by WEKA 
Correlation-based feature selection (CFS) is a well-known algorithm used to determine 
feature sets that are highly correlated with the class. WEKA is an open source software 
which is developed by machine learning group at the University of Waikato, New 
Zealand [118]. WEKA offers a collection of machine learning algorithms for data 
mining tasks. The algorithms can be easily directly applied to a dataset or called from 
the Java code. It provides several tools for data pre-processing, classification, 
regression, clustering, association rules, virtualisation and feature selection.   
The selection methods and search methods available in WEKA are shown in Table 4.2, 
Searching algorithms can be used to provide possible feature sets and to test their 
performance and the software suggests the selected attributes that have a high 
correlation with the class. In this study, cfsSubsetEval was used as an evaluator and 
four searching schemes including greedy step wise, genetic search, evaluation search, 
and linear forward selection were chosen to find the best feature set for training the 
neural network.  The results of this simulation are further discussed in Chapter 7. 
Table 4.2 Attribute Evaluator and Search methods for Feature Selection [118] 
 Name Function 
Attribute Subset 
Evaluator 
CfsSubsetEval Consider the predictive value of each attribute 
individually, along with the degree of redundancy 
among them 
 ClassifierSubsetEval Use a classifier to evaluate the attribute set 
 ConsistencySubsetEval Project training set onto attribute set and measure 
consistency in class values 
 CostSensitiveSubsetEval Makes its base subset evaluator cost sensitive 
 FilteredSubsetEval Apply a subset evaluator to filtered data 
 WrapperSubsetEval Use a classifier plus cross-validation 
Search Methods for 
Attribute selection 
BestFirst Greedy hill climbing with backtracking 
 ExhaustiveSearch Search exhaustively 
 GeneticSearch Search using a simple genetic algorithm 
 GreedyStepwise Greedy hill climbing without backtracking; optionally 
generate ranked list of attributes 
 LinearForwardSelection Extension of BestFirst that considers a restricted 
number of the remaining attributes when expanding 
the current point in the search 
 RaceSearch Use race search methodology 
 RandomSearch Search randomly 
 RankSearch Sort the attributes and rank promising subsets using 
an attribute subset evaluator 
 SubsetSizeForwardSelection Extension of LinearForwardSelection that performs 
an internal cross-validation in order to determine the 
optimal subsetsize 
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4.4 Background & Development of Data Processing  
This section discusses the use of artificial intelligence for tool condition monitoring, 
including; its use in tool condition monitoring, the typical neural network structures 
and training parameters used, and the methods used to train, validate and evaluate 
the tool wear prediction and tool wear state classification models in this study. 
According to Siddhpura [9], AI techniques used for decision making in tool condition 
monitoring system (TCMS) consist of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), fuzzy logic, 
neuro-fuzzy, Hidden Markov model, and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The first 
three techniques are widely used in TCMS and were alreaday discussed in Chapter 3 
(Section 3.6). Also, some of literatures have been reviewed previously in Section 4.2.3 
and 4.3.1. Further extensive reviews can be found in [10, 79]. Some of the previous 
attempts of neural network for TCMS are discussed in the next section. 
4.4.1 Previous Attempts of Neural Networks for Tool Condition Monitoring  
Broadly, network training can be classified into supervised and unsupervised learning 
methods. The supervised neural networks are used to present the network trained by 
teaching them with input patterns and expected output patterns. The error between 
actual and predicted outputs is used to modify the weight of the connections between 
neurons. Unsupervised neural networks are used to classify the data without prior 
knowledge of the classes involved. Only input patterns are fed during training and the 
neural network automatically clusters them in groups with similar features. 
In supervised learning, backpropagation (BP) neural networks, which are multiple-
layered feedforward neural networks, have been often used in TCM for various 
machining processes as can be seen in the reviews of Teti and Siddhpura [9, 79]. This 
neural network is a multilayer perceptron (MLP), which is trained by using 
backpropagation method [26]. The term backpropagation refers to the way that the 
error computed at the output side is propagated backward from the output layer to the 
hidden layer and to the input layer in finally.   
The applications of neural networks in TCMS can be applied for two broad categories. 
First category is function approximation, or regression, including time series prediction 
and modelling, which is used for tool wear prediction. Second is classification, 
including pattern and sequence recognition, which is used for tool wear state 
classification and decision making.  
Many studies used neural network for classify the tool wear state. For example,  Silva 
et al [108] used an unsupervised neural network (self-organising map and adaptive 
resonance theory) and expert system to fuse statistical features based on frequency 
spectra of spindle current, force, vibration, and sound sensors to classify the tool wear 
state in turning operation. Dimla et al [119] used a neural network based tool condition 
monitoring system to classify cutting tool states in turning process. The training 
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features were extracted from cutting force and vibration and were fed into MLP neural 
network with different number of node in hidden layer (1-100). The proposed system 
was found to be able to classify tool state in excess of 90% accuracy but deteriorated 
when the cutting conditions were significantly changed. Segreto et al [114] developed 
tool wear state classification in turning by using a neural network. The significant 
features of cutting force, AE, and vibration which were selected by principle component 
analysis (PCA) were fed into the feed-forward back-propagation neural network to 
classify the state of tool wear. They suggested that the highest success rate in tool wear 
classification obtained from the sensory feature of three sensors. This was in 
agreement with the studies of Silva et al and Dimla et al [108, 119] that using features 
from multiple sensors can improve the classification accuracy. 
In the case of tool wear prediction, Zhou et al [120] monitored flank wear of a CBN tool 
in precision hard turning by the use of artificial neural network. The passive force 
level, the frequency energy and the accumulated cutting time were used to train the 
neural network in order to predict tool flank wear. They claimed that the developed 
monitoring system is robust and good consistent for tool wear monitoring in precision 
hard turning. Similarly, Natarajan et al [121] used back-propagation feed forward 
neural network for tool life prediction. They used cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, and 
flank wear were taken as inputs and tool life as an output parameters. They proposed 
the evolutionary technique (particle swarm optimisation) to predict tool life and the 
results of these two methods matched very well. 
Some authors have applied neural network techniques to develop the artificial model 
for both flank wear estimation and wear state classification purposes. In the study of 
Tangjitsitcharoen et al [113], back propagation neural network was used to fuse the 
sensory features from cutting forces, sound, vibration, and AE in order to estimate the 
tool wear and detect the change of cutting states (continuous chip, broken chip and the 
chatter). The neural network model can be effectively classified by sensor features. Lui 
et al [122] applied neural network to develop tool wear monitoring system for 
automated boring machine. They used counterpropagation neural network (CPNs) with 
the cutting force data and the output was tool wear state and the value of tool wear. 
Several network structures were tested to find the best network structure for real-time 
recognition of tool wear states and real-time measurement. They claim that their 
network can be able to predict tool wear state with 100% of accuracy, while tool wear 
value prediction can meet a minimum error about 8.5%. It is assumed that their model 
can successfully achieve 100% because only two classes (usable and worn-out tools) 
were used for tool state recognition, and only 48 training data was obtained from the 
machining experiment and other data for training comes from linear interpolation. 
Other authors have applied neural networks for surface roughness estimation in 
turning process. Wilkinson et al [123] used a back-propagating neural network from 
five input features to predict the tool wear states. The input features were extracted 
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from the AE signal and physically measured surface profiles that were produced 
during the machining of EN24 steel. The surface finish features can be obtained from 
either an off-line profilometer measurement or on-line during machining operations by 
using a high resolution microscope camera. They classified tool wear into three states: 
light, medium and heavy wear. Other utilisation of neural network in surface 
roughness estimation can be found in the work of Asiltuerk et al and Risbood et al [33, 
124].  
An interesting survey of artificial neural networks (especially used in turning) was 
reviewed by Sick [16] in year 2002. This review paper has been published the almost 
two decades. It review paper evaluates the 138 publications which are based on 
indirect, continuous monitoring, and use neural networks for tool wear monitoring.  
Several methods applied in monitoring tasks were compared and the methodologies 
used to select certain methods, to carry out the simulation experiments, to evaluate 
and present results also were suggested. 
4.4.2 Development of Neural Network for Tool Condition Monitoring  
The application of neural networks in the work presented in this thesis can be grouped 
into two categories: tool wear prediction and tool wear state classification. Using a 
supervised leaning scheme, the neural networks have trained by the training data 
which are sensory features extracted from the sensor signals and the flank wear 
values. Figure 4.23 shows the diagram of the off-line training procedure to obtain 
prediction and classification models.  
 
Figure 4.23  Diagram of off-line neural network training procedure  
for flank wear prediction and classification 
The input vector and the target vector, both experimentally measured values obtained 
from the machining experiment, will be fed into the feed forward neural networks for 
training. With respect to the network targets, tool wear prediction is categorised in the 
fitting or regression problem that the targets used for training the network should be a 
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numeric value (i.e. flank wear width, Vb), while the targets for training the 
classification model could be a numeric or character value (i.e. class 1-4). 
The tool wear prediction and classification models are used on-line during machining 
operation to monitor the progression of flank wear and the current tool wear state, and 
the decision is then made (Figure 4.24).  
 
Figure 4.24 Diagram of on-line tool condition monitoring 
The inputs to the models are the features obtained from the sensor signals and cutting 
conditions. The prediction and classification models can then determine both the 
current flank wear values and the tool wear state at different rotational speeds and 
feed rates. After that, remaining useful life can be estimated. This will be further 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. 
According to Basheer et al [26], there are several types of artificial neural network 
available for performing the monitoring task. In this study, the backpropagation (BP) 
network, which is the multilayer perceptron (MLP), was applied to fuse the selected-
input features and its output predicts both tool wear state and current wear values as 
this type of neural network is favourable and widely used for data modelling and 
classification. This network also provides great performance with a short training time. 
The typical architecture of MLP neural network (single hidden layer) is shown in 
Figure 4.25.  
 
Figure 4.25 Architecture of multilayer perceptron neural network 
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It consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer.  The 
nodes in hidden layer, known as hidden nodes, process the information received from 
the input layer and pass them over the output layer. In this network, the data are fed 
forward into the network without feedback. The number of input nodes is equal to the 
number of selected input features; the output layer has only 1 node. In this study, both 
single and double hidden layers are used and the number of nodes in hidden layers will 
be varied. The configuration of neural networks used in this study will be described in 
Chapter 7. 
The network was trained off-line by training patterns. Multifold-cross validation 
(Section 4.4.3) was performed in order to obtain the highest performance network 
structures in tool wear prediction, while 70/30 training and testing ratio was used for 
data training in tool wear state classification.  
To determine the best network configuration, several neural network architectures 
were created by changing the network parameters. The neural networks with different 
activation or transfer functions and training algorithms were used to produce the 
artificial models for flank wear prediction and tool wear classification.  
Comparison between the actual tool wear and the predicted results from neural 
networks was verified statistically e.g. mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square 
(RMS) error, and sum square error (SSE). After evaluating the combinations of several 
networks, the neural network with the lowest error was chosen.  
As for the classification model, the performance of tool wear state classification was 
examined by percent of classification accuracy. Considering the confusion matrix is 
commonly used to evaluate the accuracy of the classification model. These network 
performance evaluators will be described in Section 4.4.4.  
For the work presented in this thesis all of the neural network design and development 
was carried out using the Neural Network toolbox in MATLAB. 
4.4.3 Multifold Cross-Validation Method 
This study has a relatively limited amount of data for training and validation, total of 
506 cycles of cutting from seven cutting conditions, multifold cross-validation have 
been adopted for training the network, in regression problem of flank wear width 
prediction, to obtain better generalisation training error. The training data set was 
applied as a validation data set. This method used where the network was trained K 
times. The training data set with N samples was grouped into K partitions.10 folds are 
commonly used in network training. In Figure 4.26, all data sets are evenly distributed 
into 10 folds. Nine folds or 90% of all data sets are used for training the network, apart 
from that (10%) is used for validation.  
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Figure 4.26  The 10-fold cross validation scheme 
The network was firstly trained with the data from f2 to f10 which is therefore defined 
as the training set and excludes the validation set (f1). The training process was 
repeated ten times by leaving out the validation set.  
The performance of the resultant network was evaluated by averaging the mean 
squared errors or classification error over all ten training partitions. It is also called 
leave-one-out training process if k is equal to 1. This technique is used when the 
amount of data is inadequate. However, several studies advise that the multifold cross-
validation method performs better performance than the leave-one-out method in 
terms of approximating generalisation errors. This multifold cross validation method 
was also implemented in the present work in the part of the flank wear prediction. 
4.4.4 Performance Evaluation of the Prediction models 
4.4.4.1 Prediction Accuracy of Tool Wear Value Estimation 
After training, the performance of the neural networks used for flank wear prediction 
was tested with a new set of input features against an expected tool wear value. The 
predicted wear values are then compared with this expected or actual target to find the 
representative network with high accuracy for tool condition monitoring system. 
In tool wear prediction, three criteria calculated by Equation 4.14 - 4.16 were used to 
compare the accuracy of prediction models where 𝑦𝑖
′ and 𝑦𝑖 are predicted value and 
actual value of the tool wear, respectively. N represents the number of observations. 
Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) 
 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (𝑦𝑖
′ − 𝑦𝑖)
2𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑁
 
 
(4.14) 
 
 
Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE) 
 
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
∑ |𝑦𝑖
′ − 𝑦𝑖|
𝑁
𝑖=1
𝑁
 
 
(4.15) 
 
Sum of Square Error  
(SSE) 
𝑆𝑆𝐸 =  ∑ (𝑦𝑖
′ − 𝑦𝑖)
2
𝑁
𝑖=1
 
 
(4.16) 
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4.4.4.2 Classification Accuracy of Tool Wear State  
The performance of tool wear state classification can be also evaluated by three criteria 
mentioned in Section 4.4.4.1 where the classification task is a numeric prediction. It 
can also be determined by confusion matrix. In a multiclass classification, the result of 
a test set is often shown by two dimensional confusion matrix with a row and column 
for each class. The example confusion matrix is shown in Figure 4.27, where the rows 
show the predicted class (output), and the columns show the actual class (target). 
 
Figure 4.27 An example of confusion matrix used to determine  
the accuracy of the classification 
In confusion matrix evaluation, a good result corresponds to large numbers down the 
main diagonal and small off-diagonal cells. From the matrix in Figure 4.27, the test set 
has 27 instances (the sum of the nine numbers in the matrix), and 6+16+0 = 22 of them 
are predicted correctly, and the percentage of correctly classified instances or overall 
accuracy is 81.5 %. From the confusion matrix (m x n), four basic evaluators of 
classification performance can be calculated with Equation 4.17 - 4.20. 
 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
∑ 𝑀𝑖,𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1
∑ ∑ 𝑀𝑖,𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
𝑚
𝑖=1
 
 
 
(4.17) 
 
 
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 =  
𝑀𝑖,𝑖
∑ 𝑀𝑖,𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1
 
 
(4.18) 
 
 
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑗 =  
𝑀𝑗,𝑗
∑ 𝑀𝑖,𝑗
𝑚
𝑖=1
 
 
(4.19) 
 
 
𝐹 =  
2 × 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 
(4.20) 
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Accuracy is the fraction of correct predictions. The diagonal cells of confusion matrix 
show where the actual class is equal to predicted class and the off diagonal cells show 
instances where the classifier has made incorrectly. The column on the right hand side 
shows the accuracy for each predicted class, while the row at the bottom shows the 
accuracy for each actual class. The cell at the bottom right shows the overall accuracy 
(81.5% of correct and 18.5% incorrect classification). 
Precision is the proportion of instances predicted to this class that are correctly 
classified. It is calculated as TP / (TP+FP) where TP and FP are the number of true 
positive and false positive predictions for the considered class (i) and (TP+FP) is the 
sum of the instances in the corresponding row i (excluding the TP).    
From confusion matrix in Figure 4.27, precision of predicted class 1, 2, and 3 are 
determined as bellows. 
Precision1 (%) = TP1 / (TP1 + FP2 + FP3) =  6 / (6+ 0+4) = 60% 
Precision2 (%) = TP2 / (TP2 + FP1 + FP3) = 16 / (1+16+0) = 94.1% 
Precision3 (%) = TP3 / (TP3 + FP1 + FP2) =  0 / (0+0+0) = NaN % 
Recall (also called sensitivity) is the proportion of actual instances of this class that are 
correctly classified. It can be calculated as TP / (TP+FN) where TP and FN are the 
number of true positive and false negative predictions for the considered class (j) and 
(TP+FN) is the total number of instances of the considered class (i.e. the sum of the 
column j) 
Recall1 (%) = Sensitivity1 = TP1 / (TP1 + FN2 + FN3) = 6 / (6+1+0) = 85.7% 
Recall2 (%) = Sensitivity2 = TP2/ (TP2 + FN1 + FN3) = 16 / (16+0+0) = 100% 
Recall3 (%) = Sensitivity3 = TP3 / (TP3 + FN1 + FN2) = 0 / (0+4+0) = 0% 
In some circumstances, having the precision and recall can make it difficult to compare 
classifiers. For example, that one classifier has better precision and the other has 
better recall. To make comparison easier, precision and recall are sometimes combined 
into single value such as F value in Equation 4.20.  
In conclusion, these evaluators mentioned previously will be used to determine the best 
tool wear prediction and tool wear state classification models and will be discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
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This chapter describes an offline measuring technique which can use on the shop-floor 
in order to measure the thickness of the remaining coating layer of a coated cutting 
tool. The chapter is organised as follows: firstly, details about the hob cutter used in 
the gear cutting process and previous studies focusing on case-depth evaluation are 
introduced. Then, the measuring system and experimental setup are described followed 
by the results and conclusions  
 
5.1 Introduction  
Gears are commonly employed as components machine drive trains of all sizes and 
applications. They are primarily produced by a machining process known as hobbing 
which produces externally toothed cylindrical gears. The hobbing process plays a key 
role in gear manufacturing because of its high efficiency.  An example of a gear hob is 
shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1 TiN-coated cutter for hobbing process 
There is a wide range of cutting tool materials used in machining processes as 
discussed in Chapter2. These tool materials have different characteristics and use. 
Hobbing tools are typical produced from high speed steel (HSS) due to the relatively 
low cutting speed requirements of the process. They are usually coated for reasons of 
tool life and scope for increased cutting speeds (10%-20%) over uncoated HSS if 
desired. Commonly used coating materials are titanium nitride (TiN) (Figure 5.1), 
titanium carbide (TiC), titanium carbonitride (TiCN), and aluminium oxide (Al2O3). 
The coated layer of the tool is typically 2-15 microns in depth. The advantages of coated 
HSS tools over plain HSS are reduced tool wear, higher hardness, and lower coefficient 
of friction against typical workpieces [125]. 
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Figure 5.2 Breakage of hob cutter 
The coating material can improve the effective hardness of the HSS tools. Normally, 
the hardness of coated cutting tools is about Rc 80-85 compared to Rc 65-70 for 
uncoated HSS tools. Consequently, abrasion wear is reduced. As TiN has relative 
inertness, adhesion processes driven by chemical affinity between chips and cutting 
tools could also be reduced, which results in longer tool life. The reduction in coefficient 
of friction can allow an increase in the shear angle, which results in reducing in the 
cutting forces, spindle power, and heat generated by the deformation processes during 
machining. 
TiN coated tools provide good cutting performance at higher cutting speeds and feeds. 
Flank wear of coated tools is significantly lower than uncoated tools [126, 127] and 
flank surface can be reground when it is dull. However, in the case of low cutting 
speeds, the coated tools do not perform well because the coating can be worn off by chip 
adhesion [1]. Cutting fluids are needed to reduce the effect of this adhesion.  
It is generally viewed that reduced tool wear means longer tool life and leads to less 
material removal during tool regrinding. Hobs are repeatedly re-ground and the 
dimensions of the individual teeth gradually reduced significantly. Teeth eventually 
fail by brittle fracture after excessive wear  (Figure 5.2). As a TiN coated hob cutter can 
cut 300 gears per sharpening, but an uncoated tool cut only 75 gears [1], the use of 
coatings is clearly important to maintaining productivity. Problems arise as the hobs 
are getting close to the end of their life (i.e. nearly all of the coating has been removed) 
because operators cannot easily tell the life remaining by a visual check. This leads to 
the hob failing during the process.  
Traditional destructive methods such as micro-hardness profiling and metallography 
are used to evaluate the depth of coated layer; however, they are destructive, 
expensive, time consuming, and not suitable for in-line or in-process monitoring. It is 
therefore, a desire of this industry to have some cost-effective tools or equipment to 
monitor the coated layer of hob cutter. 
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Recently, several non-destructive methods have been developed in attempts to 
characterise a material below its surface. For ferrous materials, techniques aiming to 
make use of the differential permeability and saturation magnetization in the 
material, particularly, were studied to find its relationship to the depth of case 
hardening. Many magnetic methods have been attempted to evaluate hardness and 
case depth such as a Barkhausen effect, magnetic hysteresis properties, and 
magnetoacoustic emission. These methods are discussed in Section 4.1.1 - 4.1.3.  
It is proposed in this study, that a novel magnetic measuring system based on BHN 
technique could be developed in order to measure the coated layer of high speed cutting 
tool as in a similar fashion to the use of magnetic methods to measure case hardening.   
This study focuses on measuring the thickness of the coated layer of high speed cutting 
tools by using BHN techniques. Firstly, the characteristic of pick-up coils was 
identified to find the most sensitive one for use in this study. Three pickup coils 
varying the number of turns were used to receive the BHN signal from the induced 
material surface and then were compared. Additionally, the effect of exciting frequency 
was studied in order to find the influence of exciting frequency on BHN signal. Finally, 
coated high speed steels with different coated materials and thickness will be tested by 
the proposed BHN measuring system. Some useful signal features such as Root-Mean-
Square, maximum peak amplitude, peak count, skewness, kurtosis, and signal energy 
were used to correlated with the thickness of coated layer. 
 
5.2 Literature Reviews  
As discussed in Chapter 4, Barkhausen noise (BHN) can be applied to certain 
applications, such as material deformation, fatigue, grinding burn evaluation, and 
case-depth evaluation. It has been found that BHN activity (peak amplitude and signal 
energy) increases significantly with tensile stress, and decrease under compressive 
stress [128].  As also found in Moorthy et al, Vincent et al, and Lindgren et al [48, 128, 
129], they confirm that the BHN technique can be used to classify the different stages 
of fatigue and can also be applied in grinding burn detection [42, 50, 58]. They used low 
and high frequency measuring systems to detect grinding burn. A single-peaked BHN 
profile obtained by high frequency measurements can be well used to be correlated 
with the residual stress change due to grinding burn.  
The surface condition of the workpiece has a direct effect on the fatigue life of the 
materials. Heat treatments such as carburising and induction hardening are normally 
used to create a hard and a wear resistant layer on top of the softer interior. These 
processes can change the metallurgical properties of the workpiece at certain depth 
below the surface. This hardened layer depth can be used to evaluating the life. The 
methods such as metallographic analysis, micro-hardness measurement at the cross-
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section, and direct carbon content evaluation by chemical or spectrographic methods, 
are normally used to evaluate the case-depth [130]. These are destructive methods, are 
very time-consuming, and cannot be used on-line. This increases the need of a reliable 
and non-destructive method for the case-depth measurement. 
Generally, the evaluation of case depth can be performed by BHN measurement which 
is based on the hardness difference of the hardened case and the soft core of the 
material [60]. Several studies concluded that two-peaked BHN profiles are obtained 
when the hardening depth is measured by BHN technique [131-133]. It is found that 
the first peak at a lower applied field strength corresponds to the soft core and the 
second peak corresponding to the hardened case. The ratio of these two peaks can be 
used to represent the case-depth. The two peak profiles are not always found as 
reported in Dubois et al and Moorthy et al [41, 132]. Moorthy et al observed that the 
second peak cannot be found if the case depth is too deep and they suggested that the 
two peak profiles can be found when the case depths up to 1 mm, and then case depth 
can be determine by the ratio of two peak heights [132]. To increase sensitivity of BHN 
profile, Blaow et al suggested that an increase of the excitation field strength can 
increase the height of both peaks. The peak at a higher field increases significantly 
compared to one at lower field [134]. 
Possibly, the hardened surface undergoes a decarburising process where the surface 
layer softens. Conversely, a single-peaked profile transforms into a two-peaked one 
where decarburisation occurs as reported in Blaow et al [61]. Also, the height of the 
second peak at higher applied field strengths increased with increasing depths and the 
peak position shifted to lower field strengths. According to Stapakov et al [135], the 
RMS value first increases, then followed by a decrease with an increasing depth of the 
decarburised layer. 
The case-depth of many steel types treated by carburising and nitriding was studied by 
Dubois et al [41] and they confirmed a success of harden depth evaluation by using 
BHN technique. The case depth measurement in EN36 gear steels were studied by 
Wilson et al [42]. They concluded that the peak amplitude of BHN decreases with an 
increase of case depth. Santa-aho et al [47] observed the same relationship between the 
RMS value and the case depth. They also proposed a new approach to detect the case 
depth by using voltage and frequency sweeps to evaluate the thickness of the surface 
layer. The BHN magnetising sweeps technique was used to measure the case-depth in 
hardened steel. It is observed that the ratio of two voltage sweeps with different 
frequencies produces a good estimation of the case depth. Drehmer et al [64] applied 
BHN measurement for estimating the case depth of SAE 1020 steel. They used RMS 
barkhausen pulse envelope and the FFT to estimate case depths successfully, and the 
normalised power index (NPI) was proposed to estimate case depths if the properties of 
the surface layer and core are considerably different. 
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This study aims at investigating the suitable methodology for measuring coated layer 
depth of coated cutting tool based on BHN measurement. However, this subject has not 
been well studied in literature and thus it is great interesting to find feasibility to use 
BHN technique for monitoring coated layer in coated high speed cutting tool. 
 
5.3 Experimental Methodology 
5.3.1 Specimen Preparation 
The specimen used in this study is HSS (M2) and the composition of HSS (M2) is 
shown in Table 5.1. The HSS, dimension 25 x 50 x 5 mm, were coated with two coating 
materials: chromium nitride (CrN, silver colour) and titanium nitride (TiN, gold colour) 
as shown in Figure 5.3. 
The coated specimens were prepared by electron beam plasma assisted physical vapour 
deposition (EBPAPVD). The Tecvac/Wallwork IP70 was used to coat TiN and CrN on 
the HSS specimens. The process temperature was about 450 °C and 10 x 10-3 mbar of 
process pressure. The thickness of coated layer was measured by Fischerscope XRF. 
Three levels of coating thickness are approximately 5, 10, and 15 µm as listed in     
Table 5.2.  
 
         Table 5.1 Composition (% by weight), HSS(M2) 
 
 
                                  Table 5.2 Coated HSS specimens used in this study 
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Figure 5.3 CrN/TiN coated Specimens with varying case-depth layer 
Note:  The CrN/TiN coated-HSS specimens were prepared by a third-party company. 
5.3.2 Tools and Equipment 
The BHN signals are processed and evaluated electronically as shown in Figure 5.4. 
Tools and equipment used in the BHN measuring system are described previously in of 
Chapter 4. In-house electronic equipment was designed and built specifically for these 
experiment to maximise the chance of success (Section 4.1.5). Also, the design of 
exiting coil and pick-up coils is also described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.6). The 
experimental setup of the BHN measuring system is shown in Figure 5.5. 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Experimental setup 
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Figure 5.5 The BHN measuring system used in this study 
In Figure 5.5, a National Instruments-USB 6212 (a) was used for generating the 
exciting current signal to a magnetic yoke (f) at specific exciting frequency (fe) 
controlled by LabVIEW. This exciting signal was then magnified by a bipolar power 
amplifier (b) to gain current signal up to 1 A for the exciting coil (f) made from copper 
wire wound around the Fe-Si lamination core. A current probe (d) was used to monitor 
the magnetising current, the actual current in the exciting coil to calculate the 
magnetic field strength (H) to the workpiece, and also for damage prevention due to 
over current. 
The magnetic flux from the excited coil flows through the specimen via the yoke’s poles. 
A search coil or pick-up coil (g), picks up the BHN signal from the specimen. The 
relatively low level of BHN signal was amplified by custom design signal amplifier (h) 
to a suitable level for subsequent signal processing. All signals were amplified and 
filtered before processing the signals via a personal computer interfaced by a National 
Instruments-9223 put in the cDAQ-9171 (i). Post signal processing and feature 
extraction was performed by MATLAB (described in Section 5.3.3).  
5.3.3 Signal Processing and Feature Extraction 
The BHN signal was sampled at 200 kS/s with 70 dB of amplification gain. The raw 
signal was first filtered by high-pass filter at 1 kHz of the cut-off frequency to remove 
unwanted frequency. The signal of each measurement was collected for five seconds. 
For sensory feature extraction, the signals generated within two complete magnetising 
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cycles were used in the calculation; however, to eliminate a contamination of other 
unexpected noises at the beginning of a measurement, only signals collected after one 
second were selected.  
The typical BHN signal (in the time domain) received from the pickup coil is shown in 
Figure 5.6(a) and the frequency bandwidth of the BHN signal is in the range of 0.5 – 6 
kHz as shown in Figure 5.6(b) where the exciting frequency = 5 Hz. 
 
     (a)                                                                          (b) 
Figure 5.6 (a) Typical excitation voltage and the MBN signals in time domain, and (b) typical 
frequency spectra of MBN signals acquired using pick-up coil in 1-6 kHz range. 
In this study, only time-domain and statistical features were extracted from the 
selected signal, such as RMS, peak amplitude, peak-to-peak voltage, skewness, and 
kurtosis. Peak count and signal energy (area under peaks) were also used in this 
chapter as they could be useful to indicate the intensity of burst signal like BHN 
signal.  
The peak count and signal energy were calculated from the absolute signal amplitude 
as shown in Figure 5.7(a). The peak points of the BHN signal in Figure 5.7(b) were 
counted if they are higher than the predefined threshold value and defined as ‘peak 
count’. This feature was also used in the studies of Vashista et al [136] but they defined 
it as an ‘event’ and they used it to make an assessment of residual stress in surface 
ground component. 
Signal energy, the area under peaks of the absolute BHN signal amplitude over the 
fixed period, as shown in Figure 5.7(a) and it can be calculated by graphical calculation 
method which also proposed by O’Sullivan et al [137]. However, it can also be easily 
determined by trapezoidal numerical integration function in MATLAB and it was this 
numerical method used in this study. 
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Figure 5.7 Typical BHN signal of one burst: (a) absolute amplitude,  
(b) the location of peaks over threshold value 
5.3.4 Barkhausen Noise during Current Excitation 
In this study, the applied current to magnetic yoke was varied from 0.1 A to 1 A to 
induce different magnetic field strengths (H) to pass through the specimens being 
examined. In general, the RMS value of the BHN signal received by the pickup coil 
first increases, and is then followed by a decrease with the an increase in applied 
current as shown in Figure 5.8. There are three clear regions, therefore it can be easily 
divided into three states: (I) background noise, (II) weak BHN, and (III) strong BHN.   
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Figure 5.8 Typical RMS values of BHN signals during the experiment 
Considering the signal from an uncoated HSS specimen (asterisk/purple), in the first 
state, the RMS values are low as only background noise received from the pickup coil 
as shown in Figure 5.9. It is assumed that the exciting current is not enough to move 
the magnetic moment vector in magnetic domains. The BHN signal emerges from the 
background noise where the applied current is greater than 0.2 A and Figure 5.10 
shows the BHN signal in this state. During State II, the amplitude and width of the 
BHN signal increases significantly as the magnetic flux intensity (B) increases due to 
an increasing of exciting current. As a result, the magnetic moment vector alters more 
frequently. Consequently, the amount and amplitude of BHN signal can be found 
increasingly. The RMS value increases continuously and reaches a peak RMS value 
where the applying current is about 0.5 A. After that, the BHN signal in State III 
slightly changes to be steeper as shown in Figure 5.11. Consequently, the RMS value 
slightly decreases while the magnetisation in the workpiece becomes saturated. 
Finally, the BHN signal disappears when the applied exciting current is greater than 
the saturation point. 
It is expected that the BHN signal in State II and State III will be useful to 
characterise the material properties, especially the thickness of the coating layer in 
coated HSS. 
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Figure 5.9  Barkhausen noise in state I (background noise) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.10  Barkhausen noise in State II: (a) applied current = 0.3 A, 
(b) applied current = 0.5 A 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.11 Barkhausen noise in state III: (a) applied current = 0.6 A, 
(b) applied current = 1.0 A 
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5.4 Magnetic Probe Characteristics 
In this section, the characteristic of the proposed BHN system was evaluated. Three 
pickup coils with different number of turns were used to sense the BHN signals. The 
BHN signal received by these coils was then compared in order to find the most 
sensitive and effective one for use in other studies. Also, the operating condition used 
in setting up the BHN system for measuring the coating depth in HSS was identified.  
5.4.1 The Influence of Number of Turns  
The pickup coils with different number of turns (2000, 3000, and 4000 turns) were 
made as described in Chapter 4. To obtain the coil sensitivity and frequency response, 
a sinusoidal waveform was used to excite the magnetic flux into an uncoated HSS 
specimen and the BHN signals acquired from three pickup coils were then compared 
under the constant frequency of exciting current (fe = 1, 5, and 10 Hz). The current 
applied to the exciting coil was varied from 0.1 - 1.0 A. The Figure 5.12 to Figure 5.14 
compares RMS values for three pick-up coils for each excitation frequency. 
 
Figure 5.12  RMS value of BHN signal compared by different pickup coils (fe=1Hz) 
In Figure 5.12, the BHN signal of all pickup coils slightly increases after 0.2 A and it is 
noticed that the complete shape of BHN signal have been formed after this exciting 
current value. The RMS value continuously increases and reaches the maximum RMS 
around 0.7 A, and then decrease gradually. Obviously seen that the RMS value of three 
pickup coils separates clearly and the pick-up coil (P3, 4000 turns) produces the 
highest BHN signals. The results indicate that an increasing of number of turns in the 
pick-up coil increases its sensitivity, which is in agreement with the finding of Vashista 
et al [138]. Similarly, these results can also be found in 5, 10 Hz of exciting frequency 
as presented in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 
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Figure 5.13 RMS value of BHN signal compared by different pickup coils (fe=5Hz) 
 
Figure 5.14  RMS value of BHN signal compared by different pickup coils (fe=10Hz) 
Comparing to three different exciting frequencies, it can be observed the peak of RMS 
values well correlates with the exciting frequency. Similar to the earlier studies that 
the positions of the peak RMS values are shifted from high values of applied current to 
low ones by an increasing of the exciting frequency [46, 138]. For example, the peak 
values or RMS profiles were found at 0.7 A for 1 Hz, 0.5 A for 5 Hz, and 0.4 A for 10 
Hz. 
The RMS profiles of lower exciting frequencies are flatter than those in higher exciting 
frequency. This means the lower exciting frequency provides a wider measuring range 
of BHN signal (state II) as described in Section 5.3.4. Furthermore, the BHN signal 
received in low magnetising frequency is, however, lower signal amplitude (i.e. RMS 
value) than in high frequency. These results are consistent with the finding of other 
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studies [46], in which the high exciting frequency produces higher BHN signal level 
than lower exciting frequency.  
In conclusion, the pickup coil should have a high number of turns for obtaining high 
sensitivity. Consequently, the pickup coil with 4000 turns was used in other 
measurements for this study as it provides the highest sensitivity.  Also, exciting 
frequency has an influence on BHN signal amplitude and the range of measurement 
and the effect of exciting frequency will be described in following section. 
5.4.2 The Influence of Magnetising Frequency 
As the exciting frequency has a direct effect on the amplitude and measuring range of 
BHN signal, an appropriate exciting frequency needed to be identified for the HSS 
material used in this study. A sinusoidal current at varying frequencies was applied to 
induce the magnetisation in the uncoated HSS specimen (described in Section 5.3.1) 
using the 4000-turned pickup coil. The sensory features extracted from the BHN signal 
are presented in Figure 5.15 to Figure 5.17. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.15  BHN signal under different exciting frequency: (a) RMS, (b) peak amplitude 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.16 BHN signal under different exciting frequency: (a) peak count, (b) signal energy 
It is seen from Figure 5.15 the BHN signal induced by the higher exciting frequency 
offers the higher signal amplitude, which is represented by RMS and peak amplitude 
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values. This is due to higher rate of change in magnetisation and hence higher induced 
BHN voltage level. Conversely, a low exciting frequency produces low rate of 
magnetisation and accordingly low induced voltage level received by the pick-up coil. 
This result can be found only in the second state of BHN signal (referred to Section 
5.3.4). Clearly, the peak positions of the RMS profiles in Figure 5.15(a) change to lower 
values of applied current due to an increase of the exciting frequency. 
In BHN state III, the RMS value shows the clearly-separated trend, while the peak 
amplitude has a fluctuating pattern. This oscillating trend of peak amplitude may be 
due to the interfering noises caused by unexpected events which contaminates to the 
main BHN signal such as a malfunctioning of the electronics. 
Interestingly, the completely-separated curve of BHN signal can be presented by the 
peak count and signal energy features (Figure 5.16). Clearly seen the BHN signal can 
be easily found where the HSS specimen is induced by low exciting frequency. The 
large number of peaks and signal energy can be found in 1 Hz excitation although the 
BHN voltage level is low due to previous explanation. The completely-formed BHN 
(BHN state II) can also be found between 0.2 - 0.7 A which is the largest range 
compared to other higher frequencies. It is suggested that this exciting frequency 
might be useful for indicating the difference of coating depth in HSS. 
In Figure 5.17(a), the kurtosis representing the peakedness of BHN signals shows an 
increase of BHN amplitude during the BHN state II from 0.2 - 0.3 A. Then, the 
kurtosis slightly decreases as the BHN amplitude decrease. After that, it rapidly 
increases as the BHN signal has been changed into steeper shape in state III.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.17 BHN signal under different exciting frequency: (a) kurtosis, (b) skewness 
Skewness representing the symmetry of the BHN signal can also be used to show the 
shape of BHN signal. The zero skewness shows the symmetrical shape of BHN, 
positive skewness represents right-tailed shape, and negative represents left-tailed 
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shape. From the Figure 5.17(b), a good BHN shape can be found where the HSS 
specimen was excited at 1 Hz as the skewness lies on zero. 
5.4.3 Selection of Key Features 
In conclusion, the most useful features used for indicating the coating depth could be 
RMS, peak count and signal energy as they can determine the difference of BHN signal 
both in state II and III, while peak amplitude can indicate only BHN signal in state II. 
Although kurtosis and skewness do not have a correlation with exciting frequencies, 
these features can be used to represent the shape of BHN during electromagnetic 
excitation.  
 
5.5 Barkhausen Noise on the Coated High Speed Steel 
In reviewing the literature, no study was found on the use of BHN technique to 
associate with the coated HSS material. Thus, this section aims to study the 
relationship between BHN features and the coating layer depth in HSS specimen as 
this is an important issue for future research on tool condition monitoring. Chromium 
nitride (CrN) and titanium nitride (TiN) were used as coating materials and the 
preparation of those specimens has been described in Section 5.3.1.  
Firstly, the CrN/TiN coated HSS with highest thickness of coating layer (15 μm) was 
measured to ensure that the BHN signal from coated HSS specimens can be picked up 
by the proposed measuring system. The BHN features of CrN and TiN coated HSS are 
descrbied in Section 5.5.1. After that, the comparison of BHN features due to different 
coating layer depths of each coating material are summarised in Sections 5.5.2 and 
5.5.3.  
5.5.1 BHN Signal on Coated HSS 
It is necessary to first examine the BHN signal response to the different property 
variations in HSS specimen. In this section, the coated HSS specimens were measured 
by the proposed BHN system to assure the BHN measuring system can be applied to 
take the measurement on the coated HSS. The CrN/TiN coated HSS specimens with 
the thickest depth were first studied and several exciting frequencies were performed.  
5.5.1.2 BHN Signal on Chromium Nitride Coated HSS 
To begin with CrN coated HSS, the sensory features extracted from the BHN signals 
are illustrated from Figure 5.18 to Figure 5.20. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.18 BHN signal of CrN HSS with 15 μm thick: (a) RMS, (b) peak amplitude 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.19 BHN signal of CrN HSS with 15 μm thick: (a) peak count, (b) signal energy 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.20 BHN signal of CrN HSS with 15 μm thick: (a) kurtosis, (b) skewness 
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From the figures, the existing of signal features confirms that the BHN signal in CrN-
coated HSS can be detected by the BHN measuring system. Interestingly, these results 
are able to indicate the differences between the uncoated (Figure 5.15 to Figure 5.17, 
Section 5.4.2) and the coated HSS, such as, the value of features, the maximum value 
of each feature in particular frequency, and the positions of those maximum values. As 
regards kurtosis and skewness, these two features in Figure 5.20 presents a good 
evolution of BHN signal and the symmetrical shape of BHN signal throughout the 
range of applied current as previously described in Section 5.4.2.  
5.5.1.2 BHN Signal on Titanium Nitride Coated HSS 
For the TiN coated HSS material, the BHN features extracted from the acquired signal 
are presented from Figure 5.21 to Figure 5.23. These results are similar to those in the 
previous sections (Section 5.42 and 5.5.1) where RMS, peak count, signal energy are 
the most useful features to indicate the variations of material properties in coated 
HSS. These features tend to have generally different values that can be distinguished 
from ones in case of uncoated HSS specimen. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.21 BHN signal of TiN HSS with 15 μm thick: (a) RMS, (b) peak amplitude 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.22 BHN signal of TiN HSS with 15 μm thick: (a) peak count, (b) signal energy 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.23 BHN signal of TiN HSS with 15 μm thick: (a) kurtosis, (b) skewness 
In conclusion, it appears that the RMS, peak count, and signal energy can be used very 
well to indicate the differences between uncoated and coated HSS for each particular 
exciting frequency. The variations of those features can probably indicate the thickness 
of coating layer. It is concluded that the proposed BHN system can be applied for 
measuring the coating layer thickness of the CrN/TiN coated HSS.  
5.5.2 Comparison of Coating Depth Layer on CrN HSS 
As the RMS appeared to be one of the most useful features to indicate the different 
thicknesses of the coating material on HSS, four levels of coating thickness at different 
exciting frequencies were first evaluated by the RMS values and the results are shown 
in Figure 5.24.  
The BHN signal of all exciting frequencies can be found after 0.2 A of applied current 
and the RMS values increase significantly until reach the maximum point (defined as 
BHN state II). The slope of the curve in this state correlates with the exciting 
frequency in which low exciting frequency in Figure 5.24(a) provides low degree of 
slope (flatter), while high frequency (e.g. Figure 5.24(e)) have a steeper slope. However, 
the curve in this state cannot be used to indicate the coating thickness because the 
RMS values of each coating thickness are quite close together.  
In BHN state III, the curves are clearly separated and significantly oriented which 
could be used to indicate the thickness of coating layer for exciting frequency fe = 5, 10, 
15, 20 Hz. It is clearly seen the thicker coating layers have higher RMS values and 
thinner layers have lower RMS. Most importantly, the exciting frequency has an 
influence on measurable range of the BHN signal. For example, the RMS feature can 
be used to indicate the coating thickness where the applied current varied between 0.6 
and 1.0 A for the exciting frequency = 5 Hz, while it can be only used from 0.5 to 1.0 A 
in case of 10 Hz. In Figure 5.24, the proper exciting frequency is 10 Hz because this 
frequency provides the largest measuring range (0.5 - 1.0 A) that can be used for 
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coating depth measurement in CrN coated HHS, and the RMS curves have more 
linearity than those in 5 Hz which offer the same measuring range.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
 (e) 
 
 
Figure 5.24  RMS value of BHN signal 
measured from CrN coated HSS at: (a) 1 Hz,  
(b) 5 Hz , (c) 10 Hz, (d) 15 Hz , and (e) 20 Hz 
 
Likewise, the results in Figure 5.25 confirms that peak count and signal energy 
features of 10 Hz can also be used to indicate the coating depth layer, while the peak 
amplitude in Figure 5.26 is unusable for indicating the difference of coating thickness 
due to unexpected noise. (The results of other exciting frequency are summarised in 
Appendix A). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.25  BHN signal of CrN coated HSS: (a) peak count, (b) signal energy 
 
 (a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.26 Peak amplitude extracted from BHN signal of CrN coated HSS  
at exciting frequency: (a) 10 Hz, (b) 20 Hz  
In conclusion, the effective magnetising conditions used for the propose BHN system in 
order to indicate the thickness of coating layer in CrN coated HSS are 10 Hz of exciting 
frequency and the applied current from 0.5 to 1 A. The effective features used to 
indicate the thickness of coating layer are RMS, peak count, and signal energy. 
Besides, the kurtosis and skewness are likely used to investigate the shape of BHN 
signal. 
5.5.3 Comparison of Coating Depth Layer on TiN HSS 
With respect to TiN coated HSS, Figure 5.27 compares the RMS of BHN signal of each 
exciting frequency. Similar to CrN coating material, it is seen that the RMS values 
separate in BHN state III, where the exciting frequency is greater than or equal to 5 
Hz, but the separation is not in the correct order except for  fe = 20 Hz.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.27 RMS value of BHN signal measured from TiN coated HSS at:  (a) 1 Hz,  (b) 5 Hz 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e)  
 
 
Figure 5.27 (cont.) RMS value of BHN signal 
measured from TiN coated HSS at:   
(c) 10 Hz, (d) 15 Hz, and (e) 20 Hz 
 
Interestingly, the RMS values of each thickness in Figure 5.27(e) have the correctly-
ordered separation both in state II and state III. It can be confirmed by the peak count 
and signal energy features in Figure 5.28 that this exciting frequency can be used to 
indicate the different thicknesses of TiN coated HSS. Cleary seen that the effective 
range of TiN coating depth measurement is in the condition that applied current varies 
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from 0.3 to 0.5 A and the exciting frequency is equal to 20 Hz. A possible explanation 
for this might be that BHN signal in high exciting frequency have an effect on the near 
surface according to skin depth Equation in Chapter 4. Consequently, the slight change 
in the thickness of TiN layer would make the BHN feature separated which can be 
used to indicate the change of coating layer.  
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.28 BHN signal of TiN coated HSS: (a) peak count, (b) signal energy 
In conclusion, it can be concluded that the high exciting frequency offers very sensitive 
to near surface properties as offering a shallow skin depth due to the effect of lower 
magnetic field penetration and higher attenuation. Consequently, the coating layer will 
have strong effect on the field penetration and the BHN signal, and accordingly the 
BHN signal which has good correlation with the coating depth can be detected in this 
case.  
In case of low frequency excitation, a thin coating layer would not significantly affect 
the BHN signal level since low frequency excitation induces deeper skin depth. 
Therefore, the variation in near surface properties does not have a significant effect on 
the BHN signal generation. 
 
5.6 Utilisation of BHN Technique on Tool Condition Monitoring 
From the experimental result, it is shown that the Barkhausen noise technique could 
be used for measuring the coating depth layer on coated HSS cutting tools, especially 
gear hob cutters which commonly made by TiN coated HSS.  
The simplest method is using the BHN measuring technique to monitor the tool 
coating conditions. Firstly, the thickness of coating layer has to be defined into classes. 
For example, the coated tool having ≥15 μm of coating layer depth is classified as new 
tool, 10 - 15 μm as moderately used, 5 - 10 μm as highly used, and <5 μm as weaken 
tool. Then, the three sensory features of BHN signal in the effective range are 
monitored both before and after use the cutting tool to know the coating condition. It is 
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helpful for the operator to be aware when the tool is in highly-used condition and avoid 
using the weaken tool. 
Furthermore, the remaining depth of the coated HSS tools can also be estimated by 
using regression model or data fusion concept, such as neural network, fuzzy logic, or 
other artificial intelligence algorithms. For example, supervised artificial neural 
network favourable use for data fusion, can be applied in order to obtain the prediction 
model by training the network with given data. The sensory features of the BHN signal 
(RMS, peak count, signal energy) are used as inputs and the actual coating depth 
measured by other reliable methods are used as targets for the neural network 
training. However, the sufficient data is required for training and the precise 
measurement of actual value is necessarily required. In practical application, the 
feature values measured from the workpiece are fed into the trained neural network 
model; the coating thickness will be then obtained. 
Due to the large probe size, this makes the BHN technique difficult to measure the 
coating layer on the main cutting edges of small cutting tools (i.e. turning and drilling 
tools). It may be only used for monitoring the coating depth of hob cutters which is the 
original objective of this study. However, as gear hob cutters have a complex shape and 
geometry, the challenge of using BHN technique to measure the coating depth layer is 
how to make a probe accessible to the flank surface of the cutters. The compact BHN 
probes could be designed as shown in Figure 5.29. Importantly, the geometry of the 
gear hob cutter has an influence on the BHN signal. For instance, the BHN signal on a 
flat bar specimen and gear tooth flank which is made with the same material and 
properties will be different because of the different geometry and measurement set-up. 
Some limitations of using BHN system and the comments on utilisation are discussed 
in following section. 
 
Figure 5.29 The compact design of a BHN probe for measuring the coating thickness of hob cutters  
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5.7 Comments on BHN measuring system 
Design and Probe Size 
One major concern is the size of measuring probe consisting of an exciting coil 
(electromagnetic yoke) and pick-up coil. This probe should be suitable for a given 
geometry and component because smaller probes may be necessary for restricted space. 
However, the proper design of exciting coil has to take into consideration since the 
maximum magnetic field strength (H) relies on the number of turns of the coil and the 
current applied into the coil. A larger number of turns and higher current provides 
higher applied magnetic field strength, and deeper field penetration at lower excitation 
frequencies, but this makes the size of exciting coil relatively large. Therefore, the 
optimised number of turns and current is necessary for making smaller yoke suitable 
for the application. Also, the geometry of workpiece and accessibility of the measuring 
probe pose a limitation on the size and design in some application such as round bar 
specimen. Furthermore, it is necessary to make smaller size of pick-up coils with large 
number of turns by using very thin copper wire to obtain higher sensitivity and have 
high spatial resolution, but they are likely to have small variations in life-off which 
have an effect on the BHN signal. 
Temperature Effect 
From the experiment, the temperature of the magnetic yoke increases if the measuring 
probe was used for low frequency excitation with high applied current and taking a 
long measurement sequence. Moreover, the temperature has a major influence on the 
stability of electronic hardware. It is practical to leave the electronic equipment turned 
on for a period before taking a measurement to allow the electronic device to be in 
thermal equilibrium.  
Most importantly, a shunt resistor in magnetic circuit easily overheats when it is used 
for high current and low exciting frequency. The measurement should halt for a period 
if the BHN measuring system has been used for a long period. Alternatively, the 
temperature of the shunt resistor have to be monitored to prevent overheat effect that 
might cause the error on the current measurement. Also, the compensation will be 
required to obtain the accurate value of the circulating current on the exciting coil.  
Besides, the workpiece temperature is one of thermal effects that may cause a slight 
drop in the magnetic flux density in the workpiece surface because the resistivity of the 
workpiece increases with the temperature. Consequently, the skin depth is reduced by 
increase of workpiece temperature. In summary, the temperature variations of 
electronics, probe, and workpiece should be controlled to a few degrees so that these 
sources of error will be small.  
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Accuracy and Calibration 
In most applications, the BHN measurements can be reliably used for the qualitative 
and qualitative assessment. In case of quantitative assessment, this technique requires 
an extensive calibration and the BHN system must be calibrated to every particular 
test for validation and obtaining an accurate result. However, unexpected variations of 
background noise or malfunctioning of the electronics in the measurement system 
would result in variations of BHN signal. Also, an air gap (lift-off) which results from 
error in the placement of BHN probe on the test component would effect on variations 
of BHN signal level. These errors can be identified by measuring on previously 
measured workpiece or the standard workpiece used as a reference signal. It is quite 
important to perform calibration for each workpiece geometry, material and 
measurement parameters for obtaining the high accuracy of quantitative evaluation. 
5.8 Concluding Remarks 
In this study, several set-up of BHN measuring system were tested in order to achieve 
the maximum sensitivity for coating depth measurement on coated HSS specimen. The 
variation of coating layer can be correlated to different BHN features extracted from 
the BHN signal generated during the magnetisation cycle.  
The proposed BHN system can successfully indicate the thickness of CrN coated HSS 
where the exciting frequency is equal to 5, 10, 15, and 20 Hz, while only 20 Hz 
excitation can be used to indicate the thickness of TiN layer coated on HSS specimen. 
From the experimental results, the most significant BHN feature used in this study 
are RMS, peak count, and signal energy, which are extracted from the BHN signal in 
state III. These features can be used individually to indicate the thickness of coating 
depth very well. To increase more reliable result, the use of multiple BHN features can 
improve the result accuracy, which is the key component of the data fusion concept.  
Although the BHN measuring technique has initially been developed to be performed 
off-line, this non-destructive and very short time-measuring method can reduce the 
production costs due to rejected parts caused by tool breakage, and can reduce the time 
from un-planed tool replacement during the production. The application of BHN 
technique for coating depth evaluation will be an important issue for the future 
research on tool condition monitoring. 
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A short contextual review of on-line tool condition monitoring in turning process is 
presented and then details of the specific experimental setup, materials and methods 
are described. The results, particularly of the sensing of tool wear, are presented and 
the effect of cutting parameters on the sensing signals is also discussed. These are 
combined in order to compare the sensory features with flank wear progression. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Tool condition monitoring (TCM) plays a key role in the quality enhancement of the 
finished products in automatic machining. Tool wear and failure are undesirable. The 
unplanned tool replacement can cause machine downtime leading to economic loss. 
Tool life depends upon machining conditions, workpiece materials, cutting time and 
cutting tool material. Worn tools also have a direct effect on the productivity of the 
process and the surface finish of the workpiece. They can also produce unwanted 
forces, sound, vibration, and other parameters, leading to machine downtime, product 
rejection and damage to the machine. To avoid this, tool wear condition monitoring 
systems have been developed which can warn the operator of the condition of the tool. 
This study overcomes the TCM problem from multi-sensor fusion perspective. Multiple 
layer perceptron neural network has been applied to fuse the selected sensory features 
(input vector) and flank wear width (output/target) and four tool wear states to warn of 
the cutting tool conditions.  
 
6.2 Context  
In the past decade, research on tool condition monitoring has been often conducted 
using a turning process because its operation is very simple by having a single cutting 
edge and non-rotating cutting tools. Mostly, the tools are fixed in a tool holder and 
translated through a rotating workpiece. Therefore, in turning, the sensors can be 
mounted on the cutting tool directly and easily because of no rotation. It is much more 
difficult to use other processes, such as milling, drilling, and grinding, because the 
cutting tools usually rotate through a translating workpiece. The tool geometry used in 
turning also has a simplistic shape which facilitates easy wear measurement. 
Dynamometers (force sensors) and acoustic emission sensors are often used for 
condition monitoring in turning. Cutting forces measured by a dynamometer are 
usually the preferred method of tool wear detection and tool breakage in turning [81, 
139-141], while other cutting forces can be measured indirectly in terms of current and 
power consumption of spindle motor [14, 106, 107], as mentioned in Chapter 3 and 4. 
However, as spindle motors increase and decrease rotational speed before and after 
cutting, they need higher power to accelerate and to stop the rotation of spindle than is 
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required for stable cutting. Therefore, to represent tool wear, spindle current and 
power consumption signals should be considered under steady-cutting state without 
acceleration and deceleration of the spindle.  
According to Rehorn et al [82], it can be summarised that AE signals are considered as 
an effective signal for detection of tool breakage, determine of tool wear and chipping. 
AE sensor has been used for developing the tool condition monitoring system in 
machining processes as previous chapters. AE-based tool wear sensing method 
developed for tool condition monitoring and process analysis were found in reviewed of 
[12, 89].  Some studies used statistical tools such as skewness, kurtosis for analysing 
AE signals in turning process [142, 143]. Bhaskaran et al used kurtosis and skewness 
of AErms extracted from AE signals for monitoring tool wear and failure during hard 
turning. They concluded that skewness becomes negative while tool wear increases and 
kurtosis grows up as the tool wear increase. AE sensors have also been used 
continuously for monitoring tool wear in hard metal [120, 143] and super alloyed 
workpieces such as nimonic C-263 super alloy [144]. It presumably means that AE 
signals travel well through the hard materials. In this study, an AE sensor was chosen 
for tool wear monitoring during machining EN24 which is classified as a hard material.    
Audio microphones can also be used to monitor the tool conditions in turning as they 
are inexpensive and flexible to set up compared with other sensors. The microphone is 
normally fixed by a magnetic stand which easily move to the desired location. Although 
it has advantages over others, very few studies used the microphone to record the 
machining sound because few microphones which are robust enough to use in such an 
noisy environment. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio of measured sound signal is 
quite low due to ambient noises.  
Many studies concluded that sound signal amplitude increases as tool wear increases 
[103, 104, 105]. This can be used to monitor flank wear in machining operations. Lu et 
al used microphone for tool condition monitoring in turning [84] and they introduced 
tool wear monitoring model which used audio sound emitted from cutting process in 
turning to model the main effect of tool wear on system dynamics during stable cutting. 
Besides, the use of microphone have been found in other machining process such as 
milling [13, 100, 101]  and drilling [102].  
The use of multi-sensory signals and a sensor fusion approach have been adopted by 
several authors. Sensory data can be fused using AI algorithms such as neural 
networks [114, 120, 145], fuzzy logic [145, 146] and ANFIS [95] to increase reliability 
and robustness of the system. These AIs provide a decision-making system that can be 
used to fuse all sensory features in order to predict the tool wear state and estimate the 
tool wear value.  
A multilayer perceptron (MLP) with backpropagation algorithm can be used for tool 
wear state classification and tool wear estimation. Tool wear state classification using 
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a MLP neural network was studied by Dimla et al [119] where cutting force and 
vibration signals acquired from the cutting of EN24, and the flank wear measured on 
cutting inserts were fed to the neural network trained to classify the states of tool 
wear. Balazinski et al [145] compared three AI methods used for tool wear prediction in 
turning including neural network, fuzzy decision support system, and neuro-fuzzy 
system. In data training of three methods, cutting forces and flank wear were used as 
inputs, and an output, respectively. They found that these methods gave similar and 
acceptable results, but the significant difference is the learning time. Segreto et al used 
signals of cutting force, AE, and vibration sensors to classify tool state in turning of 
Inconel 718. Sensor fusion approach based on the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
was used to extract the significant sensing features and these features were used as 
input to three-layer feed forward neural network (with backpropagation) for decision 
making on tool wear condition [114]. 
In terms of tool wear monitoring, Shahabi et al studied aspects of using an image 
processing technique to make an evaluation of tool wear, especially in a turning 
process. They assessed the flank wear and nose radius wear from a workpiece 
roughness profile from a turning operation [68]. The wear profiles were measured 
using the machine vision method. The subtraction method between the unworn and 
worn tool image profile were used in this study to calculate the amount of worn nose. 
The two binary images before and after machining were subtracted pixel-by-pixel. They 
also attempted to apply this technique to calculate build-up edge from 2D image [72].  
 
6.3 Scope of the Study 
The study presented here aims to extend the currently-published research for tool wear 
monitoring based on multiple sensor fusion in turning.  In Figure 6.1, acoustic 
emission, the power consumption of spindle motor, and sound pressure were monitored 
during a turning operation. The machining of seven cutting conditions was conducted 
to collect sensor signals during turning operation. Sensory features of those signals 
were extracted and feature selection was performed off-line to obtain the 
representative features required for tool wear modelling by AI technique. The artificial 
neural network was used to classify tool wear states and estimate tool wear values for 
predicting remaining tool life by using selected features as inputs and flank wear 
values as outputs in the supervised training scheme. The outcome of this study is to 
provide guidance to the operator for changing the cutting tool before it fails. This 
system could also inform the automatic tool changer of a CNC machine to change the 
tool when it has worn to a predetermined level in order to increase machine 
productivity. Tool wear states would be used as information to the CNC controller to 
adapt cutting parameter properly to reach the maximum usage.  
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Figure 6.1 The concept of monitoring system 
The study can be separated into two parts: data collection and system modelling as 
illustrated in Figure 6.2.  
 
Figure 6.2 Procedures of the study 
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Chapter 6 explains the collection of machining data, including sensor signals and flank 
wear progression during machining. Then, post signal processing (e.g. signal 
segmentation) is described and off-line feature extraction is also discussed.  Chapter 7 
presents the details of the feature selection methods used to define feature sets as 
inputs for neural network training and then how tool wear classification and 
estimation are modelled by neural networks.   
 
6.4 Experimental Setup and Methodology 
6.4.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology 
The experimental setup used for developing the tool condition monitoring system is 
shown in Figure 6.3. The sensors, data acquisition setup, tools and equipment used 
have been previously introduced in Chapter 4. 
Spindle 
Motor
Microphone
AE Sensor
Signal
Conditioning 
Circuits
(Filter & Amplifier)
Power Sensor
DATA 
ACQUISITION
COMPUTER
USB Microscope
 
Figure 6.3 Experimental setup 
 
From the diagram, the power monitoring system was used to measure the power 
consumption of the main spindle motor. An AE sensor was mounted on the tool shank 
by means of a M6 bolt in order to measure the AE signals in the primary cutting zone, 
and a microphone was used to record the cutting sound. A USB microscope camera in 
an enclosure box was used to record the tool wear evolution by taking images of cutting 
inserts at specific cutting cycles. This image acquisition system, including camera and 
extra light source, was fixed on the auxiliary spindle on tailstock (Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4 Working area of machining experiment 
A PCB130E21 microphone with built-in preamplifier (Figure 6.5(a)) was used to record 
the cutting sound during the machining process. It was mounted on the ceiling of the 
machine by means of a magnetic stand, 1.2 m away from the cutting zone as shown in 
Figure 6.5(b), and suitably enclosed to avoid damage from the coolant (Figure 6.5(c)).  
 
Figure 6.5 Arrangement of experimental apparatus showing the microphone (a)                                                      
and its position in the machine tool (b, c) 
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6.4.2 Test Materials and Cutting Inserts 
This study performed cutting experiments of EN24 being faced turned by a CNC lathe 
machine. EN24 is originally introduced for use in the automotive and machine tool 
industries for gears, pinions, shafts, spindles and similar components and has excellent 
machinability. The chemical composition of EN24 is shown in the Table 6.1. The 
cutting tool used in this study was a coated carbide cutting tool, DNMG 150608-PM 
(DNMG 442-PM). The cutting tool geometry and range of cutting parameters 
recommended are shown in Figure 6.6. 
Table 6.1 The typical chemical composition of EN24 (% by weight) 
C Si Mn S P  Cr Mo Ni 
0.36/0.44 0.10/0.35 0.45/0.70 0.040 Max 0.035 Max 1.00/1.40 0.20/0.35 1.30/1.70 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 The product information of cutting insert used in this machining experiment 
6.4.3 Experimental Trials 
Typically, the cutting parameters used in the real turning process should be set 
according to the recommended range provided by the tool company (as found in Figure 
6.6).  To accelerate tool wear with few cuts, the machining experiments should be 
performed at higher values than recommended cutting conditions of the tool insert so 
as to save cost and time. However, this strategy may cause catastrophic consequences 
such as tool breakage. There is also a difference in the cutting state or the tool wear 
evolution between experiments and actual machining operation and this difference will 
affect the application of research findings when the monitoring system is used in a real 
machining operation. 
Two process variables, the feed (F) and cutting speed (Vc), were varied. Three feed (F) 
were 0.30, 0.35, 0.40 millimetre per revolution and cutting speed or surface speed (Vc) 
were 280, 300, 320 metre per minute. The depth of cut (D) was constantly set at 0.5 
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mm in order to economically consume the workpiece. Seven cutting conditions are 
shown in Table 6.2, and Figure 6.7 illustrates the experimental matrix of seven cutting 
conditions. 
Table 6.2 Process parameters used for 
performing machining trials 
 
 
Figure 6.7 The machining conditions 
performed in this study 
All machining trials were conducted in wet machining conditions (the cutting zone was 
flooded with  Hocut795b coolant) until the observable flank wear width (FWW) on the 
main cutting edge exceeded 0.4 - 0.5 mm or the tools failed catastrophically. A 
machining trial, each corresponding to one of the seven sets of cutting conditions 
(Table 6.2) were each performed twice. This was to obtain a larger dataset to train and 
test the neural network to increase accuracy of the prediction model. For each 
condition, the inserts were removed from the tool holder and the flank wear width was 
measured optically (to ISO-3685) every 10, 20 and 30 cuts. The frequency of 
measurement was then increased as the wear limit was approached. 
6.4.4 Signal Processing and Feature Extraction 
As previously mentioned in Chapter 4, all sensor signals were acquired using a 
National Instruments cDAQ-9174 system which consists of three analogue input 
modules. Each module acquire the signals with different rate of sampling: 600 kS/s for 
acoustic emission signal, 50 kS/s for microphone and power consumption signals. 
LabVIEW software was used to acquire the sensor signals and performed data 
processing (i.e. signal segmentation and feature extraction). Sensory features from 
three sensors were extracted both in time and frequency domains as listed inTable 6.3. 
The definition of each feature has been presented in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 7, all 42 features (3 sensors x 14 features) will be selected using feature 
selection methods so as to obtain the selective feature sets used for training the neural 
networks. The results in this chapter show the trend of some interesting features 
compared to the width of flank wear. These are summarised in the following sections.  
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Table 6.3  The list of features extracted from the acquired signals 
 
 
6.5 Results and Discussion 
The analysis of the data obtained from the machining experiment can be separated 
into two main parts: signal evaluation (this chapter) and sensor fusion by neural 
networks (in Chapter 7). The first part of this chapter presents the flank wear 
progression during the turning process, the effect of cutting speed and feed on AE, 
power consumption, and also microphone signals. Additionally, the relationship of 
power consumption of main spindle motor is compared with flank wear progression. 
The typical results are discussed in this chapter and all extended results are 
summarised in Appendix B.  
6.5.1 Flank Wear Progression during Experimental Trials 
It is necessary to obtain the width of flank wear during machining to develop tool wear 
curve. Flank wear was monitored in three regions in this study.  Three angle images of 
cutting inserts comprise flank wear width at nose radius (FWWN), flank wear width at 
right cutting edge (FWWR), flank wear width at left cutting edge (FWWL) as shown in 
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. 
 
Figure 6.8 Definition of flank wear width on cutting insert 
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Figure 6.9 Three tool holder positions to capture flank wear of three cites during turning 
Figure 6.9 obviously seen that the flank wear width on left side (angle 3) of cutting 
inserts could not be obtained because it was not practical to fix a USB microscope 
camera at one specific location to take the picture for all three angle images. Similarly, 
it was difficult to adjust the tool holder in order for it to be at well-adjusted position for 
obtaining a good quality image. Due to the arrangement of the apparatus in this study, 
it was not possible for the external light source to shine on the cutting edge 
perpendicularly. As a result, the image of left-side cutting edge (FWWL) was darker 
than any other angles that could not be useful. Fortunately, FWWN and FWWR are 
the major cutting edges and were used in this work for training the neural network (in 
Chapter 7).   
6.5.1.1 Wear Images Taken by a USB Microscope 
Traditionally, sensory features of actual sensor signals are used as inputs and fed into 
the AI algorithms to train the neural networks with the flank wear obtained by a 
microscope used as target of the network (Figure 6.10). It is time-consuming to 
interrupt the machining to remove cutting tools from a tool holder in order to measure 
tool wear on a microscope. Consequently, the first aim was to assess the feasibility to 
use an inexpensive USB microscope to take the tool wear images during a machining 
experiment (experimental details in Section 4.2.4). It is suggested that the flank wear 
width obtained by image processing technique can then be used as a reference for off-
line wear measurement. This can reduce the experimental time and make online flank 
wear measurement by a machine vision approach a possibility.  
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Figure 6.10 The concept of  flank wear measurement 
In this work, an image processing program has been developed using image processing 
toolbox in MATLAB to calculate the width of flank wear and wear area as shown in 
Figure 6.11. The wear images were captured from three angles as shown in Figure 6.9. 
Pre-image processing techniques such as filtering, rotating, and thresholding were 
then used to improve the image for flank wear calculation. The true colour images of 
the new cutting tool captured by the USB camera were turned into binary images 
before subtraction between the new tool images and worn tool images (retouched by 
adding white pixels). From the results, it looks feasible to use this image processing 
technique to do online flank wear measurement by the USB microscope when the 
proper calibration has been adopted.  
In reality, there are several difficulties concerning the tool wear images taken by the 
USB microscope as illustrated in Figure 6.12.  
Ambient light control: due to performing in a wet machining condition it is difficult to 
achieve consistent lighting of the tool. This is in contrast to the study of Shahabi et al 
[68, 72], who  used a similar image processing concept to subtract unworn and worn 
tool images pixel-by-pixel, but their images were obtained from the turning process 
without using cooling liquid which enabled the ambient light to be more easily 
controlled. The outputs of designed image processing program where it used wear 
images from the machining experiment are displayed in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.11 Subtraction technique used for determining flank wear on cutting edge 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Example images taken from the USB microscope in real machining: 
(a) new tool, (b) wet tool, (c) insufficient light, (d) undefined wear boundary,  
(e) oxidation stain and BUE, (f) moisture image 
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Figure 6.13 Output images where the real wear images of cutting tool were used 
As shown in Figure 6.13, the tool was unable to extract the boundary of the wear area 
due to the oxidised surface, wet tool, and moisture.  
Tool orientation: similarly, it is also seen in Figure 6.13 that the system is highly 
sensitive to the orientation of the tool, its magnification, and its effect on the ambient 
light. This is an issue because the worn surface is not normal to the direction that the 
USB microscope are taking the image from. Therefore, the image is seeing a projection 
of a plane which will have an adjustment to its area accordingly. In this case, the USB 
microscope should be normal to the tip of the tool, which will be approximately normal 
to the worn surface, and so that the tool images may not have the problem of the 
projection of a tilted plane.  
Magnification of the image: it is important to consider and record the magnification 
settings of the camera. Any problems can be avoided by using the same zoom settings 
in all the images. If there is any change in magnification, it will need to measure the 
exact length/width of the tool insert in pixels and adjust the measured area 
accordingly. As for the lighting problem, although the microscope has a built-in light 
source around the lens, it also need for an extra light source. However, the acquired 
images were not good enough quality to process the images. 
Depth of field and focus: the depth of field refers to the range of distance that appears 
acceptably sharp. It varies depending on camera type, aperture and focusing distance. 
The USB microscope camera used in this experiment provides a fixed large aperture 
(smaller F-stop number) and closer focusing distances which produces a shallower 
depth of field. Consequently, the edge of cutting inserts can be captured clearly in some 
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area which is in focus, while the other area is out of focus. Therefore, the image of the 
cutting insert is not sharp enough to detect all the areas of cutting edge.  
6.5.1.2 Flank Wear Progression Measured by a Microscope 
To obtain flank wear, traditional measuring method was used during machining 
experiment. Figure 6.14 shows examples of flank wear developed by cutting process 
which were captured by a microscope.  
(a) 10th cut 
 
(b) 20th cut 
 
(c) 30th cut 
 
(d) 34th cut 
 
Figure 6.14 An example flank wear on cutting inserts under a microscope  
(Vc = 300 m/min and F = 0.35 mm/rev) 
The flank wear progression of seven cutting experiments (replication 1) measured by 
the microscope are shown from Figure 6.15 to Figure 6.17, while the flank wear of 
replication 2 is summarised in Appendix B. In this study, x-axis of tool wear graphs 
represents the cutting time, or number of cuts in this case, while the y-axis represents 
the width of flank wear. From the experimental matrix (Figure 6.7), seven cutting 
conditions are grouped into three main combinations: at constant cutting speed 
(Vc=300 m/min), at constant feed (F=0.35 mm/rev), and at constant feed (F=0.40 
mm/rev). 
For the first combination, tool wear graphs of three cutting conditions (C1, C2, and C3) 
are shown in Figure 6.15(a) and Figure 6.15(b) which were performed at cutting speed 
(Vc) 300 m/min and feed 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4 mm/rev respectively. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.15 Flank wear width at cutting speed 300 m/min on the main cutting edges 
(replication 1):  (a) nose radius, (b) right side  
At the beginning, the cutting edge wears rapidly. The first region occurs within the 
first few minutes of cutting (about 10 cuts). After that, the wear rate then increases 
uniformly in the steady-state middle zone. In this region, the ‘curve’ has a linear 
relationship. The slope of tool wear in second region is affected by cutting conditions. It 
can be concluded that using more cutting speed encourages wear rate. Finally, in the 
third region, tool wear increases sharply until it fails or it becomes severely worn to be 
effectively useless. In Figure 6.15, these wear curves display three states of tool wear, 
which are clearly in agreement with the tool wear curve presented Chapter 2 (Section 
2.4.3). 
For the second combination, Figure 6.16(a) and Figure 6.16(b) compare the flank wear 
width of three cutting conditions (C4, C2, and C6), which were machined at a constant 
feed rate 0.35 mm/rev and at three different cutting speeds.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.16 Flank wear width at Feed rate 0.35 mm/rev on the main cutting edges  
(replication 1) :  (a) nose radius, (b) right side  
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From Figure 6.16, it seems that cutting speed has a quite impact on flank wear. Tool 
life decreases with increase in cutting speed because cutting higher speed leads to high 
temperature at cutting zone so that tool wear is accelerated. Consequently, tool life is 
reduced. 
Lastly, the flank wear widths of condition C5, C3, and C7 performed cutting at 
constant feed 0.40 mm/rev are compared and shown in Figure 6.17(a) and Figure 
6.17(b). Similar to before, the cutting at higher cutting speed encourage more wear rate 
representing shorter tool lifetime.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.17 Flank wear width at Feed rate 0.4 mm/rev on the main cutting edges  
(replication 1):  (a) nose radius, (b) right side 
In conclusion, the wear progression of almost all cutting trails is in good agreement 
with ideal tool wear curve described in Chapter 2. It is a nature of machining activities 
that it is not always possible to obtain the same results by using the same conditions. 
It is known from experience that wear on cutting tool is often not highly repeatable and 
this is also described in the study of Zhang et al [115].  This inconsistency of the result 
may be due to defect of material workpiece, inconsistency of cutting inserts, and 
setting-up arrangements. 
However, the turning point between break-in period and steady state of wear cannot be 
defined exactly, as the first flank wear measurement was attained at the cut number 
10, which might be a time after the transition state between the first and the second 
tool wear regions. To determine the turning point, flank wear should be measured 
more frequently during the first period.   
Firstly, this study attempted to use a cheap USB microscope camera to monitor tool 
wear in turning process instead of very expensive monitoring system. The novel 
method takes the advantage of processing the images of tool tips captured by a camera, 
which, in turn, provides faster analysis and cheaper cost of operation compared to 
traditional methods. However, there are several problems obstructing the use of USB 
microscope in this study, as addressed in the previous section (Section 6.5.1.1). It is 
expected that tool wear evolution measured by this cheap camera can achieve similar 
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results to more expensive methods. As found in several studies [66-68, 71, 72], the 
image processing technique was successfully applied to tool wear measurement in 
which a high resolution CCD camera with external light source has been normally 
used. If the addressed problems in using a USB microscope camera can be tackled, its 
application for real industrial machining condition could be achieved. Therefore, 
although more research on this issue needs to be undertaken this part of the work 
contributes significantly towards the main goal of developing a tool wear monitoring 
system with cost effective equipment. 
6.5.2 The Effect of Cutting Speed and Feed on Acoustic Emission Signals 
As reported in the review of Siddhpura et al [9], the development of tool wear on 
cutting insert can be represented by acoustic emission signal both the time and 
frequency domain. Possible sources of AE during the metal cutting process summarised 
by Dronfield et al [89] are: (a) plastic deformation in workpiece and chip (primary 
cutting zone), (b) friction contact (between workpiece and tool flank face (flank wear) or 
(c) between the tool rake face and chip, (d) collisions between chip and tool, (e) chip 
breakage, (f) and tool fracture as shown in Figure 6.18.  
 
Figure 6.18 AE signal type in cutting process (adapted from [12]) 
Generally, acoustic emission signals from a cutting process can be classified into two 
types: continuous and burst (as shown in Figure 6.19). The continuous type  represents 
the AE activity in the cutting zone (from (a) to (c)) and the burst type or transient 
signal comes from (d) to (f) [12]. Bhuiyan et al [92] reported that the frequency of chip 
formation in turning or continuous AE signal has been found between 68.3 kHz and 
634.83 kHz and the maximum intensity was observed at 97.7 kHz, which is a relatively 
high frequency. 
Compared to Figure 6.20, an example of the frequency spectra of AE signal obtained 
during the work performed for this thesis, it can be concluded that the high frequency 
AE signal (from 60 kHz to 140 kHz) originates from the continuous AE signal, and the 
burst type signal due to chip breakage is at about 20 kHz (low frequency). Therefore 
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the types of chips and cutting tool conditions have a direct consequence on AE signal 
characteristics.  
 
Figure 6.19 Typical AE signal in time domain from the turning process  
 
Figure 6.20 Typical AE signal in frequency domain from the turning process  
6.5.2.1 Acoustic Emission Signal during Tool Wear States 
In this section, the characteristics of AE signals during the three states of tool wear are 
illustrated through both time domain and frequency domain graphs. Figure 6.21 
displays a tool wear curve from the cutting condition 1 (Vc 300, F0.3, D0.5) which can 
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be clearly defined three tool wear states. The first state (break-in) is defined from the 
start cutting to cut number 10, the second (steady-state wear) from cut number 11 to 
30, and third the dramatic increase after cut number 30 (failure wear).  AE signals in 
both the time and frequency domains can illustrate the point of signal change which is 
denoted by the number filled in the circles (1 to 9). Further graphs representing all of 
the recorded data can be found in Appendix B and the points of particular interest are 
illustrated here. Examples of AE signals in time and frequency domains are shown in 
Figure 6.22 (break-in), Figure 6.23 (steady-state wear), and Figure 6.24 (failure wear).  
 
Figure 6.21 AE signals at different tool wear state performed  
by cutting condition 1 (Vc 300, F0.3, D0.5) 
Figure 6.22 shows AE signals of cut numbers 1 and 10, which are in the break-in wear 
state. In cut number 1, there is significant AE burst type signal (representing chip 
breakage) but the magnitude of each frequency rarely is the highest. This means the 
new tool has a good cutting edge and ability to cut the workpiece. 
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(a) Time domain of point 1, 1st cut 
 
(b) FFT of point 1,  1st cut 
 
(c) Time domain of point 3, 10th cut 
 
(d) FFT of point 3, 10th cut 
Figure 6.22 Typical AE signal during break-in period (cut number 1 and 10) 
In cut 11, as seen in Figure 6.23(a) and 6.22(b), the AE signal in the time domain 
reveals that there has been fewer bursts so therefore fewer chip breakages than the 
first period. The FFT shows the frequency content of 30 kHz disappears, illustrating 
that the tool wear state has changed from breaking-in to steady-state wear as denoted 
in Figure 6.21 (point 4). This signal characteristic has continued until the middle of 
steady-wear state at about cut number 20. After that, in cut 21, there is a significant 
change both in time and frequency domain. This change can be used as a first warning 
signal representing half the tool life. 
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(a) Time domain of point 4, 11th cut 
 
(b) FFT of point 4,  11th cut 
 
(c) Time domain of point 5, 20th cut 
 
(d) FFT of point 5,  20th cut 
 
(e) Time domain of point 6, 21st cut 
 
(f) FFT of point 4,  21st cut 
Figure 6.23 Typical AE signal during steady-wear period (cut 11, 20, 21) 
Figure 6.24 shows the AE signals in the final state of tool wear. The severely-worn tool 
has lost the ability to cut effectively and the number of chip breakages is extremely 
reduced. Consequently, the burst type signal of low frequency content becomes absent 
in FFT graph, while the amplitude of AE-continuous type increases significantly. The 
amplitude of the AE signals rapidly increases from cut 30 to cut 31, which can be 
defined as the transition state between the steady-wear and severe wear regions. It can 
be clearly seen that in cut 34 that AE signals in time domain have very high 
amplitude, as does the high frequency content. 
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(a) Time domain of point 7, 30th cut 
 
(b) FFT of point 7,  30st cut 
 
(c) Time domain of point 8, 31st cut 
 
(d) FFT of point 8,  31st cut 
 
(e) Time domain of point 9, 34th cut 
 
(e) FFT of point 9,  34th cut 
Figure 6.24 Typical AE signal during wear out period (cut 30,  31, 34) 
Figure 6.25 illustrates the example chips removed from the workpiece during the 
experiments for each of the three wear state regions. The chip produced when using a 
new tool (Figure 6.25(a) and Figure 6.25(b)) has good shape and colour characteristics 
(long, continuous, periodic break, and shine colour) as discussed in Chapter 2. The chip 
colour is a bright colour, especially in break-in wear region (Figure 6.25(a)) and 
becomes darker due to higher temperature as the chip-tool contact area increases as 
the tool is used (Figure 6.25(b)). Also, the cutting ability of the inserts is significantly 
decreased after the middle point of steady-state wear region (20 cut) shown in Figure 
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6.25 (c) by the reduced spiral radius and darker colour of the chips compared to  the 
ones shown in Figure 6.25(b). The long-ribbon like chips and darken ribbon in Figure 
6.25(d) are produced in the final state wear region. Accumulation of this type of chip 
(Figure 6.26) is unwanted because they can cause damage to instrumentation related 
cables around the cutting point and the chips may entangle with tool holder or jig and 
fixture, and ultimately stop the process.  
  
Figure 6.25 Chips removed from the workpiece:  
(a) 5th cut (break-in ), (b) 15th cut (steady wear I),  
(c) 25th cut (steady wear II), and (d) 32nd cut  (failure wear) 
Figure 6.26 Chips removed from 
the workpiece in the failure wear 
state 
6.5.2.2 The Effect of Cutting Speed and Feed on AErms and AEp-p 
Continuous-typed AE signal representing tool wear can be monitored by the RMS 
value, while burst type signal representing chip breakage can be monitored by peak-to-
peak (AEp-p). These features extracted from all cutting conditions are grouped and 
illustrated only two combinations. All combination graphs are presented in Appendix 
B. Figure 6.27 combines three different cutting conditions where a constant 300 m/min 
of cutting speed was used. Similarly, experiments with at constant feed rate 0.35 
mm/rev are shown in Figure 6.28.  
In general, AErms of all conditions slightly increases during cut 1-15 and then 
significantly increase depending on feed. This significant change can be used as 
warning signal for when the tool becomes dull. According to several studies [9, 103, 
120], the greater feeds result in the higher RMS level and the earlier the increasing of 
RMS level. Nevertheless, AErms of the highest feed (0.4 mm/rev) in Figure 6.27(a) lies 
at the middle place of the other two conditions and shows the significant increase of 
RMS value lately. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.27  RMS and peak-to-peak values of AE signal AE signals during machining  
at constant cutting speed 300 m/min: (a) AErms  and  (b) AEp-p 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.28 RMS and peak-to-peak values of AE signals during machining  
at constant feed rate 0.35 mm/rev: (a) AErms  and (b) AEp-p 
One possible explanation of these unexpected results might be that the RMS values in 
this graph were determined from AE signals without the separation of burst and 
continuous signal types. From the time domain graphs, a large number of peaks 
representing chip breakage were found towards the beginning of experiment and fewer 
later on. Thus, the number of peaks and their amplitude has a major consequence on 
variation of RMS value. It can be concluded that a high chip breakage rate was found 
in cutting with new tools, while low number of peaks represents a lower chip breakage 
rate as a result of using a worn tool.  
Considering to the peak-to-peak amplitude (AEp-p) in Figure 6.27(b), the three 
conditions shows similar average AEp-p up to the cut number 16, which represents the 
use of sharp cutting tool. Then, the values drop considerably from cut number 20 in the 
condition of feed 0.3 and 0.35 mm/rev. This result may be explained by the fact that the 
number of chip breakage was reduced as it lost cutting ability due to tool wear. 
Consequently, the amplitude of the burst AE signal was also decreased due to 
significant progress of worn tool. Interestingly, the condition of feed 0.4 provides 
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consistent chip breakage until a few cuts before its failure. This sudden change leads to 
a difficulty in detecting the warning signal. It may be that this cutting condition offers 
perfect chip removal, leading to consistent chip breakage while tool wear gradually 
increases.   
It is difficult to explain the random pattern result in Figure 6.28(a) as the trend of each 
condition fluctuates. This partly due to the nature of research in machining because 
there are various factors in the machining process to consider as mentioned in Chapter 
2. However, this inconsistency may be due to different chip formation in each 
condition. The result in Figure 6.28(b) is seen that almost all conditions have a 
consistent chip breakage until the end of usage, except condition Vc=300 m/rev which 
peak-to-peak values decrease after the 20th cut. It can be assumed that the chip length 
removed would be a key influence on the peak amplitude of AE burst-typed signals or 
longer chip length might emit higher magnitude of AE signal when the chip breaks. 
This is an interesting and important issue for the future research. 
6.5.2.3 Relationship of AErms and flank wear  
The relationship between typical AErms and flank wear of example conditions are 
shown in Figure 6.29 and also found in Appendix B. Clearly, AErms increases for most 
cutting conditions because of tool wear progression. This increase was frequently found 
in the steady-state tool wear period across all the different cutting conditions. 
However, some condition such as condition 6 has no correlation with tool wear. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.29 The correlation of between AErms and flank wear from seven cutting conditions 
6.5.2.4 Relationship of AEp-p and flank wear  
In Figure 6.30, AEp-p representing the chip breakage slightly increase from the start to 
the middle of the second state wear region. Then, the peak-to-peak values clearly 
decrease as a number of chip breakages diminish due to tool wear. (Further results in 
Appendix B) 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.30 The correlation of between AEp-p and flank wear from seven cutting conditions 
In conclusion, although several studies suggest that tool wear monitoring using AE 
signal is potential method and popular use, this method has some variation and 
inconsistency which cannot be used to monitor tool wear on its own. This encourages 
the hypothesis of using multiple sensors to monitor tool wear to increase 
generalisation. 
6.5.3 The Effect of Cutting Speed and Feed on Sound Pressure Level 
Sounds emitting from the cutting zone during cutting process are often heard by the 
operator and, if they are experienced enough, can be used as a way of monitoring the 
process. The sound signal emitted during machining could therefore be related to the 
tool condition, particularly if a change in cutting condition has an effect on the feature 
of the noise. In this section, cutting sound was used to examine the possibility of in-
process tool wear monitoring in turning. Compared to other sensors, a microphone, 
being a non-contact sensor, is very easy and flexible to install in the machine.  
Note: in this section, unless otherwise stated, the ‘noise’ from a machine, component or 
process is taken to mean noise that is within the range of human hearing and can 
therefore be detected by a standard microphone typically used for voice or music 
recording. 
6.5.3.1 Machine Background Noise 
An important consideration in of using the microphone to record the sound in the 
machine shop is background noise. The background noise will always interfere the 
sound signal obtained by the microphone, unless complex physical filters are used 
which may hinder the process. Noises from a machine tool stem from vibration in 
cutting zone, vibration caused by machine tool drive systems, vibration of machine tool 
and shop floor, noise from driving control electronics, air leaks from pneumatic system 
and etc.  
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In this work, sound from the running machine tool without cutting occurring was 
recorded and identified as a reference noise for all seven cutting conditions. An 
example of machine background noise spectrum is shown in Figure 6.31 below. 
 
Figure 6.31 Background noise from the microphone without cutting occurring 
In Figure 6.31, frequency content in 0 - 3 kHz can be inferred as surrounding noise 
from near-by machine tool, conveyors or traffic from outside, and some form of 
electronic noise and Kopac et al confirmed that surrounding noise has been identified 
in the range of 0 - 2 kHz [103]. Therefore, the sound generated by cutting process emits 
in the frequency range of 3-20 kHz, which is higher than the reference background 
noise.   
Therefore, a high-passed filter was used to remove the background noise and the 
audible features were extracted from the filtered signal to obtain the most meaningful 
features for tool wear classification and prediction. In this Chapter, mean sound 
pressure is correlated with flank wear. 
6.5.3.2 The Effect of Cutting Speed and Feed on Mean Sound Pressure 
The average sound pressure of each cut was determined after filtering out the 
background noise. Basically, correlation coefficient (R) or sometimes called cross-
correlation (described in Section 4.3.3) was used to evaluate the relationship between 
mean sound pressure and flank wear. 
Previous studies [103, 104] were performed in dry machining where it is easier to 
record a clear cutting sound. In this experiment, the sound of high pressure of the 
cooling liquid ejecting to the cutting point could be a significant effect on the recorded 
sound. Figure 6.32 shows the summarised results from experiments using all cutting 
conditions (Section 6.4.3). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.32 Mean sound pressure at different cutting conditions: (a) at constant cutting speed 
 (Vc =300 m/min), and (b) at constant feed rate (F=0.35 mm/rev) 
The results in Figure 6.32 (above) indicate that an increase in flank wear width 
correlates with an increase in signal amplitude of recorded sound in the range of 3 and 
25 kHz. Furthermore, an increase in feed resulted in increase of sound intensity. These 
findings agree with the results of other studies [103, 147], where sound pressure 
amplitude increases when tool wear increases. However, some cutting condition such 
as F=0.4 in Figure 6.32(a), mean sound pressure level have no significant change and 
this is similar to those conditions in Figure 6.32(b).   These results are similar to AErms 
in Figure 6.27 and AEp-p in Figure 6.28 that the RMS and peak-to-peak values have no 
significant change during the experiment. 
6.5.3.3 Relationship of Mean Sound Pressure and Flank wear 
Figure 6.33 shows example results of cutting condition 1 and 5. Results from the other 
cutting conditions can be found in Appendix B. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.33 Mean sound pressure of the microphone signal 
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From cutting conditions 1, 2 and 7, the sound pressure signal shows an upward trend 
similar to that shown in Figure 6.33(a) because sound amplitude slightly increases due 
to an increasing amount of tool wear. The mean sound pressure of these conditions 
provides a good correlation with tool wear compared by R value.  These results match 
those observed in previous studies [103, 104] but considering to other cutting 
conditions (3, 4, and 6), they are difficult to explain the fluctuated and unpredicted 
trend and they have a low correlation coefficient as seen in Figure 6.33(b).  
One possible explanation for these results is that unexpected sound emitted from 
nearby working machines during machining operation which have higher frequency 
and higher sound intensity than normal background noise as isolated in Section 
6.5.3.1. These large machines are located very close to the CNC lathe machine used in 
this experiment. They can occasionally, and unpredictably, emit a very loud noise 
different to their usual audio signature when operating. Consequently, the cutting 
sound recorded was mixed with near-by working machines. This may be constructive or 
destructive interference. In order to minimise any interfering noise, the isolating a 
machine from other noise, either physically or by turning all the other machines off, is 
required. However, turning off all the other machine can realistically only be done in a 
research environment as it is often impractical to use in the factory. 
Finally, this study found an interesting feature extracted from the sound signal. It is 
named as ‘spindle noise’ which is a sound generated in the main spindle motor. The 
details of spindle noise are described in detail in Chapter 8. 
6.5.4 The Effect of Cutting Speed and Feed on Power Consumption of Spindle 
Motor 
Power consumption of spindle motor was also monitored throughout seven cutting 
conditions (Section 6.4.3). Figure 6.34 illustrates spindle power used in the spindle 
motor during one cutting cycle. The typical power consumption signal was captured 
from a cutting cycle of condition 1 (Vc =300, F=0.30, D=0.5) which took 30 seconds to 
complete the cutting.  
The first peak signal on the left side resulting from surge current corresponds to an 
abrupt change of the spindle speed from low (as the spindle starts) to the rotational 
speed required to obtain 300 m/min of cutting speed. When the tool inserts start 
cutting, the level of power signal slightly shifts up as the spindle motor is loaded by 
resistance in cutting point. The power signal gradually increases until reaching the 
half of cutting tool path or about half of workpiece radius, causing the second spike. 
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Figure 6.34 An example of typical power consumption signal in one cutting cycle 
The spindle motor controller of machine tool used in this study is designed to adapt the 
speed automatically in order to maintain its constant cutting speed which normally 
decreases due to reducing workpiece radius. This spike stems from an increase of 
spindle speed from the first value to second value. After speed shifting, the spindle 
motor continuously consumes more power corresponding to the increase of power signal 
until 20 seconds have elapsed. The power signal then drops because the resistant force 
in the cutting zone reduces when cutting inserts nearly reach workpiece centre. As 
resistance cutting force decreases, the spindle speed is decreased, resulting in a 
decrease of power used.  Finally, large amount of power is used to stop rotation of the 
spindle motor.  
In practice, it is inappropriate to use the power consumption signal in all signal range 
to extract sensory features because some signal region such as spikes at spindle start, 
speed shifting and motor brake does not correlate to tool wear. To make an accurate 
monitoring of tool wear, the power signal during steady cutting is segmented from 
whole signals and then denoted as a region of interest in Figure 6.34.  This part of 
signal was used to extract the features for feature selection and neural network 
training in this study. The RMS of power consumption was then used to correlate to 
the tool wear observed. 
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6.5.4.1 The Effect of Cutting Speed and Feed on Power Consumption of Spindle Motor  
RMS power consumption of spindle was calculated and is shown in Figure 6.35. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.35 Power consumption of spindle motor at different cutting conditions: (a) at constant 
cutting speed (Vc=300 m/min), and (b) at constant feed rate (F=0.35 mm/rev) 
From Figure 6.35(a), it can be clearly seen that cutting by higher feed consumes higher 
power than used for the rotation of the spindle. The power consumption of each cutting 
condition gradually grows until reaching the final tool wear state. Then, the power use 
rapidly increases and an abrupt change can be found after 30th cut. Figure 6.35(b) 
similarly shows that the higher cutting speed consumes higher power.  
These results are as expected, and are the reasons why power consumption is 
commonly used in this way. However, Figure 6.35 also shows the potential limitations 
of relying on power consumption solely as a tool wear monitoring system. The power 
consumption obviously declines at cut number 5-10 of feed 0.35 (Green line). This 
particular experiment was conducted across two working days so it is thought that is 
drop in power consumption is due to the temperature of the spindle motor.  Similarly, 
in the 13th cut of the experiment with a constant feed 0.4, the machine was also 
stopped for an extended period of time so that the temperature of spindle motor cool 
down resulting in less power consuming when the machine continued using. 
6.5.4.2 Relationship of Power Consumption of Spindle Motor and Flank Wear 
Figure 6.36 shows example results of the relationship between power consumption and 
flank wear progression and all results can be found in Appendix B.  
The results show that the RMS value of power consumption gradually increases, which 
correlates with the flank wear progression seen in Figure 6.36. The abrupt change can 
be found in failure wear region as expected. As flank wear width increases, the contact 
area between the flank face and workpiece increases, requiring more cutting force and 
consequently the spindle motor requires more power to rotate the workpiece at the 
desired speed to overcome the increasing friction force on cutting contact area. These 
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results agree with the reviews of Siddhpura et al [9], in which power can represent the 
tool wear effectively. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.36 Power consumption of the spindle motor and flank wear width 
However, monitoring the tool wear using spindle power consumption is not adequate 
for low cutting force turning operations, and also has fluctuated pattern resulted from 
the temperature effect of the spindle motor. Power monitoring of the main spindle is 
widely used in the industry to define specific thresholds to prevent overload of the 
machine tool due to undesirable cause such as tool wear. These limitations further 
support the hypothesis that developing a system that utilises multiple sensors can 
have advantages. 
 
6.6 Concluding Remarks 
Most research in tool condition monitoring has been studied under laboratory 
controlled cutting conditions (e.g. a dry machining condition), few studies are 
conducted under real industrial conditions, which is in this case of the work presented 
here. However, conducting the machining in a real industrial environment produces 
several problems to be overcome, such as machine availability, high interference noise 
from a nearby machine, and maintenance interruption. This study performs machining 
in a wet condition which has several effects on the experimental results. For example, 
the useful lifetime of a particular tool is much longer compared to dry machining and 
therefore more time and workpiece material needs to be consumed to produce 
measurable wear. High pressure cutting fluid is the predominant attenuating noise on 
sound signal recorded by a microphone and the sensors used in the cutting point need 
to be well-protected from any damage that might happen.   
From the results presented in this chapter, each sensing signal can be used to show 
significant change during turning process. Although AE signals are sensitive to tool 
wear, the burst type signal has an effect on the RMS value and it should be separated 
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before feature extraction in order to obtain an accurate tool wear result. The 
microphone is the easiest installation and most flexible method under real machining, 
but the interfering noise from the local environment causes problems. Using power 
consumption of spindle motor shows a significant warning of tool wear, but is 
susceptible to temperature effects and cannot detect the power consumed in low 
cutting force turning.  
In conclusion, the three sensor signals used in this study are useful to monitor tool 
wear in the range of experimental trials. However, the experimental results confirm 
that using only single sensor signal cannot be used effectively due to its characteristics 
under various machining conditions. Therefore, multiple sensors and sensor fusion 
have been used for developing the tool wear monitoring system in order to increase 
reliability of the monitoring system. 
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This chapter presents the modelling results based on the sensor fusion concept using 
an artificial neural network. This chapter begins with the results of feature selection. 
Two algorithms: correlation coefficient (R) and correlation based feature selection 
(CFS) using WEKA were used to select the features for neural network training. Then, 
a flank wear width prediction method using artificial neural networks with several 
network configurations were developed. Finally, the tool wear states of cutting tool 
were classified by the neural networks and the potential utilisation of predicted flank 
wear and predicted state of tool wear are described in order to estimate the remaining 
tool life time. 
 
7.1 Feature Extraction and Feature Selection  
7.1.1 Feature Extraction 
To improve the prediction accuracy and reduce training time, it is important to select 
the most building on the work presented in Chapter 6, each sensor signal (AE, 
microphone, and power consumption of spindle motor) was post-processed to extract 
seven features in time domain and seven in frequency domain, 42 features in total, 
denoted by letter and number as shown in  Table 7.1.  
 Table 7.1 Feature lists and short name  
 
The number of extracted features is very large, some of them are very distorted and 
irrelevant to tool wear. The features that are relevant and sensitive to tool conditions 
need to be selected. Thus, the subsequent step is to select the most appropriate 
features correlating with tool wear, a process called as feature selection. Figure 7.1 
illustrates three types of feature sets being used for the neural network training in 
order to develop a tool wear monitoring system.  
Acoustic Emission (A) Microphone (M) Power Sensor (P)
(1) Root Mean Square (A1) AE_tRMS (M1) MC_tRMS (P1) PW_tRMS
(2) Mean (A2) AE_tMean (M2) MC_tMean (P2) PW_tMean
(3) Maximum Amplitude (A3) AE_tMax (M3) MC_tMax (P3) PW_tMax
(4) Peak to Peak (A4) AE_tPP (M4) MC_tPP (P4) PW_tPP
(5) Kurtosis (A5) AE_tKur (M5) MC_tKur (P5) PW_tKur
(6) Skewness (A6) AE_tSkew (M6) MC_tSkew (P6) PW_tSkew
(7) Standard Deviation (A7) AE_tSD (M7) MC_tSD (P7)  PW_tSD
(8) Mean Frequency (A8) AE_fMean (M8) MC_fMean (P8)  PW_fMean
(9) Maximum Frequency (A9) AE_fMax (M9) MC_fMax (P9) PW_fMax
(10) Peak Frequency (A10) AE_fPeakFreq (M10) MC_fPeakFreq (P10) PW_fPeakFreq
(11) Max per Mean ratio (A11) AE_fMaxpMean (M11) MC_fMaxpMean (P11) PW_fMaxpMean
(12) Kurtosis (A12) AE_fKur (M12) MC_fKur (P12) PW_fKur
(13) Skewness (A13) AE_fSkew (M13) MC_fSkew (P13) PW_fSkew
(14) Standard Deviation (A14) AE_fSD (M14) MC_fSD (P14) PW_fSD
Ti
m
e
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y
Feature Variables
Feuture NameDomain
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Firstly, the RMS of three sensors (A1, M1, and P1) were defined as FS1 since several 
studies suggested that the RMS value in time domain represents tool wear effectively 
as reviewed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6 [9, 82]. The feature sets (FS2-FS5) were then 
selected by data mining software named WEKA [118] (described in Section 7.1.3). 
Lastly, feature set (FS6), selected from the ranking of highest correlation coefficient, is 
the proposed feature set. 
 
Figure 7.1 Schematic of feature selection in this study 
7.1.2 Feature Selection Based on Correlation Coefficient 
The combination of data sets obtained from machining experiment was compared by 
considering the average correlation coefficient (R) value (Chapter 4). This selection 
method is supported by Quan et al, Jemielniak et al, and Olufayo et al  [97, 117, 148] 
who used the correlation coefficient to find the most meaningful features that can 
characterise tool wear conditions and then determine the best data set for use in 
neural network training. The performance of three sensors used in the machining 
experiment was also evaluated. Correlation coefficients between all features and flank 
wear width were ranked in order to select the first top three both in time and 
frequency domains of each sensor for FS6 (18 features in total). 
Using data from the experimental trials presented in Section 6.4.3, seven cutting 
conditions were performed with two replications. The total cutting cycles in one 
replication are 253 cuts (or instances) and dataset ‘totR1’ and ‘totR2’ stand for the 
instances of replication 1 and 2, respectively.  Dataset ‘totR1R2’ combines the instances 
of two replications (506 instances in total), while ‘totAVG’ is computed by average of 
those two replications (253 instances). The mean absolute value of the correlation 
coefficient (as a percentage) was used to evaluate the best data set and the best tool 
wear classifier.  
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Table 7.2 shows the average correlation coefficient between all features of each dataset 
and three tool wear locations or classifiers (FWWN, FWWR, and FWWL, as defined in 
Chapter 6). The average correlation coefficient of three classifiers is illustrated in 
Figure 7.2. 
Table 7.2 Average correlation coefficient between 42 
features and 3 classifiers 
  
  
Figure 7.2 Average correlation 
coefficient of three classifiers 
 
From Table 7.2, ‘totR1’ provides the best correlation value between sensory features 
and FWWN at 20.14%. The result shows that the flank wear width of nose radius 
(FWWN) has the best average correlation (18.92%) and the second place is the flank 
wear width of right side (FWWR) (17.58%). It is reasonable that these FWWN and 
FWWR are ranked highest as they are the major cutting edges as mentioned in the 
previous chapter (Section 6.5.1). Consequently, these two classifiers will be used as 
targets in neural network training. The ‘totAVG’ averaged of two replications is the 
best dataset (19.02%), while ‘totR2’ has the lowest correlation on average as can be 
clearly seen in Figure 7.2. 
Table 7.3 and Figure 7.3 show the average correlation coefficient grouped by sensors. 
The result shows the features of power consumption have the best correlation with 
flank wear, approximately 25-30%, while the AE sensor is on the second place with 13-
14% and microphone is the bottom of the group. It can be concluded that the features 
extracted from the power consumption signal have better correlation with the tool wear 
than other sensors in this machining experiment. This agrees with the results 
presented in Chapter 6 (Section 6.5.4). 
Table 7.3 Average correlation coefficient grouped by sensors 
 
 
AE Mic Power Average AE Mic Power Average AE Mic Power Average AE Mic Power Average
FWWN 14.95 13.94 31.55 20.14 11.59 10.73 30.39 17.57 12.6 10.5 30.9 18.00 13.35 13.16 33.40 19.97
FWWR 15.42 13.11 28.99 19.17 13.58 11.34 22.17 15.70 14.5 10.7 25.5 16.87 14.72 12.85 28.24 18.60
FWWL 12.71 12.96 27.14 17.60 15.49 10.17 24.10 16.59 13.8 9.9 25.6 16.43 13.92 12.68 28.84 18.48
Average 14.36 13.34 29.23 18.97 13.56 10.74 25.55 16.62 13.6 10.4 27.3 17.10 14.00 12.90 30.16 19.02
totAVG
Classifier
totR1 totR2 totR1R2
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Figure 7.3 Average correlation 
coefficient of three sensors 
separated by data set 
 
 
Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 show the ranking of the average value of absolute correlation 
value (in percent) of each classifier in all data sets. It is clear that power consumption 
ranks highest for the top twenty of the each sensor, and this is in agreement with the 
results shown in Figure 7.3. Next, the top-three features of each sensor both time and 
frequency domains were selected as a representative feature set (FS6, representing 
ranking method). These highly-correlated features will be then used for training the 
neural networks. The selected features of FS6 will be summarised in   Table 7.6 
(Section 7.1.3).  
Note: Score represents the average value of the absolute correlation coefficient 
(expressed as a percentage) 
Table 7.4  Top 20 features of each data set calculated by a correlation coefficient 
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 Table 7.5 (cont.) Top 20 features of each data set calculated by a correlation coefficient  
 
In conclusion, as they are major cutting edges on a tool, FWWN and FWWR provide a 
good correlation to the extracted features. In neural network training, these two 
classifiers will be used as targets (output layer) of the neural networks. The proposed 
features set (FS6), consisting of the first-three ranked features in both time and 
frequency domains and will be used as an initial feature set for the data training 
process. 
The features extracted from power consumption signals show better correlation than 
any other sets as this signal are correlated with the tool wear. ‘totAVG’ calculated by 
the average value of two replications is the most suitable data set since it provides the 
best correlation score from averaged data. However, in neural network training, 
enough data instances are required to train the neural networks for tool wear 
estimation and classification. Consequently, ‘totR1R2’ contained with 506 instances 
from replication 1 and 2, will be used as the training data set. 
 
7.1.3 Correlation Based Feature Selection (CFS) by WEKA 
The ‘cfsSubsetEval’ module of WEKA software was used to analyse the effect of input 
feature sets on the output target and determine the representative feature sets for 
neural network training. The output targets or classifiers used are the flank wear 
width of the three locations on tool cutting edge. As discussed in Chapter 4, several 
searching algorithms of ‘cfsSubsetEval’ module in WEKA can be used to provide 
possible feature sets and to test their performance before reporting the end result.  
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The best feature sets of each searching algorithm determined by WEKA are 
summarised in   Table 7.6 for FS2-FS5. The root mean squared value of three sensor 
signals (A1, M1, and P1) was manually selected and named as FS1 and the last feature 
set (FS6) stemmed from the ranking of highest correlation coefficient as mentioned 
previously.  
  Table 7.6  The selected features used for training the classification and regression models 
 
The application of neural networks in this study can be grouped into two categories: 
tool wear prediction and tool wear state classification. To obtain the artificial models 
for monitoring the tool wear, the feature sets listed in   Table 7.6 and cutting 
parameters (cutting speed, feed, and cutting depth) will be used as input variables and 
fed into the input layer of the neural network. Two classifiers (FWWN and FWWR) are 
also used as targets in output layer of the neural network as shown in Figure 7.4.  
The network was trained off-line using 503 training patterns (instances) from the 
seven cutting conditions. Multifold cross validation (Section 4.4.3) was performed in 
order to obtain the highest performance network structures in tool wear prediction. 
Also, 70/30 training and testing ratio was used for training the data in tool wear state 
classification.  
To determine the best configuration, several neural network architectures were created 
by changing the network parameters. Feed forward neural networks, with different 
activation functions and training algorithms, were used to produce the artificial models 
for flank wear prediction and tool wear classification. The network performance 
between single and double hidden layer networks was compared and the error of each 
configuration can be calculated by subtracting the predicted value from ANN output 
Feature Sets Search Algorithms Total Feature lists
FS1 Manually selected 3 RMSs 3
A1,                                                                                               
M1,                                                                                                         
P1,
FS2 Greedy Step Wise 24
A9, A10, A13, A5, A3, A2, A4, A1, A6,                    
M12, M9, M11, M10, M2, M4, M1, M7,                          
P11, P3, P2, P4, P1, P7, P6
FS3 Genertic Search 24
A12, A9, A10, A5, A3, A2, A4, A6,                        
M12, M9, M11, M8, M10, M3, M2, M1, M7,                   
P11, P3, P2, P4, P1, P7, P6
FS4 Evaluation Search 24
A9, A11, A10, A14, A13, A5, A3, A2, A4, A1, A6,                                        
M12, M9, M11, M10, M2, M4, M1,                         
P3, P2, P4, P1, P7, P6
FS5 LinearForward Selection 25
A9, A10, A14, A13, A5, A3, A2, A4, A1, A6,                                                    
M12, M9, M11, M10, M2, M4, M1, M7,                                          
P11, P3, P2, P4, P1, P7, P6
FS6 Ranking 18
A1, A2, A7, A8, A11, A10,                                             
M1, M2, M7, M8, M11, M10,                                   
P1, P2, P7, P8, P11, P10
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and the measured values (actual value). After evaluating combinations of several 
networks, the neural network with the lowest error was chosen.  
 
 
Figure 7.4 Diagram of neural network training procedure for tool wear prediction  
and classification 
 
7.2 Flank Wear Prediction by Neural Network   
7.2.1 General Information of Neural Network Training 
The feed forward neural networks with single hidden layer (SHL) and double hidden 
layer (DHL) were used to estimate the tool wear value as shown in Figure 7.5 and 
Figure 7.6. These networks were trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
(trainlm) because this training algorithm (TA) offers good accurate results with short 
training time [26]. Two activation functions (AF) or transfer functions (logsig and 
tansig) were selected to activate the nodes in the hidden layer (NHL). Cutting 
parameters (cutting speed, feed, and cutting depth) and feature sets (FS1-FS6) from   
Table 7.6 were fed into the input layer of the networks, while the flank wear values 
(FWWN and FWWR) were set as the targets of the networks. The number of nodes in 
the hidden layer (NNHL) was varied.  
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Figure 7.5 Architecture of nerual networks used in this study: single hidden layer 
  
Figure 7.6 (cont.) Architecture of nerual networks used in this study: double hidden layer 
The generic name of network configuration is defined as X-H1-Y (SHL), and X-H1-H2-Y 
(DHL), where X stands for feature set fed into input layer of the network, H1 and H2 
represent the NNHL of each hidden layer, and Y is the number of node in output layer. 
The data set ‘totR1R2’, consisting of 503 data records from two replications, was used 
for network training. All data records were rearranged randomly before training the 
network. The 10-fold cross validation method (described in Chapter 4) was used to 
divide the data into training and validating groups. This validation method was used 
to determine the average network performance. The network in the fold that provides 
the best accuracy of prediction will be selected as the representative network.  
Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and Sum of Squared 
Error (SSE) were used as criteria for evaluating the model accuracy. These evaluators 
are described in Chapter 4. The least MAE, RMSE, and SSE within a reasonable 
training time was used as criteria to select the representative network. The function 
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used to measure the network’s performance is ‘mse’ (mean squared error), and the 
learning rate was set to 0.3. The stopping criteria used for neural network training are 
shown in Table 7.7. Weights of network connections were randomly selected by 
MATLAB software. 
Table 7.7 Stopping criteria for neural network training 
Training Parameters Value Stop criteria for training      
Epochs  500 Maximum number of epochs  
min_grad 0.0000000001 Minimum gradient magnitude 
goal 0.000000001 Minimum performance value 
The modelling results will be separated into two main parts according to network 
structures used (i.e. single and double hidden layers). 
7.2.2 Flank Wear Prediction by ANNs: Single Hidden Layer 
From SHL architecture in Figure 7.6(a), the NNHL was varied from 10 to 100 nodes in 
this study. The Figure 7.7 shows that mean absolute error (MAE) of FS1 increases 
when the NNHL increases. Interestingly, FS1 comprising of 3 RMS values extracted 
from three sensor signals has the least error when the NNHL is equal to 10 and 20 
both logsig and tansig. Due to increasing error, only RMS values of three sensory 
signals are not capable of predicting the tool wear when the NNHL increases. 
However, as the machining process data is very noisy and complex, the number of 
input features for the networks should be used as much as the network performance 
does not decrease to increase robustness and generalisation of the prediction model 
[149]. FS1 was not therefore in consideration and was omitted due to divergent error. 
 
(a) logsig 
 
(b) tansig 
Figure 7.7 Mean absolute error of flank wear prediction from  
single hidden layer neural networks 
In following sections, the tool wear prediction results are divided into two sections 
according to the activate functions used: logsig and tansig. Only feature sets (FS2-FS6) 
will be considered and the discussed.  
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7.2.2.1 Flank Wear Prediction by ANNs (Single Hidden Layer,  AF: logsig, TA: trainlm) 
The feature sets (FS2-FS6) and two flank wear targets (FWWN and FWWR) were used 
as inputs and outputs of the networks respectively. The function logsig was used to 
activate the hidden nodes in hidden layer of the networks. The NNHL was varied from 
10 to 100. Figure 7.8 illustrates the prediction error of each feature set, grouped by two 
wear targets. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.8 Average error of each feature set categorised by two locations of tool wear 
The graphs in Figure 7.8 show that networks training by FWWR provides more 
accurate prediction results than the ones trained by FWWN due to lower MAE, RMSE 
and SSE. Conversely, SSE of FWWN is less than that of FWWR in some feature set 
(i.e. FS2 and FS5) due to the inconsistency of the noisy data. 
As regards training time in Figure 7.9, the time used for training the networks 
significantly increases where the NNHL increases. FS2, as selected by WEKA with the 
greedy search algorithm, requires less time to train the networks, but an outlier was 
found in 90 of hidden nodes (Figure 7.9a). Interestingly, both targets of FS6 spent 
longer training time in 20 and 25 nodes than any other feature sets. On average, it can 
conclude that the training time to predict FWWR is shorter than FWWN. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.9 Training time used for training the networks: (a) FWWN and (b) FWWR 
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As the FWWR provides higher accuracy, MAE, RMSE, and SSE of the networks 
trained with FWWR as targets are then illustrated in Figure 7.10, Figure 7.11, and 
Figure 7.12, respectively. Overall, the neural networks trained by feature sets (FS2-
FS5) obtained by WEKA produces good prediction accuracy compared to that one 
obtained by a ranking method (FS6). It is apparent that the prediction errors of SF6 
are significantly high, while the error of FS2 is low on average. This, therefore, could 
be the best feature set used to feed into the neural networks, but the lowest error was 
actually found in FS5.  
In summary, the well-trained network is FS5-70-1. The network is activated by logsig 
function with 70 nodes in the hidden layer, and FS5 is used as inputs. This network 
can be able to predict flank wear width at right side or FWWR with the minimum 
errors (MAE=0. 042124, RMSE=0. 059558, and SSE=0. 17946).  
 
Figure 7.10  Mean absolute error of flank wear prediction by SHL, logsig 
 
Figure 7.11 Root Mean Squared error of flank wear prediction by SHL, logsig 
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Figure 7.12 Sum squared error of flank wear prediction by SHL, logsig 
7.2.2.2 Flank Wear Prediction by ANNs (Single Hidden Layer,  AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
This section explains the results when tansig was used as an activate function for the 
NHL of the neural networks. Clearly seen in Figure 7.14 that training by flank wear 
progressed on the right side of cutting inserts or FWWR, still has a good prediction 
accuracy as its average error is lower than FWWN for all feature sets. As well as, 
FWWR used shorter training time on average (Figure 7.13). The MAE, RMSE, and 
SSE of the trained networks are shown in Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17, and Figure 7.18, 
respectively. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.14 Average error of each feature set categorised by two locations of tool wear  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.15 Training time used for training the networks: (a) FWWN and (b) FWWR 
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Figure 7.16 Mean absolute error of flank wear prediction by SHL, tansig 
 
Figure 7.17 Root Mean Squared error of flank wear prediction by SHL, tansig 
 
Figure 7.18 Sum squared error of flank wear prediction by SHL, tansig 
The prediction error of feature set (FS6) is significantly higher compared to other 
feature sets. Interestingly, Figure 7.16 show that SF6 with 10 hidden nodes is the 
lowest MAE and could be the representative feature set but RMSE and SSE are also 
high. Alternatively, the best networks should select from the network where the lowest 
prediction errors can be obtained in this case FS2-70-1 with MAE=0.042075, 
RMSE=0.058600, and SSE=0.174680. 
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7.2.2.3 Comparison of Two Activation Functions (Single Hidden Layer) 
The average prediction errors of two activation functions was compared and illustrated 
in Figure 7.19. Also, average training time of these functions was compared as shown 
in Figure 7.20. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.19 Average prediction error compared between logsig and tansig 
 
Figure 7.20 Training time used to train the networks classified by two activated functions 
In Figure 7.19(a), average MAE values between logsig and tansig are slightly different, 
while average RMSE and SSE have significant difference value. These results agree 
with the finding of other studies, in which logsig and tansig provide almost the same 
performance [124]. Overall, it seems that the error of using logsig is lower than tansig 
on average. Furthermore, logsig activation function tends to take longer time to train 
the networks as can be seen in Figure 7.20.  
In conclusion, although logsig provides lower on average prediction errors than tansig, 
the best network structure, which has the lowest errors, is the network activated by 
tansig function. The neural network having single hidden layer with 70 nodes 
activated by tansig and the input feature set FS2 will be used to predict the flank wear 
(FS2-70-1). The error of this network provides 0.042075 of MAE, 0.058600 of RMSE, 
and 0.174680 of SEE. However, this network will be compared with the representative 
networks having double hidden layers in following sections. 
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7.2.3 Flank Wear Prediction by ANNs: Double Hidden Layers 
In this section, DHL of feed forward neural network were trained with 
backpropagation training algorithms (trainlm) for flank wear prediction. From Figure 
7.6(b), the NNHL in each hidden layer was varied as follows:  
1st hidden layer (H1): 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60         
2nd hidden layer (H2): 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 
The previous result in SHL (Section 7.2.2) found that FS2 selected by the greedy 
search algorithm is the best feature set which provides the least RMSE when used as 
inputs to train the neural networks for flank wear prediction. Additionally, the 
proposed feature (FS6) manually calculated by ranking of average correlation 
coefficient was selected to compare the results with the FS2. The flank wear values at 
two locations (FWWN and FWWR) were also used as target values for network 
training. The results of two activation functions (logsig and tansig) were compared. The 
prediction accuracy can be represented by the minimum errors between the predicted 
values and actual values. MAE, RMSE, and SSE were used to evaluate the best 
network structure. The 10-fold cross validation approach was performed to calculate 
the average network performance and errors. The training parameters and stopping 
criteria are the same as described in Section 7.2.1. 
7.2.3.1 Flank Wear Prediction by ANNs (Double Hidden Layer,  AF: logsig, TA: trainlm)  
The combination of the 42 networks activated by logsig was trained by FS2 and FS6 as 
inputs, and the two targets as outputs. The Figure 7.21 presents the MAE of tool wear 
prediction, while Figure 7.22 shows RMSE, and Figure 7.23 illustrates SSE. 
 
Figure 7.21 Mean absolute error of flank wear prediction by DHL, logsig 
From Figure 7.21, on average, the networks trained by FWWR give better results than 
the ones trained by FWWN for both FS2 and FS6. Additionally, FS2 has a higher 
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prediction accuracy than FS6 as it produces less MAE. Similarly to RMSE (Figure 
7.22) and SSE (Figure 7.23), FS2 and FWWR are still the best pair of data fed into 
network inputs and targets for training the neural networks. 
 
 
Figure 7.22 Root mean squared error of flank wear prediction by DHL, logsig 
 
Figure 7.23 Sum of squared error of flank wear prediction by DHL, logsig 
The training time of the networks is shown in Figure 7.24. Obviously seen that the 
time used for training the network increases, according to the number of hidden nodes. 
Interestingly, there is slightly increase of training time when the number of hidden 
nodes in 1st hidden layer increases, but on the other hand, the training time increases 
significantly if the number of nodes in 2nd hidden layer increases. The networks trained 
by FS2 spent less time on training than those trained by FS6, although FS2 comprises 
of 24 features which is higher than FS6 (18 features).  
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There is no evidence to describe effects of the number of input features on the training 
time. Most of studies mentioned only the effect of the hidden layer size [26]. It is 
difficult to explain this result, but it might be related to the correlation between input 
features and output targets. FS2, which has higher correlation, performs very well in 
neural network training. The network training will meet the stopping criteria faster 
than FS6 which has lower correlation between input and output features. 
 
Figure 7.24 Training time used for training the DHL networks, logsig  
From three evaluators, it can be found that FS2-55-60-1 using logsig in hidden layers 
is the best network for tool wear prediction as it produces the lowest prediction errors 
(MAE=0.0368, RMSE=0.0502, SSE=0.1320). The FS2 is used as network inputs and 
the output of this network can predict the flank wear width (FWWR). The performance 
of this network was later compared with the other network configurations to find the 
best representative network for tool flank wear prediction. This will be compared and 
summarised in Section 7.2.4. 
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7.2.3.2 Flank Wear Prediction by ANNs (Double Hidden Layer, AF: tansig, TA: trainlm)  
In this section, the networks using tansig to activate the nodes in hidden layers were 
compared with ones activated by logsig so that the most accurate network for 
determining tool wear value can be obtained.  
Figure 7.25 to Figure 7.27 illustrate the comparison of MAE, RMSE, and SSE, 
respectively. The prediction errors of the two feature set were both considered. 
 
Figure 7.25 Mean absolute error of flank wear prediction by double hidden node 
 
Figure 7.26 Root mean squared error of flank wear prediction by DHL 
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Figure 7.27 Sum of squared error of flank wear prediction by DHL 
On average, the networks that nodes in hidden layers were activated by logsig provide 
slightly higher accuracy than ones activated by tansig in the cases of the FS2 and 
FWWR, but the networks using logsig function require more training time. Conversely, 
with respect to SF6, the prediction errors of the networks having tansig function in 
hidden layers is lower than the logsig networks. 
Figure 7.25 shows that the network using tansig for activating the hidden nodes, 
structured FS2-55-50-1 is the lowest MAE but other evaluators are obviously higher 
than the logsig networks such as FS2-45-60-1 and FS2-50-10-1. Alternatively, SSE and 
RMSE of the logsig network (FS2-55-60-1) are lower than the FS2-45-60-1 and FS-50-
10-1 networks, but MAE of FS2-55-60-1 is higher than those two sturctures. Therefore, 
using only one evaluator is not enough to justify the selection of the best network for 
use.  
 
Figure 7.28 Training time used for training the DHL networks 
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It is seen in Figure 7.28 that the logsig networks spend longer training time than 
tansig networks for FS2 and FS6. Furthermore, the training time depends upon the 
number of elements in the networks. The NNHL have a direct influence on the time 
used for training. It is seen that the larger network structure requires longer time for 
training. Interestingly, there is slightly increase of training time when the NNHL of 
the first layer (H1) increases, on the other hand, the training time increases rapidly if 
the NNHL of the second hidden layer (H2) increases.  
These results match those observed in the review of  Basheer and Hajmeer [26], in 
which the training becomes immensely time-consuming with an increasing number of 
hidden nodes. Several previous studies in this review attempted to find generic formula 
to choose the optimum NNHL in terms of input/output vector sizes such as [150, 151]. 
However, these methods face the problems of nonlinearity and hysteresis. The most 
popular approach finding the optimal NNHL is by trial and error.  
An alternative method is to start with a small NHN and increase as needed to meet the 
desired model accuracy. Similarly to the previous section, the networks trained by FS2 
as inputs spend shorter time for training than trained by FS6, although the number of 
features of FS2 is more than FS6 (18 features).  
7.2.3.3 Comparison of Two Activation Functions (Double Hidden Layer) 
The average prediction errors of two activation functions was compared and illustrated 
in Figure 7.29. Also, average training time of these functions was compared as shown 
in Figure 7.30. In Figure 7.29, the average errors of 42 networks compared between 
logsig and tansig are very close. Similar to AsiltÜerk et al [124], they commented that 
using logsig and tansig for activating the hidden nodes produces almost the same 
performance. Overall, it seems that the error of using logsig is on average lower than 
tansig in case of FS2.  Furthermore, logsig function takes longer time for training the 
networks as can be seen in Figure 7.30. As for FS6, tansig function has better 
prediction performance than logsig. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.29 Average prediction error compared between logsig and tansig 
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Figure 7.30 Training time used to train the networks classified by two activated functions 
In double hidden layer, considering to errors of the networks activated by two 
activation functions, the best network structure is FS2-55-60-1 providing the lowest 
prediction errors (MAE=0.0368, RMSE=0.0502, and SSE=0.1320). This network was 
activated by logsig function, and it uses FS2 as network inputs in order to predict the 
tool wear value. This network performance will be later compared with the best one of 
the single hidden layer.  
7.2.4 Summary of Tool Wear Prediction by Neural Network 
Six feature sets obtained from machining data were used to train the several network 
configurations for tool wear prediction. The networks with different functions 
activating the hidden nodes were also used to compare to find the best representative 
network. From the first observation, FS1 was ruled out the possibility to use with the 
neural network due to increasing of prediction errors. It is clearly seen that feature 
sets selected by WEKA (FS2-FS5) produce a good performance in tool wear prediction 
rather than the proposed feature sets (FS1 and FS6). 
In sum, the results of both single and double hidden layer networks found that a flank 
wear width of right side of cutting inserts (FWWR) is more suitable to be used as 
network targets during data training because training by FWWR provides a more 
accurate prediction result than by FWWN. Network training by FWWR spends less 
time compared to by FWWN. Interestingly, the MAE of a single hidden layer is 
significantly higher than the MAE of double hidden layers. This result is in agreement 
with the study of Venkata et al [32], but is contradictory to Srikant et al [152] where 
they concluded that the error is consistently less for a single hidden layer when 
compared to a network with two hidden layers, for the same number of hidden layer 
nodes. 
Regarding training time, the longer training time of logsig networks offers better 
results that the prediction errors are mostly lower tansig networks. It is generally 
viewed that the training time of the networks depends on the number of hidden nodes 
in both single and double hidden layers. The larger structure of the neural network 
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needs more time to train. The time used for training the networks significantly 
increases where the NNHL increases. Remarkably, in double hidden layer networks, 
an increase of hidden nodes in the first hidden layer has a slight effect on training time 
only, contrasting with the large increase when the hidden nodes in the second hidden 
layer increase. 
As previously mentioned, the representative networks trained by several network 
configurations are summarised in     Table 7.8. In conclusion, the best network having 
the minimum errors is a double hidden layer feed forward network, which consists of 
50-60 nodes in two hidden layers activated by logsig, and FS2 is used as the network 
inputs. The training and validating results of FS2-50-60-1 (logsig) are shown in Figure 
7.31.  
    Table 7.8 Summary of network configurations for tool wear prediction  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.31 Training and validating results of the flank wear prediction model 
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7.3 Tool Wear State Classification  
Tool wear state is an important piece of information used for monitoring the tool 
conditions. Wear state transformation (between states) can warn the machine control 
system to change the cutting parameter autonomously or can warn machine operators 
to prepare for changing tool or regrind the cutting edge. In this section, tool wear state 
in a turning process was classified by the feed forward neural networks, to classify tool 
wear state, flank wear values were transformed into four classes before using as 
targets in network training as shown in Figure 7.4. Six feature sets (FS1-FS6) were 
also used as network inputs. Several network architectures and different 
configurations were used to train the classification model to obtain the best results for 
tool wear state classification as described in following sections. 
7.3.1 General Information of Neural Network Training  
First of all, the flank wear values obtained from the experiment were classified into 
four classes (i.e. 1-new, 2-slightly worn, 3-moderately worn, and 4-severely worn) as 
detailed in Table 7.9. When the flank wear width on cutting tools (Vb) is lower than to 
or equal to 0.1 mm, this tool is considered as new tool (N, class 1). If the flank wear 
value is larger than 0.1 mm and lower than or equal to 0.2 mm, it is classified as 
slightly worn tool (U1, class 2). Moderately worn tool (U2, class 3) is defined where the 
flank wear value is larger than 0.2 mm and lower than or equal to 0.3 mm. Last class, 
above of this range is classified as severely worn tool (W, class 4). Training parameters, 
stopping criteria, training algorithms, activation functions used for the networks are 
previously mentioned in 7.2.1 and summarised in Table 7.10. 
     Table 7.9 Definition of the tool condition classes 
Class Code Vb (mm) 
1-New N Vb ≤ 0.1 
2-slightly worn U1 0.1 < Vb ≤ 0.2 
3-moderately worn U2 0.2 < Vb ≤ 0.3 
4-severely worn W Vb > 0.3 
  Table 7.10 Training parameters used for classification 
Activation function / transfer function Log-Sigmoid (logsig), Tan-Sigmoid (tansig) 
Training algorithms trainlm, trainbr 
Network performance evaluators MAE, RMSE, SSE, % Classification Accuracy 
Network Performance function ‘mse’ - mean square error 
Learning rate  0.3 
min_grad 0.0000000001 
Goal 1e-9 
Epochs 500 
Input layer Feature sets (FS1- FS6) 
Target layer FWWN, FWWR ( transformed to 4 classes) 
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7.3.2 Tool Wear State Classification Results: Single Hidden Layer  
This section describes how the single hidden layer neural networks with varying the 
number of nodes were trained. The number of nodes in single hidden layer (NNHL) 
includes 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, and 60. Two activation function (AF) used for 
activating the nodes in hidden layer are logsig and tansig functions. These networks 
were trained and tested by 70/30 schemes where the total of 503 instances were 
randomly separated into 70 % for training, and 30 % for testing and validating. Two 
training algorithms (TA) are trainlm and trainbr. The network performance was 
determined to obtain the best network model for predicting the tool wear state. The 
“Percentage of correctly-classified instance” is a major evaluator for selecting the 
representative model. Furthermore, MAE, RMSE, and SSE are also minor criteria. 
These are described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.4). 
7.3.2.1 Tool Wear State Classification by ANNs (SHL, AF: logsig, TA: trainlm) 
This section describes the classification results of the networks which hidden nodes 
were activated by logsig function and the networks were trained by trainlm. Figure 
7.32 shows the average classification accuracy (ACC) and average errors (MAE, RMSE) 
of six feature sets, where two classifiers (FWWN and FWWR) were denoted by N and 
R, respectively.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.32  Classification accuracy and average errors (AF: logsig,TA: trainlm) 
As shown in Figure 7.32(a), it is obviously seen that classifier FWWR produces the 
better classification than FWWN for all feature sets. This is also confirmed by Figure 
7.32(b) that average errors of FWWR are almost lower than FWWN. The highest ACC 
(88.06 %) can be obtained when FS6 was fed into the input layer of the networks. Most 
interestingly, this feature set was selected by the ranking method proposed in Section 
7.1.2.  
Figure 7.33 presents the classification accuracy of all feature sets where the different 
network structures varied by the NNHL were trained. Although FS6 produces the 
highest accuracy on average (Figure 7.32(a)), the best network can be found when FS2 
is used as inputs. It is clearly seen in Figure 7.34 that MAE value of FS2 at hidden 
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node 35 is at the bottom. Therefore, the representative network from this section is 
FS2-35-1, consisting of FS2 on the input layer, 35 of NNHL activated by logsig, and 
tool wear states in the output layer. This network produces 92.89 % of correctly-
classified instance.  
 
Figure 7.33 Classification accuracy of tool wear state prediction  
(AF: logsig,TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.34 Mean absolute error (AF: logsig,TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.35 Training time (AF: logsig,TA: trainlm) 
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Figure 7.35 shows that the training time significantly increases when the NNHL 
increases. Clearly, FS1 having 3 RMS features spent the shortest time for training, 
while FS6 consisted of 18 features spent more time than FS1, and other sets contained 
24-25 features inside are the highest value on average. From this results, it can be 
summarised that training time depends on the number of network elements, including 
the number of hidden nodes and the input features. 
7.3.2.2 Tool Wear State Classification by ANNs (SHL, AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
This section describes the classification results where the hidden nodes in the neural 
networks were activated by tansig function. The result in Figure 7.36 shows that on 
average, FS2 is the best feature set for use that provides the highest accuracy (ACC = 
88.42 %) with the classifier (FWWR). Similar to logsig mentioned previously (Section 
7.3.2.1), MAE and RMSE of FWWR are lower than the errors of FWWN unanimously. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.36 Average error and classification accuracy (AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
As regards the classification accuracy of each network structures in Figure 7.37, it is 
found that on average the top three of average accuracy consist of FS2, FS5, and FS6. 
However, it is easier to find the best result by considering the lowest MAE in Figure 
7.38. Therefore, FS3, selected by a genetic search algorithm, produces the highest 
accuracy (92.09 %) with the network having 35 nodes in the hidden layer. Similarly, 
training time in Figure 7.39 is in agreement of the previous conclusion that the time 
usage increases due to the complexity of neural networks. 
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Figure 7.37 Classification accuracy of tool wear state prediction  
(AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.38 Mean absolute error (AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.39 Training time  (AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
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In a comparison of the two activation functions, the neural networks that the hidden 
nodes were activated by logsig can produce more accurate classification results than 
ones activated by tansig although previous study of Asiltuerk et al found that using 
logsig and tansig for activating the hidden nodes provide almost the same result [124]. 
Furthermore, compared between and Figure 7.39, it is found that the training time of 
logsig (Figure 7.35) is clearly longer than of tansig. It is reasonable to take more time 
to train the networks producing an accurate result.  
The trainlm is one of the fast training algorithms, however, the classification results 
remain unsatisfied. Therefore, on the next section, these neural networks activated by 
two activation functions will be retrained by Bayesian Regularisation algorithm or 
trainbr. It is expected that trainbr can be able to produce more accurate results and the 
higher classification accuracy can be obtained. 
7.3.2.3 Tool Wear State Classification by ANNs (SHL, AF: logsig, TA: trainbr) 
Bayesian Regularisation algorithm (trainbr) was used to retrain the neural networks 
in previous sections. Surprisingly, the ACC of each feature set is greatly improved by 
this training algorithm (Figure 7.40). On average, training by trainbr produces the 
ACC about 80 - 95 %, while trainlm offers only 75 - 88 %. It can be seen that the 
accuracy results of two classifiers are very close as seen in Figure 7.40(a) and the 
errors between FWWN and FWWR in Figure 7.40(b) looks indifferent. The highest 
ACC is in the networks trained with FS6 as inputs and FWWR as targets. This 
configuration can offer 95.36 % of average accuracy.  
Regarding to Figure 7.41, the classification accuracy of FS1 is outstandingly under the 
others. This means FS1 should not be used for tool wear state classification. Most 
interestingly, the proposed feature set (FS6), with 25 of logsig nodes in hidden layer, is 
the best network which provide 97.04 % of correct classification. 
As for training time, Figure 7.43 shows similar increasing trend of the time usage of 
each feature set due to an increase of the NNHL. Most interestingly, training the 
networks by trainbr spent much greater time, approximately 120 % compared to the 
trainlm used as shown in Figure 7.39. Also, the number of features inputs to the 
networks have a significant influence on the time used for training.   
As can be seen that FS1 having only 3 features, it spends shorter time than any other 
feature in the group. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.40 Average error and classification accuracy (AF: logsig, TA: trainbr) 
 
Figure 7.41 Classification accuracy of tool wear state prediction  
(AF: logsig, TA: trainbr) 
 
Figure 7.42 Mean absolute error (AF: logsig, TA: trainbr) 
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Figure 7.43 Training time  (AF: logsig, TA: trainbr) 
7.3.2.4 Tool Wear State Classification by ANNs (SHL, AF: tansig, TA: trainbr) 
In this section, the tansig function was used to activate the nodes in hidden layer of the 
neural networks and the trainbr was used to train those networks. The Figure 7.44 
presents the similar results as mentioned in previous section. It is found that the 
highest ACC is 95.24 % in both FS4 and FS6 where the FWWR was used as target 
values in output layer of the networks.  
It can be found in Figure 7.45 that the network with 20 nodes in hidden layers 
activated by tansig, provides the maximum correct classification (96.44 %). The lowest 
accuracy was found in FS1 with 40 nodes in hidden layer (78.65 %). The training time 
of using tansig is shorter than using logsig by about 18 % as shown in Figure 7.47.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.44 Average error and classification accuracy (AF: tansig,TA: trainbr) 
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Figure 7.45 Classification accuracy f tool wear state prediction  
(AF: tansig,TA: trainbr) 
 
Figure 7.46 Mean absolute error (AF: tansig,TA: trainbr) 
 
Figure 7.47 Training time (AF: tansig,TA: trainbr) 
7.3.2.5 Summary of Tool Wear State Classification by SHL Neural Networks 
The average and maximum accuracy of a tool wear state classification by several 
training configurations and feature sets are summarised in Table 7.11, while Figure 
7.48 shows the comparison of classification accuracy between trainlm and trainbr with 
different feature sets and activation functions. 
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Table 7.11 Summary result of classification accuracy of single hidden layer ANNs  
 
 
Figure 7.48 Comparison of two training algorithms 
From the Table 7.11, the networks trained by trainbr produces the better classification 
models compared to the networks trained by trainlm. The average classification 
accuracy of the networks trained by trainbr is approximately 93-95 %, except the FS1 
which is lower than others. Also, using trainbr algorithm can produce the highest 
accuracy of classification model when FS6 was used in input layer, FWWR was used in 
output layer, and the hidden nodes were activated by logsig function. The ACC is 95.35 
% and the maximum accuracy (97.04 %) was found in the network, having 25 of hidden 
nodes as shown in Table 7.12 and Figure 7.49. 
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         Table 7.12 Training results of FS6 
 
 
  
Figure 7.49 Percent of correct classification of FS6 
The training results of the representative network (FS6-25-1) used for tool wear state 
classification is shown in Figure 7.50.  It is observed that actual class of total instances 
were almost replaced by predicted class values. There are few red stars representing 
the incorrectly classified instances or miss-class. Considering the confusion matrix, the 
precision and recall determined from this matrix are 97.55 %, and 95.31 %, 
respectively. Obviously, large numbers down the main diagonal and small off-diagonal 
cells confirms that this classification network has a good performance.  
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Figure 7.50 Flank wear classification results of the best network  
(25 nodes in hidden layer, trained by trainbr, FS6 was used as inputs)  
However, it is expected that the networks which have more complex structure can 
predict tool wear state more effectively. The following sections summarise the 
classification results which obtain from double hidden layer neural networks. The best 
network of both single and double structures of the networks will be compared to select 
the best representative network for tool wear classification. 
7.3.3 Tool Wear State Classification Results: Double Hidden Layer  
Several network structures with varying the NNHL were trained by trainlm in order to 
classify the tool wear state. The number of hidden nodes in two hidden layers was 
varied as follows: 
  1st hidden layer (H1):   30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60  
              2nd hidden layer (H2):  10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60           
As the classification results of SHL in section 7.3.2 found that FS2 and FS6 are the 
first two feature sets having the highest ACC as well as FS6 is also the proposed 
features by R-ranking method. Therefore, to save training time, only FS2 and FS6 
were used as inputs to train the DHL networks. The flank wear values at two locations 
(FWWN and FWWR) were also used as target values for network training.  
The training algorithm used in this section was trainlm, and activation functions 
(logsig and tansig) were used to activate the hidden nodes in the networks. The 
training results of these functions were compared and discussed. 70/30 validation 
scheme was used to evaluate network performance as it is faster training time for large 
network structure than multifold cross validation method.  
The classification accuracy is represented by the percent of correctly-classification 
instance where the predicted classes are equal to actual classes. MAE, RMSE, and SSE 
were also help to find the best network structure.  
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7.3.3.1 Tool Wear State Classification by ANNs (DHL, AF: logsig, TA: trainlm) 
The Figure 7.51 shows the fluctuated results of classification accuracy. It can be seen 
that the best classification result (94.46 % of accuracy) is the DHL network structured 
FS6-40-50-1, which is trained with FS6 and FWWR. This is in agreement with the 
lowest mean absolute error shown in Figure 7.52. Similar to other results in the 
previous sections, the flank wear (FWWR) keeps good results compared to the wear at 
nose radius (FWWN) on average. Training by the proposed feature (FS6) can give 
better accuracy than training by the FS2 obtained by WEKA software. It is apparent 
from the Figure 7.53 that there is no correlation between feature sets and classifiers in 
terms of training time. On average, the training time increase as the NNHL increases.  
 
Figure 7.51 Classification accuracy of tool wear state prediction  
(AF: logsig, TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.52 Mean absolute error (AF: logsig, TA: trainlm) 
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Figure 7.53 Training time  (AF: logsig, TA: trainlm) 
7.3.3.2 Tool Wear State Classification by ANNs (DHL, AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
Figure 7.54 summarises the classification accuracy of the networks that the hidden 
nodes in hidden layers were activated by tansig function, while the mean absolute 
error of those networks is illustrated in Figure 7.55. Similar to previous section, the 
accuracy of networks is unpredictable trend. Considering to the peak point, 
outstandingly seen that the highest classification accuracy can be obtained by the 
network (FS6-30-50-1) where FS6 is used as inputs and FWWR is used as outputs. 
This network can be able to correctly classify the tool wear state about 94.86 %. The 
training time of this configuration is shown in Figure 7.56 and can be seen that the 
training time depends on the number of nodes in  hidden layer. The more the hidden 
nodes have, the longer training time the network needs. 
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Figure 7.54 Classification accuracy of tool wear state prediction  
(AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.55 Mean absolute error (AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
 
Figure 7.56  Training time  (AF: tansig, TA: trainlm) 
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7.3.3.3 Summary of Tool Wear State Classification by DHL Neural Networks 
Comparing the two activation functions, the ACC and maximum accuracy of the DHL 
neural networks are compared as shown in Figure 7.57 to find the best DHL network 
for tool wear state classification. It is seen that the networks were trained by FWWR 
as targets produce higher classification accuracy than by FWWN for all feature sets. 
Variation of the nodes in each hidden layer did not improve classification efficiency. 
The FS6 stemmed from the ranking technique (described in Section 7.1.2) is the best 
input features used for feeding into the input layer of the DHL neural networks. 
Clearly seen the use of FS1 as inputs of the DHL network provides the unsatisfied 
accuracy due to lower ACC.  
 
Figure 7.57 Comparison of two training algorithms 
Compared between the results in section 7.3.3.1 and 7.3.3.2, the best network of DHL 
is the network that the hidden nodes were activated by tansig function. The structure 
of nodes in hidden layers is FS6-30-50-1 and FS6 is used as inputs. This classification 
model can be used to predict the tool wear states with 94.86 % of correct classification. 
The classification plots and confusion matrix of this network is shown in Figure 7.58. 
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Figure 7.58 Flank wear classification results of the best network 
(25 nodes in hidden layer, trained by trainbr, FS6 was used as inputs) 
As shown in Figure 7.58, the predicted tool wear state from the this neural network 
model has come very close to the tool state values measured experimentally, it can be 
finally concluded that this model can be used for classifying the tool wear state during 
turning operation. However, the DHL networks (FS6-30-50-1, tansig) will be finally 
compared with the SHL network which has the highest classification accuracy in order 
to obtain the representative model for tool wear state classification. 
7.3.4 Summary of Tool Wear State Classification by Neural Network 
The accuracy of networks with different configurations were compared to find the best 
representative network for tool wear state class. The results of both SHL and DHL 
networks found that flank wear at the right side of cutting inserts (FWWR) is more 
effective to be used as network targets during training process. This result agrees with 
the tool wear prediction in Section 7.2.4 that training by FWWR as target can obtain 
more accurate results.   
With regard to training time, it is generally viewed that the training time of the 
networks depends on the number of hidden nodes in both single and double hidden 
layers. The larger structure of the neural network  the more time it needs to train, 
especially in the DHL neural networks. Very reasonably, the longer training time of 
logsig function offers the better results as can be seen that the prediction errors are 
mostly lower than tansig function. The representative neural networks from several 
network configurations are summarised in  Table 7.13.  
 Table 7.13 Summary of networks for tool wear prediction 
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In conclusion, the best network for tool wear state classification is a SHL neural 
network, which consists of 25 nodes in hidden layer activated by logsig function. 
Training by trainbr algorithm produces the highest accuracy when FS6 was used as 
inputs, and FWWR was used in output layer. This network model can predict the state 
of tool wear and the average percent of correct classification is 97.04 %. 
In this study, four tool wear states including: new tool, slightly worn, moderately worn, 
and severely worn are used. The simplest way to make use of tool wear state is using 
as a warning signal. For instance, once the tool state has been changed from 
moderately to severely worn, several actions such as tool changing or tool sharpening 
will take actions to extend the tool life or to prevent the rejection of finished workpiece 
due to tool wear progressed.  
 
7.4 Tool Remaining Useful Life Estimation 
Three common methods wildly used for expressing tool life are time units, number of 
workpieces machined, and volumetric loss of cutting tool. It is expected that the cutting 
tool should be used for long life time in order to save time for regrinding or tool 
replacement because these lower productivity of the machine. The assessment of 
remaining useful life (RUL) of the cutting tool was studied by [38]. In this work, they 
develop a model used for RUL estimation of cutting tool. Interestingly, Mei Wang and 
Jie Wang used Continuous Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) to classify tool wear states, 
and Gaussian regression model to estimate RUL of cutting tool [19].  However, this 
section describes a much simpler method to estimate the RUL. 
The tool wear prediction model can be used to estimate the flank wear width (Vb) by 
using input features including sensor features and three cutting parameters to feed 
into the flank wear prediction model, while the states of tool wear can be obtained 
when input features were passed through the classification model as shown in Figure 
7.59.  This online tool wear monitoring system can be performed during the operation. 
Current flank wear width and tool wear state are the essential information for decision 
making (tool or cutting parameter change) and estimating the remaining useful life 
time. 
 
Figure 7.59 Tool wear monitoring system 
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As described in Chapter 2, tool life or useful life of cutting tool can be generally defined 
as the length of cutting time that a tool can be used until catastrophic failure or 
reaching of the wear limit (e.g. Vb=0.3 mm due to ISO 3685-1997).  
In Figure 7.60, the RUL is simply calculated by the subtraction of overall tool life time 
at wear limit (Ta , measured value) and consumed time (Tc) at the current wear value 
(predicted value) under the cutting conditions of use. For example, if the measured 
cutting time up to flank wear of 0.3 mm is 65 minute and the currently useful life time 
at predicted flank wear is 45 minute, the remaining time to use the cutting tool is 
equal to 65-45 = 20 minute. It should be noted that the tool wear curve in Figure 7.60 
can be used for one particular cutting condition only as different cutting parameters 
have different tool wear curve characteristics as discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
Figure 7.60 Remaining useful life time estimation from predicted flank wear 
Then, making use of tool wear states, Figure 7.61 illustrates the tool wear curve and 
four tool wear states. For example, when the tool wear state is changing into the fourth 
state (severely worn), its remaining useful life (RUL3-4) could be utilised to make a 
right decision before the tool wear reach the limit, to avoid the damage to the 
workpieces.  
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Figure 7.61 Remaining useful life time estimation from the change of tool wear state 
As can be seen in Figure 7.61, the wear limit is selected in order to limit the tool life 
time (T). The horizontal red dot lines represent the transition of tool wear state (TSx-x). 
The change of state transitions (e.g. TS3-4, moderately worn-to-severely worn) can be 
used as warning signal to inform the operator for taking an actions before reaching the 
tool life (point F). Once the tool wear state crosses the TS3-4, the remaining life time 
(RUL3-4) can be then estimated using geometry/trigonometry. This method can be 
applied only in the steady-state wear region as the tool wear curve is constant. The 
wear rate (mm/min) or slope (m), can be obtained experimentally for individual cutting 
condition. Consequently, RUL3-4, time form point E to F, can be calculated as the 
formula in Figure 7.61.   
Also, this state transition can give the feedback signal to the machine control system to 
adapt the cutting parameter promptly in order to extend the RUL3-4 and obtain longer 
tool life. On the contrary, the decrease of cutting parameters also increase the 
machining cycle time that lower productivity. Therefore, the extended tool life and 
reduced production rate, should be balanced to meet the maximised machining 
operation.  
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7.5  Summary  
Several sensory features of three sensor signals used in machining experiment have 
been extracted both in time and frequency domains. Some of the all 42 features are 
irrelevant to tool wear and those features have to be eliminated to increase speed in 
data training process and enhance the model performance. In consequence, feature 
selection process is normally performed to select the most meaningful features for 
training. Six Feature sets coming from manual selection of 3 signal RMS values, from 
WEKA software, and proposed Ranking of correlation coefficient method were used to 
train the prediction and classification models.  
The feature sets and cutting parameters were used as inputs of the neural network 
being trained with flank wear targets. Several network configurations, with varying 
network architectures have been attempted to find the best representing model for tool 
wear prediction and tool wear state classification. The best tool wear prediction 
network is FS2-50-60-1, where FS2 was used as model inputs, the NNHL1 = 50 and 
NNHL2 = 60 activated by logsig function. This model can predict the accurate FWWR 
with lowest MAE.  
In case of tool wear state classification, it is necessary to define the tool wear state into 
classes (new, slightly, moderately, and severely worn tool) before training the neural 
networks.  The networks were retrained by classified flank wear as targets. The 
successful classification of tool state with respect to 4 wear classes was 97.04 % of 
correctly-classified instance. The SHL neural network FS6-25-1 is the best network 
where the hidden nodes were activated by logsig function and the network was trained 
by trainbr. It can be conclude that the proposed method (ranking of correlation 
coefficient) can be suitable for tool wear state classification. 
Predicted flank wear and classified tool wear states can be used to estimate the 
remaining useful life time of the cutting tool. These parameters are commonly used for 
tool condition monitoring systems. the point at which the tool state begins to change 
can be then used as a warning signal to the machine or operator. The benefit of 
knowing the tool wear state can warn the machine operator to prepare the new cutting 
tool for substitution or to sharpen the cutting tool. In conclusion, tool condition 
monitoring based on sensor fusion can be effectively applied to monitor the wear of 
cutting tool in turning process. 
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In this chapter, consideration has been made of the spindle noise from the turning 
experiments (Chapter 6) and of previous attempts using sound signal for tool wear 
monitoring. A spectrogram has been used to indicate the source of spindle noise and 
the relationship between the magnitude of spindle noise frequency and tool wear in 
turning experiment is discussed. Finally, a feasibility study of using spindle noise to 
monitor drill bit wear on special milling machine is reported.  
 
8.1 Introduction & Background 
During the work presented in Chapter 6 the mean sound pressure level, with 
background noise removed, of the noise from turning experiment was used as a feature 
for tool condition monitoring. During this work, the sound emitted from the main 
spindle motor was noted as an interesting feature and named ‘spindle noise’. It was 
hypothesised that this feature had the potential to be used in isolation to monitor tool 
wear and as there would be no requirement for further sensors (AE, cameras etc.) could 
form the basis of a low cost monitoring system.  To investigate this, further analysis of 
the data obtained for the work presented in Chapter 6 was performed and then 
expanded by means of another machining experiment to investigate if the method is 
viable in other machining processes.  
In the literature review presented in Chapter 4, audio signature in machining 
processes were reviewed as extracted features would be sensitive to tool wear. Much of 
the vibrations being excited in the cutting zone during machining are in the range at 
which they can be heard by the operator, and therefore be recorded by a standard 
audio microphone. Machine operators have been effective in the detection of 
unacceptable cutting conditions, inferred through the audible emissions from the 
cutting process. Microphones, being a non-contact sensor, are very easy and flexible to 
install in the machine and there are a wide variety of inexpensive models with 
different performance characteristics. Microphones have been used extensively for 
chatter detection, and have also been used on occasion to monitor tool wear in turning 
processes [99, 103, 104].  
In previous studies, Teti et al [8] reviewed several sound measurement techniques used 
to monitor flank wear during turning process. Several studies confirm that tool wear 
state is correlated to the sound emitted during the machining found in the following 
reviews. 
Sound signature in turning processes was studied in order to find the relationship 
between sound signal and cutting speeds and feed rates. Sound pressure in time 
domain has been used by several studies to observe the change in amplitude during 
tool wear [100, 103-105].  
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Tekiner used a microphone connected to a computer to record the cutting sounds in 
order to determine the best cutting parameters for cutting AISI 304 stainless steel 
according to process sound [105]. It was observed by Raja that the change of cutting 
parameters, cutting sound pressure levels also change and an increase in tool wear 
resulted in an increase of sound signal amplitude [104]. Similarly, Kopac et al 
concluded that progressive tool wear correlates with an increase in amplitude of the 
record sound between 6 and 20 kHz which is above the frequency range within which 
machine background noise is normally found [103]. Audio techniques were also used by 
Quintana to determine the stability lobe diagram (SLD) in a milling process by 
applying 3D sound mapping methodology. A microphone was mounted inside the 
milling machine and audio signals from 600 cutting conditions were recorded and 
processed. The sound pressure level of each condition was plotted on a grid to identify 
the stable and unstable cutting conditions that are a key to avoiding chatter in the 
milling process [100].  
The analysis of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) of audible sound generated from the 
turning process was used by Lu et al to introduce the model for tool wear monitoring 
[84]. This model includes the main effects of tool wear on system dynamics during 
stable cutting of lathe machine. Alonso et al proposed a sound processing technique 
using singular spectrum analysis (SSA). This processing technique was used to extract 
the sound features from the cutting zone during turning process. The results showed 
that the extracted features from sound and feed motor current signals correlate with 
tool wear state [147]. Raja used sound signal analysis, using the Hilbert-Huang 
Transform (HHT), to monitor flank wear [104, 153]. Cutting sounds from three state of 
tool wear (fresh, slightly worn, and severely worn) were recorded under several cutting 
conditions and it is claimed that this signal processing method can be considered as a 
simple and reliable for flank wear monitoring. 
Nevertheless, the major limitation of using a microphone to record the cutting sound is 
the background noise from the environment. This can be from vibrations in the cutting 
zone, vibrations caused by the machine tool drive system, external sources and in 
particular noise from the flowing coolant.  
 
8.2 Observation of the Sound from a Cutting Cycle in Turning Process 
The audio recorded from each test (as described in Section 6.4) was further analysed in 
the time-frequency domain by short-time Fourier transform (STFT) in order to 
establish the frequency content in the audio signature that could be then used for tool 
condition monitoring. The analysis produced a spectrogram that represents the sound 
signal resulting from the machining process. The example spectrogram shown in 
Figure 8.1 displays magnitude of frequency spectrum of the cutting sound recorded by 
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the microphone during a 25 second cutting cycle at cutting condition 1. The horizontal 
axis represents time, while the vertical axis displays frequency. The amplitude of a 
particular frequency is represented by the colour intensity of each point. 
 
Figure 8.1 Spectrogram of audio recorded from cutting cycle 
The various events that occurred during the turning process are labelled. Each of these 
is clearly heard by the human ear when observing the machining process. It is seen 
that throughout the cycle, the sound signal was contaminated by machine background 
noise (A). As mentioned in Chapter 6, the machine background noise frequency is in 
the range of 0 - 3  kHz, and the several studies agree that background machine noise 
can be identified in the range of 0 - 2 kHz [103]. It should be noted that although the 
machine used in these experiments has not been studied to fully characterise the 
stability of its noise output, the data presented in Figure 8.2 can be considered typical 
across all the experiments conducted for this work. This means that this part of the 
signal can be easily filtered without any effect to the signal of interest. It should be 
noted, that whilst chatter detection systems should include this frequency content, the 
tool condition monitoring objective in this case study, under non-chatter conditions, 
may benefit from removing this data.  
As all trials were conducted in a wet condition a broadband frequency of coolant being 
applied to the cutting zone is also depicted (F to G). The noise from the main spindle 
motor can be seen as a long horizontal high intensity line from point (B) to (D). It is 
this sound at this frequency defined here as ‘Spindle Noise’. It is the sound generated 
by the spindle motor during cutting in CNC turning machine. However, the origin of 
this noise frequency is not clear but it may have some mechanisms or mechanical parts 
emitting this noise. Presumably, it might be related to the percussion or rubbing of 
mechanical parts such as driving gear, and roller/ball bearings. The spindle noise was 
found at 5.86 kHz as shown by power spectrum in Figure 8.2. 
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Figure 8.2 Power spectrum of cutting sound 
Point (B) depicts the spindle start time as the motor is speeding up to the desired 
rotational speed. Note the spindle is accelerating due to the facing operation requiring 
constant surface speed. The maximum RPM of the spindle is reached in the middle of 
cutting time (point C), where the spindle increased its rotational speed automatically 
to keep the surface speed constant. Finally, the spindle was stopped (point D). The 
frequency band representing the coolant entering the cutting zone can be seen from 
point F to G. 
Over the range of spindle noise frequency, it can be observed that during cutting both 
intensity and frequency of cutting sound change from high to low represented by the 
broad sweep of higher intensity from top left to bottom right of Figure 8.1.  
The changes in frequency and magnitude of spindle noise were observed by FFT as 
shown in Figure 8.2. This observation was repeated for all of the machining trials 
performed and it was observed that the spindle noise was detected at 5.86 kHz 
regardless of cutting conditions used on this particular machine and there is no 
significant correlation between the frequency of spindle noise and the development of 
tool wear.  
From the results, a possible source of this spindle noise is paid to the rubbing/hitting of 
the gear’s teeth since the sound frequency of hitting/rubbing between gear teeth is 
constant (5.86 kHz) throughout the experiment regardless of speed changes, while the 
sound intensity (magnitude of this frequency) will be increased according to an 
increase of rotating speed (i.e. more frequent hitting/rubbing).  
In order to study the influence of cutting parameters on the magnitude of spindle noise 
frequency, the power spectrum of spindle noise frequency was plotted in combination of 
cutting speeds and feed rates which are now discussed. 
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8.3 The Effect of Feed Rate on the Spindle Noise and Detecting Tool Wear 
For the trials where cutting speed was held constant and feed rate was varied (Figure 
8.3), it is clearly seen that the magnitude of spindle noise is low in the first half period, 
increases sharply and then decreases significantly in the final wear state. When 
compared to the three wear classification states, the magnitude of spindle noise starts 
increasing about the middle of steady-state wear (II) region, and the magnitude 
increases rapidly and then decreases before the tool wear state reaches the failure 
wear state (III). Therefore, these significant changes can be used as a warning signal in 
order to detect the tool wear. 
 
Figure 8.3  Peak spindle-sound frequency magnitude vs number of cuts 
 for a varying feed rate and constant cutting speed. 
It is seen that the onset of the rise in magnitudes of the power spectrum of spindle 
noise occurs earlier as the feed rate is increased. This means that the amount of 
warning (time) the system can give the operator is dependent on the feed rate being 
used (i.e. the greater the feed, the earlier the warning). Furthermore, the cumulative 
magnitude of spindle noise frequency was plotted in Figure 8.4 that each of the curve 
was clearly separated and has a warning signal at the turning point itself.  
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Figure 8.4 Cumulative magnitude for a varying feed rate  
and constant cutting speed 
It is apparent that when the data appears to significantly increase its rate of growth, 
this is the point at which the tool should be replaced or warning occurs. In this case, for 
simplicity, a threshold value has been set as a tool change criteria. For example, using 
a threshold do 0.008, the ending points of tool usage are about cut number 25, 30, 35 in 
feed 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4, respectively.  
Alternatively, the slope of these curves can be used to detect the tool warning signal. 
For example, If the cumulative curve has an abrupt change in slope from low to high, 
this can indicate the 1st warning (the middle of steady wear region) and the second 
change in slope from high to low could be used as the tool replacement point.  
Also, it is seen that the magnitudes of spindle noise increase, according to increasing of 
feed, which suggests that the amount of warning (time) the system can give the 
operator is dependent on the feed rate being used i.e. the greater the feed, the earlier 
the warning. 
 
8.4 The Effect of Cutting Speed on the Spindle Noise and Detecting Tool 
Wear 
In order to observe the effect of cutting speed on spindle noise, the magnitude of the 
spindle noise frequency performed at constant feed rate (0.35 mm/rev) as shown in 
Figure 8.5. It can be seen that the spindle noise frequency of a new tool has a low 
magnitude in the power spectrum (cut 1st -20th) and high magnitude for the worn tool. 
The magnitude of spindle noise frequency gradually decreases until the cutting insert 
becomes dull and broken. 
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Figure 8.5 Spindle noise for each individual cut at different cutting conditions 
The average magnitude of spindle noise increases with cutting speed (Vc). As is 
expected, the cuts performed at a higher cutting speed (Vc=320) have shorter tool life 
(cut 30) compared to the lower cutting speed (Vc=280) (cut 40). Due to Section 8.3, the 
warning signals can be indicated by the rate of increase of magnitude, observed in the 
cumulative plot as cut number 20 at cutting speed 300, 320 and 30 at 280 m/min, as 
shown in Figure 8.6.  
 
Figure 8.6 Cumulative magnitude of spindle noise for each cut  
at different cutting conditions 
It can be concluded that the magnitude of spindle noise frequency has a good 
agreement with altered cutting conditions. When the cutting process performs at a 
high metal removal rate (MRR), the spindle motor emits the noise with a higher 
magnitude of power spectrum of spindle noise frequency. The abrupt change in power 
spectrum magnitude of spindle noise can be used as a warning signal for tool 
replacement. 
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It is worth noting that prior to the characteristic increase in magnitude indicating the 
onset on tool failure the relative magnitudes of the signals from each of the different 
cutting speeds vary with the number of cuts (Figure 8.5). Similarly, when considering 
the cumulative magnitude, although the warning signals are in the positions expected 
the relative magnitude of the signals prior to those points are not as expected (Figure 
8.6). It is suggested that the cutting conditions used in these experiments are not 
different enough from each other to ensure any variation in the results due to non-
uniformity of workpiece material and error in the experimental setup (e.g. changing 
workpiece position in the machine as it is consumed) do not overlap. 
 
8.5 Tool Wear Detection in Turning 
Although the frequency of the spindle noise remains constant, this study found that 
the magnitude of spindle noise frequency alters in conjunction with the tool wear 
progression. Power spectra of all cuts were individually calculated and illustrated that 
the magnitude of power spectra of the spindle noise frequency (multiple green lines) 
varies with tool wear (single blue line) as cutting takes place for the cutting conditions 
used in the machining trials (Figure 8.7). 
In general, and regardless of either considering the effect of varying cutting speed or 
feed, the magnitudes of power spectrum of spindle noise are low when the tools are in 
their break-in period and until halfway through their steady-state wear region. As 
a) Vc = 280, F = 0.35
 
b) Vc =  300,  F = 0.35
 
c)   Vc = 320,  F = 0.35
 
d) Vc = 280,  F = 0.4 
 
e) Vc = 300,  F = 0.4 
 
f) Vc = 320,  F = 0.4 
 
Figure 8.7 Magnitude of power spectrum of spindle noise and flank wear width (FWW)  
vs. varying cutting speed and feed 
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cutting progresses, the power spectrum magnitudes of spindle noise increase rapidly 
until reaching their maximum value just prior to a sudden decrease just before tool 
failure.  
The cumulative spectra magnitudes compared to flank wear during cutting are shown 
in Figure 8.8. It is observed that the trends of the cumulative data slightly increase 
from the start to half of steady-wear period. Later, an abrupt change is observed in the 
second half of steady-state wear period. This can be used as a warning signal to 
indicate imminent tool failure.  
a) Vc = 280, F = 0.35
 
b) Vc =  300,  F = 0.35
 
c)   Vc = 320,  F = 0.35 
 
d) Vc = 280,  F = 0.4 
 
e) Vc = 300,  F = 0.4 
 
f) Vc = 320,  F = 0.4 
 
Figure 8.8  Cumulative of power spectrum magnitude of spindle noise  
and flank wear width (FWW) 
By considering the derivative of the cumulative value the condition of the tool can be 
monitored. It is normally low in the first and middle of the second periods of tool wear 
curve or tool flank wear less than 0.2 mm. The significant change of derivative value is 
at the middle of steady wear. In failure region of tool wear curve, the derivative value 
intends to decrease to zero, which is the point of tool failure.  
It has been seen that an increase in spectrum magnitude of spindle noise results from 
tool wear. As flank wear width increases, the contact area between the flank face and 
workpiece increases, which requires more cutting force and consequently the spindle 
motor requires more power to rotate the workpiece at the desired speed to overcome 
the increasing friction force on cutting contact area. 
The power consumption of spindle motor was monitored (Section 6.5.4) and Figure 6.34 
shows the power used of spindle motor during cutting, which increases significantly 
with the increase in tool wear. This increasing power for workpiece rotation produces 
more spindle noise. The increase in noise that this process produces is clearly recorded 
by the microphone and can be used as an indicator of the onset of unwanted levels of 
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tool wear, therefore using spindle noise can be a candidate feature for tool wear 
monitoring in a turning process. 
It should also be noted that although a constant depth of cut was used in this work (as 
discussed in Section 6.4.3), it is expected that a similar relative change in the signal 
would be observed if it was also varied because the power consumption of a cutting 
process is related to the material removal rate (i.e. the product of depth of cut, cutting 
speed and feed). Similarly, it would be expected that repeating this work using 
different workpiece materials would produce measurable differences, for example using 
a workpiece of higher hardness (e.g. Inconel) would lead to higher tool wear (and 
therefore more noise) for a given cutting condition. 
 
8.6 Feasibility Study of Using Spindle Noise to Monitor Drill Bit Wear  
After observing the spindle noise in a turning experiment, this spindle noise was 
introduced to use for tool wear monitoring in a drilling process in order to investigate 
whether the proposed features extracted from the sound of the spindle motor can be 
monitored for a drilling process. 
8.6.1 Scope of the Study 
The drilling experiment was performed by very large heavy-duty vertical 
turning/milling/drilling lathe (VTL) as shown in Figure 8.9. Wear on drill bits was 
monitored. The Dorries Scharmann VTL, capable of working on pieces of up to five 
metres diameter and three metres height, was used to drill 10-millimetre holes on 
S275JR with high speed steel drill bit (Sandvik product number A777). This machine 
was selected because it is difficult to use traditional tool condition monitoring 
techniques due to its size. The sound of the drilling process was analysed to observe the 
spindle noise in this machining process.  
 
Figure 8.9 VTL milling machine used for drilling 
experiment 
 
Figure 8.10 Material workpiece on 
the machine table 
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8.6.2 Tools, Equipment and Methodology 
The workpiece material was an unalloyed low carbon mild steel (S275JR) which 
provides low strength with good machinability. A plate of S275JR (1m x 1m x 30mm) 
was clamped by jigs and fixtures on the machine table as shown in Figure 8.10. An 
A777 high speed steel drill bit (10 mm diameter) was used to perform benchmark 
drilling in wet machining condition at feed (f) = 0.228 mm/rev and surface cutting 
speed (Vc) = 30 m/min. 190 holes were drilled in total as it was assumed the drill would 
reach a failure wear state or the progression of drill bit wear could be found. The same 
data acquisition equipment as was used for the previous experiments (Chapter 6) was 
used here. The microphone (in an enclosure box) was fixed on machine wall by a 
flexible magnetic stand located 2 metres from the drilling point and connected to the 
data acquisition equipment (NI-9234 / cDAQ-9217). The rate of sampling used to collect 
the sound signal was 50 kS/s and during the experiment, the drill bit wear on cutting 
edges was observed with a digital microscope as shown in Figure 8.11. Wear images of 
the drill bit were taken every ten holes to see the progression of wear.  
   
Figure 8.11 Tool wear image on a drill bit taken by the ShuttlePix P-400R 
Note: Due to rules and regulations, the author could not be authorised to access to the 
NAMRC building. Therefore, the drilling experiment was carried out by NAMRC’s 
researchers with the tools and equipment prepared by the author. 
8.6.3 Spectrogram of Drilling Sound 
An example of the drilling sound recorded from two consecutive holes was transformed 
into the spectrogram as shown in Figure 8.12. 
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Figure 8.12  Spectrogram of machining sound in the drilling process 
From the spectrogram, it is clearly seen that the low frequency 0-3 kHz is the machine 
background noise (A) as previously mentioned (Section 8.2). Two groups of wide 
frequency band (B) can be seen and represent the starting point of drilled holes. The 
long stretch line represents the metal cutting sound (C) as can be seen the impact 
sound when the drill bit engage the workpiece. The spindle noise frequency (D) was 
found constantly at 4.39 kHz for all 190 holes as shown in Figure 8.13. The change of 
the magnitude of this frequency was considered likely to be useful for monitoring tool 
wear. 
 
Figure 8.13 Spindle Noise of VTL machine found about 4.3 kHz. 
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8.6.4 Magnitude of Spindle Noise during Drilling Test 
Figure 8.14 shows the drill bit wear during the drilling experiment. Roughly, the 
slightly worn tool was observed at the hole 40th, a moderately worn tool was imaged at 
hole 100, and severe wear image was observed at hole 160.  
 
Figure 8.14 Typical drill bit wears during the drilling experiment 
Figure 8.15 shows the progression of magnitude of spindle noise frequency during the 
endurance drilling. The number of drilled holes representing the drilling time was used 
to represent the progressive wear of the drill bit.  
 
Figure 8.15 Magnitude of power spectrum of spindle noise during drilling experiment 
It is found that the magnitude of power spectrum gradually increased, which 
correlated with an increase of drill bit wear. Interestingly, significant peak magnitude 
was found during holes 30-40. This could be the transition point of the tool wear state 
from break-in to steady-state. After that, the magnitude gradually increases until holes 
130-150 where the second warning was found. Also, this could be the middle of the 
second tool wear state or the transition state from steady-state wear region to failure 
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wear region. To confirm this assumption, the drill bit wear should be measured to 
obtain enough data points so that the region of tool wear state can be indicated like 
Figure 8.3. However, this increasing trend could be possibly used to monitor the drill 
bit wear. 
When compared to the results from turning (Section 8.3), in which the magnitude of 
spindle noise significantly increases in the middle of the steady-state wear region, the 
magnitude values in drilling fluctuate. This may be due to an amount of undefined 
ambient noise in the very large machine room and very low signal-to-noise ratio of the 
spindle noise frequency. Also, the absolute position of the drilling varied during the 
experiments, as each hole was drilled in the plate, and therefore damping, distance 
from the microphone and superposition of waves will vary; and any variation in the 
period over which the magnitude of the signal is analysed versus the period of drilling 
could have a strong effect.  
The cumulative plot of magnitude of spindle noise frequency in drilling is shown in 
Figure 8.16. The figure shows the linear relationship between cumulative magnitude of 
spindle noise frequency and the number of drilled holes or drilling time. This is 
different to the cumulative values from the turning experiments (Figure 8.8) where the 
turning point of the curve can be clearly found on the cumulative plot in turning 
experiment.  
 
Figure 8.16 Cumulative magnitude of power spectrum of spindle noise  
during drilling experiment 
Although it appears that less information can be derived from a drilling process 
compared to a turning process, it is proposed that a thresholding method can be 
applied to indicate when to replace or sharpen the drill bit when the cumulative 
magnitude of the spindle noise frequency reaches a limiting value. In conclusion, this 
benchmarking result of using spindle noise in the drilling process suggests that the 
magnitude of spindle noise frequency could be used as a monitoring feature for tool 
condition monitoring system, but further work is required. 
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8.7 Concluding Remarks 
In conclusion, it has been shown that the use of relatively simple and inexpensive 
instrumentation can produce data that is of high enough quality to contribute to the 
condition monitoring of a running cutting process. The initial sound analysis process 
described can be used to easily characterise a particular machining process by 
recording its audio signature. For the particular machine and cutting process used 
here, noise from spindle motor was detected at the frequency of 5.86 kHz in turning 
(4.39 kHz in drilling experiment) and from the machine itself between 0-3 kHz. There 
is no significant correlation between the frequency of spindle noise and tool wear, but it 
is possible to infer basic knowledge about tool condition from the response of the 
magnitude of power spectrum of noise from the spindle to changing cutting speed and 
feed rate. The magnitude of spindle noise frequency spectrum or its cumulative value 
could be used as monitoring features in tool condition monitoring to assist with the 
selection of more expensive instrumentation hardware.   
It might be worth only using ‘the magnitude of spindle noise frequency’ extracted from 
cutting sound to be a monitoring features in turning and drilling processes. To gain 
more reliability, this proposed feature can be also used in sensor fusion concept. It is 
expected that the spindle noise frequency magnitude will be selected and used as 
training data in order to obtain the accurate prediction model for use in tool wear 
monitoring system. 
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In this final chapter, the outcomes and findings are related back to project aims and 
objectives. Later, the following sections summarise significant research findings made 
from the present study, recommendation for future work, and the publications and 
major scientific contributions. 
 
9.1 Achievements against Project Aim and Objectives 
The main studies of this thesis can be split into two separate, but closely linked 
studies: the Barkhausen noise (BHN) technique for coating depth measurement (off-
line method) in coated high speed steel and condition monitoring of tool wear (on-line 
method) in turning. The objectives of these studies were achieved as the following 
description. 
9.1.1 Objective 1 
The fundamentals of machining processes were reviewed to understand the influences 
of tool wear in machining operations. The potential sensors and common signal 
processing widely used in the tool condition monitoring system and several methods 
commonly used to extract the monitoring features are described and feature selection 
methods were also established. This work enabled the identification of likely condition 
monitoring techniques to be used to create the low cost systems that would be able to 
monitor the machining processes of interest. From the literature, there were a number 
of gaps identified from previous research efforts and understanding which are 
summarised here.  
Barkhausen Noise Technique for Coating Depth Measurement (off-line method) 
Although extensive research has been carried out on BHN, no single study exists using 
BHN technique to measure the coating layer of coated HSS cutting tool. From the 
literature, the BHN technique is likely to measure the coating layers due to the 
different characteristics of coating materials and the substrate materials. The work 
presented here shows that this is possible. 
Although some commercial systems can offer a BHN measuring system which can be 
used in several applications, they are relatively expensive and are for general quality 
control purposes. Therefore, a cost-effective system based on the BHN technique was 
developed in this study and successfully used to measure the coating layer on coated 
HSS specimens.  
Condition Monitoring of Tool Wear (on-line method) 
It was noted that the most-recent research on tool condition monitoring in turning 
processes was performed in a dry machining conditions as they attempted to accelerate 
tool wear in order to lower the cost and time used. In addition, some sensing 
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techniques, such as cutting sound measurement, are very sensitive to interference from 
noise caused by using coolant. However, several studies proposed the tool condition 
monitoring systems obtained from the dry machining experiment to use in the real 
machining conditions that the coolant is normally used. This leads to the systematic 
error of tool wear prediction and tool wear state classification. 
Furthermore, most of the monitoring systems proposed in the literatures use high 
performance sensors such as dynamometers, acoustic emission sensors for monitoring 
the tool conditions, but they are considered relatively-expensive and seem to be used in 
the laboratory only. To achieve the practical use, a cost-effective tool wear monitoring 
system was developed and performed in the wet machining condition to obtain 
prediction and classification models for use in the real machining. 
9.1.2 Objective 2 
In the study of coating layer depth evaluation, in-house equipment, including a bipolar 
power amplifier, signal amplifier, and passive filter were built to use in the BHN 
measuring system. Assembled from laboratory devices, it costs less, but can perform as 
well as commercial equipment. Furthermore, an exciting coil was successfully designed 
and built for inducing the electromagnetic field (H) into the coated HSS specimens. 
Basic experiments were performed in order to identify capabilities of BHN, an 
uncoated specimen was first tested with the measuring system and the thickest coating 
layer was then checked. The different results of these specimens confirmed that the 
BHN can be used to indicate the difference of coating thickness.    
A low-cost USB microscope camera and lighting system were added to the tool 
condition monitoring system (AE sensor, microphone, power monitoring) and combined 
to sense the tool wear in turning process indirectly. The introduction of this allowed 
the monitoring of the tool wear progression with the expectation that this vision 
system can be used instead of the high cost system. 
The sensor signals in the two studies were collected by the combination of data 
acquisition systems described in Chapter 4. The data collection programs were 
developed using LabVIEW. All acquired signals were conditioned electronically and the 
signal processing was performed by MATLAB and LabVIEW. 
9.1.3 Objective 3 
The cost-effective BHN system was developed to do the feasibility study of coating 
depth measurement of the HSS specimen. The proposed BHN system could prevent the 
excessive current that might cause damage to the system by measuring the current 
and resistor temperature in the circuit of the exciting coil. The proposed BHN system 
could then be used in other BHN based condition monitoring systems, if the higher 
field generation of the exciting coil was used.  
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Several sensory features were extracted from the BHN signal received by the pick-up 
coil and some features successfully correlated with the thickness of the coating layer on 
HSS specimens. The results presented in Chapter 5 suggest that the BHN system 
developed in this study can successfully indicate the different thickness of the coating 
layer on CrN/TiN coated HSS specimens. The cost of the proposed system is relatively 
low compared to the commercial systems.  
9.1.4 Objective 4 and 5 
A measuring system for tool condition monitoring system based on sensor fusion was 
developed. First, multiple sensors (AE, microphone, Power) were selected to monitor 
the wear on cutting inserts during the machining process as described in Chapter 6. 
Those signals were acquired and processed appropriately. Several sensing features 
were then extracted and only sensitive features were used to correlate with the tool 
wear value (also coating layer depth in BHN study). To reduce the influence of 
dimensionality, the most significant features were used in monitoring systems. The 
feature selection was subsequently performed to find the best feature sets to use in the 
modelling step. Those features were fused by selected AI algorithms to obtain a tool 
wear prediction model and a tool wear state classification model for on-line use. 
In developing the monitoring model, several AI algorithms have been used in the data 
fusion step as found in the literature. However, artificial neural networks were used as 
a modelling tool in this thesis as they offer fast modelling time and high performance 
in predicting the tool wear and classifying the tool wear states. As found in Chapter 7, 
several network configurations and selected features were trained and validated to 
achieve the highest performance for use. 
 
9.2 Critical Reflection on the Work and Recommendations 
9.2.1 Reflection on the Whole Project vs. the Aim 
The work presented here has developed two inexpensive tool condition monitoring 
methods. It is confirmed that the Barkhausen noise methods can characterise the 
difference of coating thickness in TiN/CrN HSS tool. This can be applied to measure 
the coating thickness for any other application if there are the different characteristics 
of coating and core materials. 
Tool wear monitoring in turning machines with the combination of multiple, 
inexpensive sensors can be an alternative system for practical use as they can be 
justified for use (and potentially destruction) in wet machining. This study also 
proposed ‘spindle noise’, as a novel feature for tool wear monitoring, which may be the 
basis of a useful method to monitor tool wear using only machining sound instead of 
very expensive monitoring systems. 
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Finally, the cost-effective systems proposed in this study can be particularly utilised in 
small and medium sized engineering companies and will improve productivity by 
reduction of machine downtime due to tool wear. 
9.2.2 Further Work on Barkhausen Noise Technique  
The Minimum Coating Depth Difference 
In this thesis, coating depth measurement was studied for only two coating materials 
(CrN and TiN) which have three different thicknesses. From the experimental results, 
the BHN profile curve could be clearly separated, however, future work should 
evaluate the minimum depth difference that the BHN technique can be used to 
indicate the difference of the coating depth layer. Practically, the thickness of coating 
layer could be reduced by etching or mechanical technique, but the actual thickness 
value should be measured by the precisely-measuring method in order to validate with 
the BHN sensing technique. Further study is also required for ensuring that this 
magnetic method would be used in other metal coating materials.  
The Design of BHN System  
Due to the limitations of the existing coil used in this study, the BHN signal could be 
obtained only in the range that the exciting current is up to 1 A. To obtain more 
measuring range, the new exciting coil should be redesigned and constructed as 
suggested in Sections 5.6 - 5.7.  
Some components of the BHN measuring system developed in this study used some 
laboratory equipment which is large size and heavy. It would be convenient to develop 
a small portable system that can be easily used on-site. Most importantly, the compact 
design of the BHN probe increases the accessibility of the probe to access the surface of 
testpiece for particular applications. 
Fusion the Sensing Features 
As discussed in Chapter 5, RMS, peak count, and signal energy extracted from the 
BHN signal in Stage III, are the significant features used to correlate with the coating 
layer depth. Although they can be used individually to indicate the thickness of the 
coating layer, the measured values would be more accurate if these three features are 
fused together by methods such as neural networks and fussy logic. Similarly, the 
proper calibration and sufficient data for training are also required. 
9.2.2 Further Works on Tool Condition Monitoring Based on Sensor Fusion 
Attempt to Use Other AIs to Recognise the Machining Data 
Neural networks (backpropagation) are commonly used to train the machining data as 
they offer acceptable accuracy in estimation and classification with a fast modelling 
time. However, there are many other neural networks and AIs which could be used to 
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train the machining data (e.g. fussy logic, ANFIS, PCA). A comparative study is 
required to obtain the best AI method to be used as a monitoring model for monitoring 
of tool wear. 
Tool Wear Monitoring by Image Technique during Wet Machining Condition 
Although several studies have succeeded in developing image processing technique for 
measuring tool wear, their techniques can only be utilised in dry machining. In real 
machining operations, coolant is normally used to prolong tool life and help chip 
removal. Nevertheless, the various difficulties of using a vision system in wet 
machining condition (as raised in Section 6.5.1) make it challenging to use in the real 
machining process. These difficulties might have a much greater influence on the 
results presented by previous researchers if these issues are unaccounted for. 
Using Spindle Noise Feature in Other Machining Processes 
A novel feature (spindle noise) has been introduced to be used for monitoring the tool 
wear in the turning process and drilling processes as presented in Chapter 8. However, 
in drilling, the extremely large vertical turning lathe machine used as a drilling 
platform in this study has a huge working area and very large of the working room 
that might have an effect on the recorded sound. It is suggested that the use of the 
spindle noise in the drilling process could be confirmed by using a general drilling 
machine, or any other machining process which has a rotary spindle, such as milling 
and grinding, could be used for further studies. It would be worth investigating if using 
only spindle noise extracted from the cutting sound to indicate the tool wear states in 
several machining processes can be used instead of expensive tool wear monitoring 
system like AE and dynamometers. 
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9.3 Publication and Contributions 
9.3.1 Publications 
N.Seemuang, T.McLeay, T.Slatter, “Using Spindle Noise to Monitor Tool Wear in a 
Turning Process”, The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology, 2016, DOI 10.1007/s00170-015-8303-8 
9.3.2 Conference Paper and Poster 
Poster Presentation 
 “Evaluation of Case-depth Layer in Coated Cutting Tool by Using Barkhausen 
Noise and Electromagnetic Acoustic Emission Techniques”, 2nd Annual EPSRC 
Manufacturing the Future Conference, 17th- 18th September 2013, Vincent 
Building, Cranfield University, UK. 
 “The Relationship between Spindle Sound and Tool Performance in Turning”  
MachMan2015, 21st October 2015, the KTC at the Advanced Manufacturing 
Research Centre (AMRC) with Boeing, Sheffield, UK. 
Oral presentation 
 “The Relationship between Spindle Sound and Tool Performance in Turning”  
ICMMM 2015: 17th International Conference on Machining and Machinability 
of Materials, 13th -14th August 2015, NH Laguna Palace, Venice, Italy 
 
9.3.3 Knowledge Contributions and Industrial Impact 
In this study, the author gains support from the University of Sheffield Advanced 
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) with Boeing, which is a world-class centre for 
advanced machining and materials research for aerospace and other high-value 
manufacturing sectors. The author has a valuable opportunity to perform the 
machining experiment with the real industry environment, but it did not disturb the 
production. The machining experiment was performed with the recently-technological 
turning machine. Furthermore, this research centre provides the sensors, data 
acquisition, cutting tool insert, workpiece material, and other facilities to carry out the 
machining experiment throughout the study. General discussion due to the 
experimental work and the result was regularly made by the people who specialise in 
machining science.  
At the end of the study, the experimental findings were discussed and reported to 
AMRC. Significantly, ‘Spindle noise’, a new feature found in this study, has been 
introduced to use as a monitoring feature for tool wear monitoring.  
Furthermore, this sensing feature was introduced to engineers at NAMRC (Nuclear 
AMRC) which acts as a research factory for innovative and optimised processes in 
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machining, welding and other key areas of large-scale manufacturing technology. The 
drilling experiment was performed with a very large heavy-duty vertical 
turning/milling lathe to ensure that the spindle noise feature can be found in the 
drilling process. Moreover, other sensing techniques were used to monitor the drill bit 
wear such as acoustic emission, and vibration. In-house equipment (such as a signal 
amplifier, pre-amplifier, filter) was made to interface the AE sensors and an 
accelerometer and perform signal processing. From the preliminary results, it is 
confirmed that the spindle noise can be used to monitor the drill bit wear. However, 
the further experiment is required to complete the full experimental design. 
The work focussing on the use of spindle noise to monitor tool wear in a turning 
process was published in the International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology. It is expected that this proposed feature will be useful to use in the tool 
wear monitoring system in machining process.  
Finally, the use of Barkhausen noise technique to measure the coating depth of coated 
HSS has been published in order to introduce the significant findings to public. Other 
researchers can make use of these results to develop a cost-effective tool or equipment 
to measure the remaining coating depth layer on coated high speed tool for tool 
breakage prevention, and production downtime is reduced accordingly.  
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A-3 CrN Coated HSS (depth of coated layer = 15 µm) 
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A-4 TiN Coated HSS (depth of coated layer = 5 µm) 
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A-5 TiN Coated HSS (depth of coated layer = 10 µm) 
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A-6 TiN Coated HSS (depth of coated layer = 15 µm) 
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A-7 CrN Coated HSS (fe=1 Hz) 
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A-8 CrN Coated HSS (fe=5 Hz) 
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A-9 CrN Coated HSS (fe=10 Hz) 
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A-10 CrN Coated HSS (fe=15 Hz) 
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A-11 CrN Coated HSS (fe=20 Hz) 
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A-12 TiN Coated HSS (fe=1 Hz) 
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A-13 TiN Coated HSS (fe=5 Hz) 
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A-14 TiN Coated HSS (fe=10 Hz) 
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A-15 TiN Coated HSS (fe=15 Hz) 
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A-16 TiN Coated HSS (fe=20 Hz) 
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B-1 Flank Wear Values (replication 2) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Flank wear width at cutting speed 300 m/min on the main cutting edges: 
 (a) nose radius, (b) right side (replication 2) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Flank wear width at Feed rate 0.35 mm/rev on the main cutting edges:  
(a) nose radius, (b) right side (replication 2) 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Flank wear width at Feed rate 0.4 mm/rev on the main cutting edges:  
(a) nose radius, (b) right side (replication 2)  
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B-2 AE Signal during the Experiment  
 
AE signals in Time domain and FFT graphs during tool wear progression from point 
1 to 9. 
 
Time domain of point 1, 1st cut 
 
FFT of point 1,  1st cut 
 
Time domain of point 2, 5th cut 
 
FFT of point 2, 5th cut 
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Time domain of point 3, 10th cut 
 
FFT of point 3, 10th cut 
 
Time domain of point 4, 11th cut 
 
FFT of point 4,  11th cut 
 
Time domain of point 5, 20th cut 
 
FFT of point 5,  20th cut 
 
Time domain of point 6, 21st cut 
 
FFT of point 4,  21st cut 
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Time domain of point 7, 30th cut 
 
FFT of point 7,  30st cut 
 
Time domain of point 8, 31st cut 
 
FFT of point 8,  31st cut 
 
Time domain of point 9, 34th cut 
 
FFT of point 9,  34th cut 
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B-3 AE Features and Flank Wear 
B-3.1 Relationship between AErms and Flank Wear 
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B-3.2 Relationship between AEp-p and Flank Wear 
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B-3.3 AErms and AEp-p at Different Cutting Conditions 
 
(a) AErms  at constant cutting speed 300 m/min 
 
(b) AEp-p at constant cutting speed 300 m/min 
 
(c) AErms at constant feed rate 0.35 mm/rev 
 
(d) AEp-p at constant feed rate 0.35 mm/rev 
 
(e) AErms at constant feed rate 0.4 mm/rev 
 
(f) AEp-p at constant feed rate 0.4 mm/rev 
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B-4 Mean Sound Pressure and Flank wear 
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B-5 Mean Sound Pressure at Different Cutting Conditions 
 
At constant cutting speed (Vc=300 m/min) 
 
At constant feed (F=0.35 mm/rev) 
 
At constant feed (F=0.40 mm/rev) 
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B-6 Power Consumption of Spindle Motor (Prms) and Flank Wear 
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B-7 Power Consumption (Prms) at Different Cutting Conditions 
 
At constant cutting speed (Vc=300 m/min) 
 
At constant feed (F=0.35 mm/rev) 
 
At constant feed (F=0.40 mm/rev) 
 
